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BID SAVIN

You can save time, and save a lot of money by subscribing to
A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing Magazine. Save $14 off the cover
price with the convenience of having A.N.A.L.O.G. delivered directly
to your door before it even hits the newsstands. To order use the
handy postage·paid order card located in the back of this magazine!

1 YEAR FOR ONLY $28
SAVE $14 OFF THE COVER PRICE

1 YEAR WITH DISK ONLY $79

by Frank Cohen
Contributing Editor

poet once said, "The place where optimism most flourishes is the lunatic asylum." Some may wonder if he could have
been writing about the current state of affairs at Atari Corp. Plagued with DRAM
memory-chip supply problems, lukewarm
reception of the Mega ST, and an everdecreasing number of U.S. retailers, Atari
has a lot to be worried about. It has even
taken a lot of pot shots this year from
some of its most loyal friends, Atari user
groups. Through all of the problems, the
Tramiel Atari Corp. is optimistically
projecting success and profits for the
coming years.
Atari has a lot to offer, it has nicely
filled out its high·end personalcomputing line with the Mega ST, and
offered a low·end XE Game system, which
can inexpensively blossom into a home
computer. It has always held its market
with the VCS 2600 cartridge-based game
system, and new VCS cartridges are still
being developed for this seven-year-old
machine.
In the middle of Atari's homecomputing line is the XEIXL computer.
Product offerings for the XEIXL have become sparse, since "Black '85;' the year
when most 8-bit software companies
learned the meaning of the word
"bankruptcy." The computer-buying public in the U.S. seemed to tire of the inexpensive 8-bit Atari 800 and the
Commodore 64. It took the new 16-bit
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systems-Macintosh, Atari ST, IBM PS/2
and Amiga-to return some of the excitment seen in the early '80s.
XE/XL owners will shortly see some
amazing new developements. At last
June's Consumer Electronics Show, Merrill Ward Company displayed its new CEO
desktop system for the XEIXL. The system
adds windowing, dialog boxes, drop-down
menus and an integrated word processor
and painting package to your XEIXL. Effectively, XE/XL owners will have a small
version of GEM-the ST's visually driven
operating system-for a tiny price.
Merrill Ward patterned its system after
the CEOS operating system for the Commdore 64. In 1987, Commodore released
GEOS, a visually driven operating system
that offers some of the features found on
the Macintosh; programs use windows
and drop-down menus to communicate
with the user. GEOS created an unexpected renaissance of interest and enthusiasm
for the Commodore 64. Merrill Ward
shows all the possibilities of doing the
same thing for the Atari XEIXL computer.
With GEO comes the demand for larger memory and more disk storage. By
chance, Atari recently began selling the
new XF551 floppy disk drive, for the
XEIXL. The XF551 is a double·sided,
double-density disk drive. SpartaDOS X, a
special cartridge DOS from ICD Technologies, gives you full access to the XF551's
high-capacity modes and makes disk
operations quick and easy.
InJune, the Japanese Ministry ofInternational Trade announced that it would
be easing up on self-imposed DRAM
production quotas. This is good news for
the American computer industry which
is currently facing a memory-chip
drought. Memory-expansion board
manufacturers for the XEIXL project
stronger sales with better DRAM supplies.
So maybe Atari Corp.'s optimism isn't
so far off; the future really does look a little rosy.
(Quote from Havelock Ellis, The Dance of
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Fairway Challenge
Tee·up Jor some computer golfing fun.
by John T. Pape

"ZY

Slave Cellars

of Golgoloth

The slavers oj Golgoloth have captured Princess Shala,
and it's up to you to rescue her.
by Clayton Walnum

~

Snowplow Editor
Now you can design your own screens Jor
last month's sensational arcade game, Snowplow.
by Barry Kolbe & Bryan Schappel

~

Whafs New in Consumer Electronics
Since you own a computer, you're likely
to be interested in some oj the other sensational
electronics products that we discovered at this summer's
Consumer Electronic Show.
by Arthur Leyenberger

'fl

Advanced Print Shop Graphic Editor
A graphic creator Jor owners of Print Shop
that takes up where the
original Print Shop editor left off.
by Robert Plotkin

~

Master Memory Map, Part 3
The third part of this invaluable reference
guide digs yet deeper into the mysteries oj your Atari.
by Robin Sherer

W

CES Video Game Report
The hottest news on the video game front
Jrom the Summer Consumer Electronics Show.
by Andy Eddy
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PARROT II

Special OFFER

M All New PollOI sound digillZer lor your AIari. PoIIOl II Is a
Tl.1$ Alpl)a SV$ms HACK PACK contains all our
Sophistlaated new hardWare device that plugS Info your iOYslklk
finest products lor making BaC\l-UP COllies,
part. Parrolll has lwo Inpuls, one lor a mIcrOphone and aile for a
Malyztng. Understanding and Protecllnliyour .....
~_ __ , - - - - . . . . . , ~=><=~"
,n",,,,=:r.>! powered source SUCh as a lope plgyet roclio orComDact DIsk.
AIari programs. n comes comPlefe with Alar!
.
ui1lOOOfll
you IllCOId sounde Into your compiiI\lr and ploy lhem back on any
ProtecIion Techniques (Book and Disk I), Advanced PrateclIon Techniques (Book and Disk II), The
/IIor/. Porrol II IUms your COI1lIliJIerS I<eyboord Info a muslcot instrumenl WiltI nine dlllenmt sounde
Chipmunk. The SConalyz8l, The Impersonator ond DISk Pook 1000. Worth OWl S150. Gellhem all
covering Ihrlle octoves each. the sounds can be anything, a dogs bOIk. a ptona, a compIel8 drum
lor Ihe speclat price 01 JuIf $99.95
set, a symphony or your own voice.
Afarl Software PrQtection Techniques Vol I • II
PoIIOlIi ItlIs you modify the sounds on a graphic display 10 creol8 brand new sounds and speclol
These Book and Disk packages detollthe most advonced copy protecljon methods in use today. They
effects. Best of all, the sounds and voices con be put tnlo your own programs tl10t can be used on
guide you II1rough the I'neIt1ods used fo creoI8the prolecllon os weU os the caflYl~l8chnlques fo get
any stondard Alar!. Explore the warId 01 digUaI sound and mustc. ONLY h9.91
95
oround lhem They InclUde Informallon on Phr90klng • Hacking' On-line security· ock boxes' sen~~
~~r~~I':%~I~J tor Parrol *":00
deslruct1ng programs' Pirate bull9lln board systems' Logic bombs • New piracy loWs • Hardware
''''''''
,-...
h
data keys • weak sectoring (Phantom, Fuzzy and unsloble sectors) • 0V8IIl11ed froCks • eRe errors •
a fast -""" muln pl..... lriVla game Illol mixes questIOns
Bank SElIecf COrlrldges and MUCH. MUCH MORE. TIle disks .lnclUdeOUfomolic program protectors,
'POP·N·ROCKER with ~ngs (dlgitiz';; .'
.
Prolecllan SConnetS, directory hiding (md more.
with Porrot). Be ll1e nrSt 10 ldenUty the songs and answer the music IriVIo quesllons. Pop-N-RocIrer
llancl=~
DISK n
comes with three dOlo disks and lets you add new questions so nwill h9Wr get ald. '1bu con use a
...........
..~ both __
Only
19.95
Porrol Sound dlgnlzer fo'add new
fool use any kind of music from Rock 10 CIossicoI to
......-.
........
....
Nursery Rh~ A new'co
I
in
nd a
lodd-Qn lor PollOI,
$24.91
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CHIPMUNK

COMPUTERMS Be MAGNIPRINT 11+

.

Automatlc DIsk Back-Up SysI8m. Make perlecny running unprol8cled tock-up copies of hundreds of
the most popular Alarl programs. Chipmunk's sophlstlcoted programming Automatically nnds and
IEMOYIS CllIlY proIKIlon lrom most Alar! programs. Back,up even heovlly pral8cled programs with
9059. Finally. a bock·up system that needs no special hardware or skills.
ileed a lull list 01 who! Chi mun~ les, coli or write for our frll9 colo ) $14.91
(n
SCGIICIlyzer AutomatlCOIly soon anafyze commercial programs. UnlOCk progromming secrets and
190m from Ute masters $29.95
Impenonalor Cor1t1dge to Disk back up svs1em. CleoI8 running bock-Up copies of any carlrldge
(Uprlo 16K) $29.96

Turn your compuler inlo.o digilal portrait studio. This carnplele pockage leIs
you capture, save II prlnl digilal images from your Video Camera, VCR
or TV. COMPUTEREYES hardwore plugs direclly inla your joystick ports for
easy use. Prinl your piclure on a 6 fool posler. $119.95
COmputerEyes camera system
Comes camplele wllh everything above. plus a block and while video
camera and connecling coble. $329.95
Graphics 9 SoftWare - Add a new dimension 10 your COMPUTEREYES
GIANT WAll SIZED POSTERS.
pictures - caplures images in 16 shades of grey. $12.00
Magnlprlnt 11+
Easily Ihe mosl powertul prinl pragram available loday. Prinl graphics Irom almosl any formal in
hundreds of shapes. sizes. and shades. Supports calor prlnllng and leIs you creote glanl posrers.
Magniprinlll + lets you stretch and squeeze, invert. odd lexl, adjust shading and much more.
Works with EPSON, NEe. Cifoh. Panasonic. Gemini. Slar, XMM801. and compolible prinlers. (850
inlertace or equivalenl required).
$24.95
Graphics Transformer .
Now you can combine Ihe mosl powertullealures of all your graphics programs. Creole print shop
icons fram a Koala pod picture. from a pholp digilized wilh ComputerEyes. or any piclure file.
Gr.aphics Transformer leis you Shrink, EnlaMe and Merge piclures for unequaled flexibility. $22.95
••

CHEAT .

Get more Irom your games with CHEAt Tired of spending days trying to beat a game? Tired of gelling
stuck just when you need anolher life? Cheat is on innovalive new producllhal gives you Ihe chance
you need 10 beDl your favorite games. Cheal works wilh hundreds of Atori games 10 give you
unlimiled lives or poweLEnd Ihe fruslration and gel hours more enJoymenl from your games. (Call or
write Alpha Systems for.our Iree catalOg wilh a lullllsi of Ihe programs Ihal work wilh Cheal) ONIJ' $24.95

BASIC TURBOCHARGER

B,oIC
Ilh
f1bTty d .
d'bl . d f
· II'
NOW for Ihe fIfS Ime a '"" programmer can ge e power. eXI lion Incre I e spee a
machine language. B/>SIC TURBOCHARGER is a book and dls.k pockage Ihat conlains over 150
ready 10. use machine language roulines Complele instruclions show how 10 odd Ihem 10 your own
BASIC programs to gellhese fealures and more: • Smoolh Scrolling' PlayerlMissile conlral' Lood &
Sove Piclure liles' Sorting ond Seorching' Special Effecls Graphics· Incredible Speed' Much. Much
More' Over 150 progroms. You've heord of lt1e power of Assembler, now harness it for your own
needs. $24.95
.
.

YOUR ATARI COMES ALIVE

SAVE MONEY Finolly on ollernative to. buying expensive compuler add-ons. ·Your Alar! Comes Alive
shows you how 10 built them yoursell. This 'How-To' book and disk package gives you complele
step by slep inslruclions and programs needed.lo built and controllhese exciting devices and MORE:
• Light Pen' Light & Molar Controllers ·Alorm Syslems' \tIice Recognilion' Environmenlai Sensors
'Oota Decoders· More Ihan 150 pages. lbur Alarl Comes Alive
$24.95
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Computer Repeats, Inc.
.UNBELIEVABLE DEALS EVERYDAY!

2017 18th St., Suite A
Boulder, CO 80802

Atari 5208T FM

Prices· Used

~$145

~.

_

•

ALL ORDERS.PROCESSED IN 24 HOURS!

N~

12l10lQ. Coml"e<

$335 l~OST ComJiU1lf
511 130XE Compvlo'
5511 BOOlQ.Compvlo'

400·161< Com""",r
10501lr..
AIarIl025Pr"lIlf

S2ll Ha"" ilmTll1modem
SI31 AIarIl027LO Prine<
S7lI Okimaill0 oIPlP
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Sf~llriW
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5111
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$41
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$II

ATR-8000 641(.51.... SIll 5l."'Drivesfiom

S35
5G1l Commadore1702 Mon.5135
S35 SoIV/,,_l<ahom
51

AIarI 850 _
Ko~,Touc:hT_

with trade-in oI800Xl, 810 Drive. 1030 modem

$CALL for our 8 stem

Prices· New

Atari XF·551 Drive

520ST FM CPU
$411 520ST FII Col" S\'S isll
5121< RAM FII11llij $111 AWi SP.l141lr..
$211
SM124 Mono Monitot 51511 SCl224 Col" MonI\:Ir 5325

-""" $119

~--.'/"', ..

NEW

130xE C9m1"e<
5149 XF561-2511l( Drive
1902C Co"r Moritor SIBIl Magnavox 80 Mono
A'aile 1200HC
SiI AvIl1llo 2AOOHC
SrnarLlM 2400HC
Happy flo' 7.1
256K BOO RAM UG OK
Slar.NX·11100 144cp1

SIBIl
$II
S7lI
SIBIl

Atari XE Game System
'41
l~.

51711
5il
5111

~~;:::!jJ/lf'

AWi SX212 Modem

S8I
256K XL RAM UG OK S35
R·1ime 8 Crot
S4I
Slar NX·2400 (2' PiT) S3BII

0000'

.

$29
NEW

with trade-in 01 130XE. 1050 Drive

$CALL for our s stem
Authorized Dealers for

COMMODOREIAMIGA

and AlARI STIXLIXE
Computers anirAccessarles.
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Turbobase responds
In response to Steve Panak's review of
Turbobase in the May issue of ANALOG:
First, this review does a disservice to
your readers because it is not factual.
There are 15 errors in the ten-paragraph
description. Curiously, most of the errors
are negative. Already two customers have
called thinking there was something
wrong with their programs.
There is one tactual state·
ment: The manual is hard to
"lug around!' But we were
kind of wondering, to where
was he lugging it?
Secondly, it does us a dis·
service because he judges the
task of implementation based
on a fraction of the time reo
quired as listed in the manu·
aI, as we tell anyone who
bothers to call. The median
time to implement Turbobase
is six weeks, and this hasn't
stopped anyone from buying
it. Judging by his grasp of the
facts, Steve couldn't have
spent six hours. To be honest,
there have been a handful of
disgruntled customers, who,
like Steve (one was also a law·
yer), expected it to be as sim·
pie as a game or home database. But there are also over
500 who are happy not to
have to throw out their 8-bits
to get business capability.
I refer Steve to any mall bookstore to see
what a real PC business DBMS looks like,
and see if he thinks the average non-expert
could achieve a full integrated implementation tailored to the application in less
than six weeks. Additionally, there are
dozens of circumstances, not having to do
with the software, that could have contributed to his problems. Since he never
called-an instruction repeated 23 times
in the documentation-we'll never know_
Lastly, the review does a disservice to
the Atari community, with two paragraphs
devoted to stereotyping the Atari as suitable only for games, rudimentary home
database use, Christmas lists, recipes, etc.
This is a slap in the face of us and our
many friends in users groups who have
worked long and hard to overcome the
"Atari stigma!' Factually speaking, the access of any of 50,000 inventory re€Ords in
under one second is not "rudimentary:'
-Steve Bolduc, President
Micromiser Software
I've always welcomed manufacturers
and software developers correcting me if
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and when I err in my analyses. And there's
no doubt in this case I made a couple of
errors. Unfortunately, Mr. Bolduc also
erred by mistaking my opinions for facts
and distorting what I said. I spent somewhere between six and ten hours looking
at this program; regrettably, I could not
have allotted it any more time. But based
on the features in the tutorial, I declared

of the future should check it out. While
its intensive, and context sensitive help
slows its performance somewhat (a
problem easily overcome by using a 386
machine), it never ceases to amaze me
how quickly my employees and colleagues
learn to design new database structures
and reports.
The future is simplicity, and the future
is now, and I'll accept nothing
less. Why should I spend six
weeks designing a DB system
when I can do it in six hours?
To save money? Forsake simplicity and your bottom lire
will always be red.
-Steve Panak
Editor's note: The opinions of
Steve Bolduc and Steve Panak are
not necessarily those of ANALOG Computing; these letters
were printed only in the spirit of
fairness. Whether or not an Atari
8-bit computer may be used for a
business use depends solely on the
individual and the needs he may
encounter when implementing
such a system.

How do you use
your computer?
Having just received Issue
62, July 1988, I am responding to the request in the
editorial by Lee Pappas for information on uses of Atari
it to be the best choice for those desiring computers.
a powerful business database run on an
I am a great fan of the MicroCheck pro8-bit Atari. I still feel this is true.
grams as published in your magazine and
But I continue to doubt the wisdom of use it for personal records as well as one
running a business on anything but a PC business account. I also use SynCalc for
or Macintosh (a statement I cringe at, be- both personal and business uses. I make
ing a loyal member the Atari community my own Income Tax calculator each year,
for the last six years), due to the fact that as well as monthly ledger sheets, Federal
there is no product or configuration of Deposit calculations for Social Security
"add-ons" on the market (considering the and Income Tax withholding and accurrent cost of PC clones), which allow cumulative tear-end reports. I also use
SynCalc for calculating loan repayment
me to do this.
-Curtis W. Lacey
As far as this opinion doing a disser- schedules.
No. Fort Myers, FL
vice to the Atari community, the suggestion that through my remarks I control
The staffof ANALOG Computing would
the entire personal computer marketplace is, of course, ludicrous. If I had the like to thank everyone who responded to our repower to wield such forces, I assure you quest to let us know what you do with your
that I would use it to pursue more per- machines. The information we've received clearly
indicates that the Atari 8-bit computer is still
sonally gainful endeavors.
As for the implementation of a "real being put to many good and productive uses.
PC business DBMS" being impossible in We received far too many letters to print here,
less than six weeks, I need not visit my lo- but you can be sure that we read each letter we
cal bookstore to know it is possible, as I received and that we appreciate your taking the
have done it. The program is called Cor- time to write.
nerstone, produced by Infocom, and anyone interested in sampling the software
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by John T. Pape
It takes a special breed of individual to
withstand the frustrations that are a regular part of the game of golf. Indeed, it has
been said that a golfer is a person, armed
with a club, who goes around striking a
small white object called a "%?-*"! Hav·
ing been a golfer for some 20 years I can
attest to this by recalling numerous incidents of ball cursing, club throwing
and/or breakage, and stories of golfers
who, upon deep-sixing one too many in
the Tennessee River, emptied every ball
in their bag, and in Three Stooges-like
fashion proceded to hit one after another
into the nearest body of water or stand
of trees. But on the other hand, the game
must provide some degree of satisfaction,
or it wouldn't be so hard to get a tee time
on Saturday mornings. Hopefully, Fairway
Challenge will evoke some of these same
emotions from the armchair Atari golf enthusiast.

Playing the game
The course is a full 18 holes, complete
with most of the hazards to b~ found on
your favorite outdoor layout. Upon running the program, you will see the title
screen, hear some appropriate "psych up"
music and be informed of the next tee
time. After program initialization, you will
find yourself on the first tee. The computer will then ask you for your choice
in clubs.

You are armed with the legal limit of
14, including the one, three and four
woods, two through nine irons, pitching
wedge, sand wedge and putter. Enter your
selection by typing the two-letter abbreviation for the desired club followed by
RETURN. For instance, the one wood
would be IVY, five iron 51, sand wedge Svy'
and so on.
Next you will be asked to select the type

of swing you want: full, half or easy. Enter
only the first letter of your choice and
RETURN. Finally, you are asked for the
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by Clayton Walnum
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Small Scale
It was many risings and fallings of the
moon ago that I had a subscription to a
magazine called Softside. It was the first
magazine I ever read that covered Atari
computers (there was no ANALOG Computing then, though it wasn't long in
coming), and I read it with the same dedi·
cation a Bostonian feels toward the Red
Sox. One of the best things about Softside
was "The Adventure of the Month" club.
For an incredibly low price (it amounted
to a little over $3 a month), members of
this club received, monthly, a complete
BASIC text adventure.
It was the "Adventure of the Month"
club that got me hooked on text adventures, and as I was just learning to program at that time, it was natural that I
should start to study the BASIC code that
comprised each month's adventure.
At first, the programs were like alien
creatures; they spoke a language incomprehensible to me and looked as strange
as some visitor from the depths of space_
But as I learned more about my computer, and as I spent more and more
hours applying what I had learned, I slowly began to speak these cx:eatures'
language.
Finally, I sat down to write my first ad·
venture game-a rescue-the-princess adventure titled The Slave Cellars ofGolgoloth
(TSCOG). It was a text adventure, of
course, but it utilized some simple graphic
and sound effects-to add a little life to the

all-text format. After forcing-at
gunpoint-several of my friends to play
the game (getting someone to start an adventure is easy, but making them finish
it requires all manner of begging, whining, threatening and bribing), I deemed
it ready for the general public and up·
loaded it to CompuServe.
I waited for the verdict.
Within a week the number of messages
I was receiving in E-mail and the Forum
multiplied significantly. Some people
wanted clues to the game, some people
wanted to know whether there was going
to be a sequel, and some people wanted
to know when I was going to fix the bugs.
(Ahem.) Whatever the reason for their contact, there was no doubt that a good many
people were playing TSCOG. I watched
the download count move into the
hundreds, and at the same time I watched
my CompuServe bill skyrocket as I spent
more and more time online answering
mail. But the $lOO-a-month connect
charges didn't bother me too much. You
see, I was learning something that only
someone who has sweated over a lengthy
project knows: It feels great to have all
that work appreciated. And it's a kind of
circle. The more appreciation you receive,
the harder you work at new projects.
It was around this time that I made my
first sale to a magazine. The editor of the
now defunct Hi-Res called me at work and
told me he wanted to publish the dice
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game I had sent him. I was thrilled to the
marrow and started the long wait that every writer who is on his first sale is
familiar with. The time between the sale
and the actual publication is nothing less
than eternity to the power of one billion.
I waited and waited and waited.
For five months I waited, and during
that time not a single issue of Hi-Res was
published. It was obvious to even a knucklehead like me that Hi·Res had gone byebye, and my first sale was a sale no longer.
Sigh. (The program was eventually published in ANALOG #42 as Atarzee.)
But let's move back a couple of months.
While I was waiting for Hi·Res to get into
gear, and while I was answering all those
requests for adventure clues, I was filling
my free time with a new project. Having
been entirely dissatisfied with every home
checking program I had seen, I decided
to write one for myself. Nothing fancy;
just something that would do exactly what
I wanted. No extra frills. I had tried to
write a checking program once before,
and had given it up as a project far too
complicated for my meager programming
skills, but this time I was determined. I
had written a successful adventure game,
right?
The program grew, and it wasn't long
before I realized that maybe I might actually have something salable on my
continued on page 54
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Lyco Computer
Marlleting & Consultants
JllATARr

Lyco Means Total Service.

520 ST-FM Computer

~~J_
•

ONLY

Mlrk "Mlc" Bow...r. Sllu M.nlger
I would pe"onilly like 10 Ih.nk .11 01 our pesl cUSlomera ror helping 10
mlkl Lyco Compuler ani 01 Ih. I.rgeal mall order companies nnd a
'...der In Ih. Industry. Also, I would Iiko 10 oxlend my porsonal Invilalion to
nil compulor enlhuslasts who havo nor experlellcod Ihe scrvicos Ihat we pro·
vide. Pleaso cRII our trained sales slall DI our toll·lroe number to Inquire
aboul our divorse product line and weekly specials.

.n

, can'l see why enyane would shop anywhere else. Solecllon from our hllge
In·slock Invenlory, best price, service thai con'l be beat-we've gal 11 ell hera
III Lyco Compuler.

C.O.D. RI.keFr. . Policy: _ full manufacturers' warranties. no sales tax
outside PA , prices show 4% cash discount· add 4% lor credit cards' APO,
FPO, International: add $5 piUS 3% for priorilY ' 4,week clearance on. personal
checks I we check for credit card thell , sorry. compatibility not guarenlead I
return authorization required. due to new product gIJarantee, return restrictions
apply , price/availability subject to change' prepaid orders under $50 In
Continental US. add $3.00

Internal
drive
included

. -

~.-

-

.~~.J_

~;l

~

$749 95
JllATARr
System
Includes:

GTS-100

130XE
System

$195 95
UEADSrARf
COLOR SYSTEM
•
•

•
•

plug in and use im·
mediately
IBM·XTcompatible
2·360K Drives
Free "year limitedJ
warrantyr

o

_el:iii51-,

$989 95
• Hi Aescoklrmonitor induded!

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-233-8760
New PA Wats: 1-800-233-8760
Outside Continental US Call: 1-717-494-1030
Hours: 9AM to 8PM, Mon. - Thurs.
9AM to 6PM, Friday - lOAM to 6PM. Saturday
For Customer Service, call 1-717-494-1670,
'~I
9AM to 5PM, Mon. - Fri.
Or write: Lyco Computer, Inc.
1:.._·__ '
P.O. Box 5088, .Jersey Shore, PA 17740

~'1LD
_.

Color
System

• Atari ST
Drive
• 3.5" DSDD

Feel 'ree 10 c.1I Lyco II you w.nl 10 know more .boul • porlleul., Item. I
can', Slre$!i\ enough (hal our toll-Irp.9 numbor Is not jllst for orders. M;lI1Y
compenles hove R loll·free number lor ordorin~, but If you Jusl want 10 ask a
question aboul a product, you have I~ make a loll call. Nol al Lyco. Our
Iralned sales Sfell Is knowledge.hl~ aboul nil Ihe producls WR Slack and Is
happy to answer any queslions you rnoy h:we. We will do our br.sl 10 make
Sur. Ihal Ihe producl you selRcl will Iii Y0ur aprllcatlon. Wo also have SalUr'
day hour! - one more reason to coli us for all your computer needs.

lyco comr,utl' Iloch I mulllmillo" doll.r Invlnlory 01 ,"clory·lr.."
mllchlnd II. eh.nees lire w. h.ve exoclly whRI you wonl Ilghl In our ware·
hou... And thll m.anl you'll pel It fes!. 111 'acl, erder. oro norrnelly .hlpped
within 24 hOUri Fr... Ihlg,plng on pr.pnld Oldor. over $50, end thoro Is no
depo'"lequlred on C.O. • ordere. AI, Irelghl or UPS Blue/ned Label shipping
II IVlllebll, 100. And
productl clrry Ihl lull manulaclular.' werronllos.

$459 95

iNDUS

Flrsl Ind foremosl our philosophy I. 10 keep .breasl 01 Ih. changln9
merkl!t so Ihat we can provide you with nol only 'aclory.fresh lI1ercl13n(h~e
bUI also the newesl modols offered by Iha manulaclurors al Ihe ~bsolule best
possible prlcos. We oller Iho widest seloctlon 01 compuler hardwere, sollware
end accessories.

Onc. you'vl placed your order with Lyeo, w. don'l 'orgel nbout you.
Our friendly, professional customor sarvice reprcsenlatlves will-find answerS
10 your questions aboul the slalus of an ardor, warranties, producl avallabill·
Iy. or price,.

~

-In
B UI'lt'
Drive

~ATARr

520 ST-FM . -

~ATARr
HARDWARE
520 RGB
520 Mono
520 Keyboard
130 XE
GTS 100 Drive

• -800-233-8760
CIRCLE #103 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

$749.95
$599.95
$459.95
$135.95
$195.95

MAGNAVOX
CM-8502
• Composite
Color
• Green Text
Switch
• Speaker
• Suggested
Use 130 XE

o
$179 95

JOYSTICKS
Tac 3
Tac 2
Tac 5
BOss
3 Way
Winner 909
Wic IBM/AP
I Controller
Epyx 500XJ
Kraft KCIII AP/PC

$9.95
$10.95
$12.95
$11.99
$19.99
$24.95
$29.95
$13.95
$13.95
$16.95

!------

Panasonic
Automatlon0~
Office

m.crOft.cs

-

..-

1080i

-

-_.---NX-1000
• 144 cps Draft
\L

Modelll~...........,.~

--

Mode~

,

••

~

$165 95*

36
cps NLQ
El Font
Panel
Control

• 100 cps Draft
• 20 cps NLQ
• Std, Par, and IBM Graphics

..._--IL

~

~U;@lr.· .

.l(r.IlICI-IIIC

NX-1ooo
,
$165.95'
NX-1ooo Color
$225.95
NX-15
$289.95
.... $319.95
NR-10 .
NR-15
$419.95
NB-15 24 Pin
$669.95
NX-24OO .....
$309,95
$399.95
NB24-10 24 Pin
.. $545.95
NB24-15 24 Pin
Laser 8
$1759.95
ND-15
$349.95
NL-10.
.. $149.95
'w/cable purchase

Toshiba
321 SL
341 SL
P351 Model II
351 SX 400 cps

$489.95
$659.95
$899.95
$979.95

(\In\

QuantIties
Limited

SP 180Ai
SP 1200Ai
SP 1200AS RS232
SL 80Ai
MP5420FA
SP Series Ribbon
SK3000 Ai
SK3005 Ai
SPB 10
SL 130Ai

$125.95'
$159.95
$159.95
$289.95
$999.95
$7.95
$339.95
$419.95
$CALL
$599.95

, Ouantities Limited

BROTHER

M1109
M1509
M1709
Twinwriter 6 Dot &
Daisy
M1724L
HR20
HR40
HR80

$159.95
$335.95
$459.95

$899.95
$619.95
.. $345.95
$559.95
$649.95

\

'~

':.,
:
'.
. ~::::;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;~_ _(...

$125 95 $159 95 -

----_..

Compatible

SEIKOSHA

• 150 cps DraM
• NLQ Mode
• Friction & Tractor
Feed

EPSON~
..
LX800
..
FX86E
FX286E
..
EX800
LQSOO
..
LQ2500
GQ3500
..
LQ850 ..
LQ10SO ........
..

$184.95
$329.95
$424.95
$399.95
$339.95
$789.95
$LOW
$525.95
$699.95

1i

Attention
Educational
Institutions:
Myou are not currently using

(2- Year Warranty)

~!?!~~~Oict1
OIQQAT~
Un\
$159.95
1080i Model II
.. $189.95
1091i Model II
1092i
.
$299.95
..
$375.95
1592
.. $419.95
1595.........
3131
$289.95
3151
$459.95
KXP 4450 Laser
$1849.95
1524 24 Pin
$529.95
Fax Partner
$579.95
$859.95
Optical scanner

~CITIZEN
120 D
180 D
MSP-10
MSP-4O
MSP-15E
MSP-SO

$149.95
$169.95
$259.95
$289.95
$335.95
$399.95

Okimate 20

$129.95

Oklmate 20 w/cart
180
182
182 +
183
292 w/interface
293 wlinterface
294 wlinterface
393
Lazer 6
390
391
320
321

$189.95
$219.95
$209.95
$225.95
$239.95
$449.95
$585.95
$819.95
$955.95
$CALL
$479.~5
$649.95
$345.95
$445.95

Inlerfacing available
for IBM C 64, Apple
and Alari

. ...,..,.....
Access:
Triple Pack
. $11.95
Leader Board Pack ....... $9.99
Acllvlslon:
Music Studio
Solid Gold Vol. # 1

$19.95
$10.95

Batteries Included:
Paperclip 80 Col ........ $31.95
Broderbu nd:
Print Shop
Print Shop Compan
Graphic Lib. I, II, III
Bank SI. Writer.

$25.95
$22.95
$13.95
. $27.95

Electronic Arts:
Pinball Con Set ..
Lords of Conquest
Startleet I
Chess Master 2000
Music Con Set
Super Boulderdash
One on One ....

. $8.95
$8.95
$32.95
$25.95
$8.95
$8.95
. $8.95

Mlcroleague:
Microleag. Baseball
General Manager
Stat Disk.
'87 Team Disk.

$22.95
$16.95
. $13.95
.. $13.95

Mlcroproae:
Conflict in Vietnam.
F-15 Strike Eagie
Kennedy Approach

Access:
Leader Board
Tournament #1
10th Frame

........ $22.95
$11.95
$22.95

Acllvlslon:
Champion. Baseball
GFL Football
Music Studio
GBA Basketball
Beyond lork .
lork Trilogy

$22.95
$22.95
$27.95
.. $22.95
$28.95
$27.95

Broderbund:
Superbike Challenge ... $11.95
Electronic Arts:

. $22.95
$19.95
$13.95

Arctic Fox

Startleet I
Chess Master 2000
Gridiron
Marble Madness

.. $25.95

$32.95
$25.95
$32.95
$23.95

Epyx:
Sub Battle Simulator .. $22.95
World Games
$22.95
Wrestling
$11.95
Winter Games
$11.95
Flreblrd:
Pawn

Starglider
Golden Path
Guild of Thieves
Tracker

our educational service
pnogram, please call our
representatives for details.

Mlcroleague:
Microleague Baseball .. $33.95
$16.95
General Manager,
Wrestling
$25.95
Mlcroproae:
Silent Service .
F-15 Strike Eagle
Gunship. .

..

$22.95
$24.95
$28.95

Strategic Simulationa:
Phantasie
Phantasie II
..
Wargame Con. Set
Phantasie III

$22.95
$22.95
$19.95
$22.95

Subloglc:
Flight Simulator II
Scenery Disk. ..

$30.95
$14.95

Tlmeworka:
Wordwriter ST ".

Partner ST.
Data Manager ST
Unison World:
Art Gallery 1 or 2
Print Master
Fonts & Borders..
Art Gallery Fantasy

.. $44.95
. $27.95
$44.95
$14.95
$19.95
$17.95
$13.95

$13.95

$25.95
$11.95
.. $25.95
$11.95

We stock over 3,000
software titles!

.

Avatex:

Thomson:

230 Amber TIU12" .... $69.95'
4120 CGA ....
. $199.95
4180 CGA .
$199.95

Blue Chip:
BCM 12" Green TIL
BCM 12" Amber TIL

$64.95
$69.95

NEC
Multisync II

$589.95

Magnavox:
BM7652
BM7622
7BM-613
7BM-623
CM8S02
CM8S05
9CM-053
CM8762
8CM-515
CM9043
8CM-873

$79.95
$79.95
$79.95
$79.95
$179.95
$199.95
$CALL
$245.95
$259.95
$CALL
$499.95

12lJOe
1200i PC Card
1200p
:
12OOhc·Modem
2400
2400i PC Card
'w/cable purchasa

$65.95
$65.95
$89.95
$79.95·
$149.95
$139.95

Hayes:
Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 2400

$139.95
$279.95
$419.95

AvateX
1200E

~~

~y

~~

$65 95
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ADDENDUM
Editor's note: The listings for Basic Editor
II in the September '88 issue were inad·
vertently left out. Sorry about that. Here
they are:

Listing 1.
BASIC listing.

32700 POKE 8.2,13'5TOP
32702 POKE 16,112,POKE 5377.,112:RETUR
N

32600 If fL THEN 32616
32602 DIM L$Cl151,SV$C1151,C2$C21,8$Cl
15I,M$Cll'I,S$C'81,E$C6'I,A$Cl1,fL=1,S
THTA8=PEEKC1361+PEEKC1371*256

~2~:~Lg~A:~~~~V~~~~~~sr.~~f:~~~0~~~~~0~
II
$=IIV

CHECKSUM DATA.
(see issue 39's Unicheck)

OR tl$::lIy" THEN ABR=1

32606 8$(1)::" u:8$(115):" u:8$(2)::0$

32616 OPEN U17,4,O,"ESIl:LS:II "rG05UB :I
2662:START=0
32618 POKE 766,1:POKE 83,3"POSITION 1
,3'If LENCL$I(3' THEN? L$'GOTO 32624
32620 If LENCL$I(77 THEN? L$Cl,381'?
L$C3',LENCL$II'GOTO 32624
32622 ? L$ U, 381'? L$
761 I? L$ C77, L
ENCL$11
32624 POKE 752,0:POKE 766,O,POKE 55',3
4'POKE 82,1'POKE 83,38,POSITION 0,10:?

n"

3~6~~: ~~P~[$~~~jILg~P~~;II~~~'~ND

o

START:

THEN P=l: l$:'t1·

32628
IT ION
;12630
32632

IF l$:IIE" OR lS:"e" THEN E=lIPOS
1.10'? SV$ GOTO 32624
IF l$::IIQII UR LS::llqll rHEN 326"
IF L$="" AND P=l THEN 32686

32634 IF LS::" 11 THEN 32624

32636 If L$="8" OR L$="b" THEN GRAPHIC
5 9:7 "TVPE IGOTO 32600' TO CONTINUE"I
END
32638 If l$(l,l':"E" OR LS(l,l): lI e ll TH
EN E=l,TRAP 32624,EL=VALCL$C211:POSITI

g~6~o'~bI~~$~i~~~Tg2~~:~~=VALCL$1

32642 START=l,IF P AND NOT E THEN 326
52
32644 GOSU8 32674,If NOT A8R OR P THE
N 32652
32646 POKE 766,0'? CHR$(1251'POSITION
O,3:L=VALtL$':LIST L:? 17 11 IlCONT II ILS
=8$
32648 POSITION O,O,POKE 842,13'STOP
32650 POKE 842,12'A=USRCADR(S$I,RDR(L$

~2:~iL~~~~~~~~~RCADRCH$I,ADR(L$I,LEN(L

$11'CHKSUM=CHKSUM+PEEKC15421*65536
32654 CHK=CHKSUH-CINTCCHKSUH/6761*6761
,HI=INTCCHK/261,LO=CHK-CHI*261:C2$Cl1=
CHR$CHI+65I,C2$C21=CHR$CLO+651
32656 If NOT P OR E THEN E=O,GOSU8 32
662'If NOT P THEN 32668
32650 POKE 03,3',POKE 752,1'fOR M=3 TO
5,POSITION I,M,? 8$(1,381 'POSITION 1,
M+7'? 8$Cl,381'NEMT M,POKE 83,38
32660 POKE 766,l,POKE 83,38'POSITION 6
,7'? C2$'POKE 752,O'GOTO 32618
32662 GOSU8 32702,POKE 766,0'POKE 752.
I:? uli":POKE 82,1:DL=PEEK(S60J+256*PEE
KC5611 +4
32664 POKE DL-l,70,POKE DL+2,6,POKE DL
+3,112'POKE DL+4,112'POKE DL+5,112:POK
E DL+13,112,POKE DL+14,112
32666 POKE DL+22,112:POKE DL+23,112'PO
KE DL+24,65'POKE DL+25,PEEKC5601,POKE
DL+26,PEEKC5611'POKE
32660
POSITION 20,0:? 83iI3~'~~Ij~~~
"
":P05ITION 0 7:1 II

"
32670 POSITION

II:POSITION 1,7
: 1 " I I :11;
32672 POKE 55',34'RETURN
32674 GRRPHICS O:POKE 5S'.8,POKE 766,1
'POKE 02,O,POKE 83,3"POSITION 0,3'? L
$:1 :1 :1 :1 "CONT":POSITION 8,8
32676 POKE 842,13:STOP
32678 POKE 842,12:TRRP 32682'R=USRCRDR
CE$I,VRL(L$II'If A=. THEN POP 'GOTO 32
682
32600 RETURN
32682 GOSUO 32662'SOUND 8.75.10.0:fOR
K=l TO 20'NEMT M'SOUND 8,0,0,0:POSITIO
N 1,311 I·SYNTAX ERRORI1':POKE 166,1
32684 POKE 83.30,POSITION 1,10:? SV$'G
OTO 32624
32686 LINE=PEEKCSTHTR81+PEEKCSTHTR8+11
*256,If LINE)325" THEN 326'0
326880fS=PEEKCSTHTRO+21:STHTRO=STHTR8
+OfS,POSITION l,"LIST LINE:GOTO 32624

Listing 2.
BASIC listing.
10 DIH L$(120"HL$Cl1',.A$(11

~~E~~~~~~~~p3}P~~~I~1:l~~~c:~~~~~~(~~

D" THEN 20
30 If A$="C" THEN SO
40 ? "PLRCE fORMATTED DISK IN DRIVE"'?
"THEN PRESS RETURN",INPUT L$lOPEN Ill,
8,0, Ito: HL. DA:" ' : GOTD 60
SO ? ,? "READY CRSSETTE, PRES' RETURN"

~~I~~~~3~~~~P~~(~}~~:~6~~~~=CHR$(34'

70 N=11':GOSU8 130,L$(141=HL$(l,581:L$
CLENCL$I+11=CHR$C341:? 1I11L$
80 L$ Cll ="32610 M$ C5'1 =": L$ CUI =CHR$ C3
41,L$C151=HL$(5'I:L$CLENCL$I+lJ=CHR$(3
4':1 tU;L$
'0 L$ Cl1 ="32612 S$=": L$ UOI =CHR$ C3.1
100 HL$='''': N='O, GOSU8 130' L$ (111 =HL$,L
$CLENCL$I+11=CHR$(341,? II1JL$
110 L$ (11 ="32614 E$=" 'L$ UOI =CHR$ C341
120 HL$~''':N=6':GOSU8 130,L$(111=HL$:L

~~~E~~~$~~i'~gH:~~~:~:~,~t!~~i~~~R$(Al

'NEMT M:RETURN
140 DATA 104,104,133,204,194,133,293,1
04,104,133,205,16',9,141,3,6,141,2,6,1
41,4,6,141,5,6
159 DATA 141,6,6,238,3,6,32,68,218,172
,2,6,177,203,133,212,32,119,217,32,182
,221,32,68,218
160 DATA 173,3,6 133.212,32.170.217,32
,21'.21° 32,210.217,165.212,1.1.0.6.16
5,213,14 1 ,1,6.24
170 DATA 173,0,6,10',4,6,141,4,6,173,1

ig61g~j:,~:t;~;~;:;t;:;~O~~~O:;~7~~~7~
,4,6,133,212,17J,5,6,133,213,~6

1'0 DATA 104,104,133,20.,104,133,203,1
04,104,141,255,6,16',0,133,213,216,165
,88,133,205,165,8',133,206

~g~2g~~~4~~~;~~~;~O~~2~~~2~:~2~~~1::;~
,177,205,201,64,144,18

~~~,~~~~1~:~6~~oi~~2~~1~:~7~~~6~:~2~~1
95,32,14.,3,56,233
~~:,~~~~1~;;~:~;~gf;~~~i~:~i~f~6~~:8~2

47,200,132,212,'6
238 DATA 104,104,141,254,6,104,141,253

,6,16,,9,133,213,216,165,136,~33,285,1

65,137,133,206,160,0,177
240 DATA 205,205,253,6,208,8,280,177,2
05,205,254,6,240,15,160,2,177.285,24,1
01,205,133,205,144,228
250 DATA 230,206,176,224,160,4,177,285
,201,55,240,4.160,8,240,0,132 1 212,'6

~2~6°o~~~~I~~:p3fP:~~~~O:$~S~~~?T~~~A&

OSITION 1,10'? 8$Cl,381 :GOTO 32624
326'2 GRRPHICS O:? ,? :1 'fOR M=32600
TO 32636 STEP 2:1 H:NEHT H:1 "CONTII:PO
SITION O.O:POKE 842,13:STOP
326'4 POKE 842,12IGRRPHICS o:? ,? I? :
fOR M=32638 TO 32674 STEP 2:? M:NEMT M
:1 :1 "CONT"IP05ITION 8 1 8
326'6 POKE 842,13:STOP
326'8 POKE 842,12'GRAPHICS 8:? I? 11 :
fOR M=32676 TO 32702 STEP 2:? M'NEM~ N
11 11 "POKE 842,12"IPOSXTION 8,8

I8

CHECKSUM DATA.
(see issue 39's Unicheck)
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3257 Kifer Road
Santa Clara, CA 95051

B&<t omputer v·ISIOnS
·

JI\-

(408) 749·1003

STORE HOURS
TUE - FRI lOam - 6pm
SAT - lOam - 5pm
CLOSED SUN - MON

MJEW22 1050 SUPER ARCHIVER CHIP $69.95
a-BIT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
$3.50 EACH OR 3.00 IN QTY OF 10
$12.00 EACH
ASSEN REV A 800 CPU 6502 RAM 6810
ASSEM REV B
BASIC REV A 810 ROM C
POKEY
XE GATE ARRAY
MPU 6507
800 ANTIC
PIA 6502
XL ANTIC
OS ROMS (499B-599B)
PIA 6532
VCS TIA 444
BASIC REV C
$4.50 EACH OR 4.00 IN QTY OF 10
850 ROM B
1771 FDC
XL CPU 14806 GTIA
FREDDIE
1050 ROM
XL/XE MMU
XL DELAY
XL/XE OS

~

NEW PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS WITH PARTS
MAIN WITH CHIPS
10.00
800 10K O/S
10.00
16K RAM
10.00
800 POWER
5.00
SIDE WITH D/S
15.00
800 CPU W/GTIA 10.00
ANALOG
10.00
810 POWER
15.00

800
800
810
810

JOYSTICKS
14.95
WICO 3-WAY
12.00
WICO BAT HNDL
25.00
NUMERIC KEYPAD
19.95
ST MOUSE

29.95
22.00
19.95
45.00

MISCELLANEOUS
400/800 POWER PACK
800 KEYBOARD
10.00
800/810 POWER PACK
15.00
800XL KEYBOARD
KLM 400/800 POWER PACK 5.00
130XE KEYBOARD
1030 POWER PACK
10.00
520ST KEYBOARD
800XL/XE POWER PACK
20.00
1040ST KEYBORD
2600 POWER PACK
5.00
314/354 POWER
520ST POWER PACK
50.00
1040 POWER PCB

40.00
25.00
35.00
75.00
85.00
35.00
75.00

ATARI SPACE AGE
ATARI STANDARD (2)
ATARI TRAK BALL
EPYX 500 JOYSTICK

DISK DRIVES
(130.00)
ATARI 810
140.00
ATARI XF551
( 90.00)
ATARI 810 on Plate 100.00
199.95
(210.00)
ATARI 810 W/HAP
220.00
INDUS ~T
B&C 810
(120.00)
140.00
225.00
PRICES IN BRACKETS DO NOT INCLUDE I/O OR POWER PACK

I

: nA~i

,;:

A

:: 6oUlOt

DERE
ATARI
$10.00

FIELD SERVICE MANUALS
ATARI 400/800, 810
25.00 EACH
ATARI 800XL, 850,
1025, 1050
20.00 EACH
SAMS 800,800XL,
130XE,1050
19.95 EACH
SAMS 520ST
35.00

RUN MAC SOFTWARE ON YOUR ST

MAGIC SAC
TRANSLATOR
MAC ROMS
PRT DRIVERS/FINDER

!M:M!

119.95
279.95
39.95
44.95

!;~:lW!

COMPUTERS , INTERFACE
100.00
MPP-1150 INTERFACE
119.95
MPP-1151 INTERFACE
149.95
ATARI 850

ATARI 800
ATARI 800XL
ATARI 130XE

54.95
74.95
125.00

DIAGNOSTICS
1050 DIAG. DISK 20.00
SALT 800XL CART 25.00
5-1/4" ALIGNMENT 40.00

810/1050 DIAG. CART
SALT 400/800 CART
3-1/2" SS ALIGNMENT

25.00

25.00
50.00

HAPPY ENHANCEMENT VER. 7 .1
810 OR 1050 - $99.95
ST INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
DISK CONTROLLER WD1772 25.00
DMA CONTROLLER
PHOTO COUPLER PC900
2.95
MMU
YAMAHA SOUND CHIP
10.00
VIDEO SHIFTER
6850 ACIA
GLUE CHIP
3.95
68000-8 CPU
27.00
68901 MPF
KEYBOARD CHIP
15.00

26.00
28.00
26.00
28.00
16.00

ATARI XE GAME MACHINE $139.95
INCLUDES MISSILE COMMAND, FLIGHT SIMULATOR II,
BUG HUNT, LIGHT GUN, JOYSTICK, BASIC, AND 64K OF
MEMORY WITH A REMOVEABLE KEYBOARD. ADD A
DISK DRIVE AND PRINTER FOR A COMPLETE HOME
COMPUTER SYSTEM!
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF CARTRIDGES FOR THE XE
GAME MACHINE.

SUPER SPECIALS
RECONDITIONED ATARI MERCHANDISE
All merchandisc has bcen tcstcd and reconditioned and is in like-new condition except where noted. 30 day warranty.
ATARI
TRAK BALL
$9.95

ATARI
SPACE AGE
JOYSTICK

SPICE UP THE ACTION IN
YOUR ARCADE GAMES!

$5.00

400 (16K)
COMPUTER
$2995

1030

S

48K UPGRADE KIT
$25.00

l:J

I

600XL (64K)

$59.95

"';

MODEM
-

1020 COLOR
PLOTTER/PRINTER
$29.95
40 Columns wide
Includes paper and
~
color pen set
. \;~

WITH

EXPRESS!
$29.95
GET ONLINE TODAY

800 (48K)

Upgraded to run newer
64K soft ware - includes
Basic & power supply

($19.95 WITH RECON KEYPAD)

NUMERIC

DISKETTES
AS LOW AS 20 CENTS
lO-FOR $4.00
100 FOR $29.95
1000 FOR $200

COMPUTER~KEYPAD

$79.95

INCL. BASIC CART &
MANUAL

I

ATARI
BOOKKEEPER
$14.95· NO BOX

$7.95
INCL HANDLER DISK USE
WITH BASIC &
BOOKKEEPER

$24.95 • IN BOX
(29.95 WITH RECON KEYPAD)

MOST ARE UNNOTCHED
WITH OLD SOFfWARE

S HI PPI NGIN FORMA TI ON - Prices do not include shipping and handling. Add $5.00 for small items ($8.00 Min. for Canada). Add $8.00 for
disk drive. Calif. res. include 7% sales tax. Mastercard and Visa accerted if your telephone Is listed in your local phone directory. Orders may be
pre-paid with money order. cashier check, or personal check. Persona checks are held for three weeks before order is processed. C.O.D orders are
shipped via UPS and must be paid with cash. cashier check or money order. International and APO orders must be pre-paid with cashier check or
money order. $20.00 minimum on all orders. All sales are final - no refunds· prices are subject to change. Phone orders accepted TUESDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm PST.

We carry a comC1ete line of ATARI products and have a large public domain library. Write or call for free
catalogue. (40 ) 749·1003 TUE - FRI 10AM - 6 PM
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE - ALL SALES ARE FINAL
CIRCLE #104 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

by Arthur Leyenberger
Whether you know it or not, electronics are as much a part of modern life as
say, the telephone and television. Wait, telephones and televisions are electronics,
and that proves the point. More and
more, leisure·time activities consist of, in
part, some form of electronics. Whether
it's audio and video, home information,
calculators, watches or telephone
products, electronics touch each of our
lives.
Consumer electronics today represents
a $32 billion industry. The place to see
what's hot and what's not in the consumer
electronics business is the semi-annual
Consumer Electronics Show (CES). The
summer CES held in Chicago, consists of
over 730,000 square feet of exhibit space,
nearly 1,400 exhibitors, approximately
100,000 attendees from over 70 countries
and some 2,000 journalists. All of this
takes place over the course of four days
with the result being a look at what will
appear at retail in the next six months.
This was the 22nd consecutive summer
CES. Every year it seems to get bigger and
better. And every year or so there seems
to be a major new product or product
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category that not only steals the show but
is a revolutionary consumer product in
its own right. The products shown at CES
represent the forefront of technology, and
oftentimes a hint at what's just over the
technological/electron ic horizon.
In the past. there have been such
product innovations as the compact disc,
Super VHS video recorders, the pocket
LCD TV, the Sony Walkman and many,
many more. One company stands out as
consistently presenting the most exciting,
innovative products: Sony. This year was
no different. The excitement in McCormick East was centered on Sony's two
"Personal Video" products.
A consumer electronics breakthrough
Sony Corporation of America announced the availability of two portable
video products designed for individual
use. Called Personal Video, the products
include the GV-8 Video Walkman
TVNCR combination unit and the EVDT1 desktop video system. Both feature
color TV screens and complete 8mm
video recorders. A separate ultraminiature color video camera (the CCD-
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Can you use three-inch CDs?
The pocket-size D-88 is dedicated to the
new three·inch CD format but will also
play the standard five· inch CDs. The
three-inch CD format, codeveloped by
Sony Corporation and N. V. Philips, is
based on the same digital encoding as
conventional CDs and was announced
late last year as a formal CD standard.
Each disc can hold up to 20 minutes of
digital music and is expected to retail for
under $6.
Unlike a conventional LP record which
has a mechanical pickup that starts at the
outermost part of the disk and travels inward on a spiral groove, a compact disc
is read by a laser which starts at the innermost part of the disc and travels outward. Further, the laser reads the compact
disc from the underside of the disc. Because of this arrangement, a compact disc
player can read both standard five· inch
discs as well as the new three·inch discs,
theoretically.

TI-ue, all CD players can read either of
these compact disc sizes but the theoretical part depends on the type of player.
There are basically two types of CD players: spindle and drawer designs. On a
spindle·type player, the CD rests on a
spindle that protrudes through the hole
in the middle of the CD. The drawer-type
player holds the CD until the drawer is
closed, and then it is lowered onto a spindle inside the machine. (A third type of
player introduced in the early years of the
CD format has a vertical, hinged door.)
The spindle·type CD player can play
the three-inch CDs directly. A drawer·type
CD player requires the use of an outer
adapter ring that fits around the outside
of the three·inch CD to give it the same
diameter as a normal five·inch CD. The
vertical door CD player also requires the
use of the three-inch adapter ring. The
adapter can be thought of as working in
just the opposite fashion as the adapter
needed to playa 45-rpm single on a stack·
loading record player.

"
A NEW KIND OF
BUSINESS LETTER ...
The personal video
memo can now be
made right at the desk
with video equipment
that takes up little desk
space. From Sony, the
EV-DTI combination
Bmm videocassette
recorder-Trinitron.,
color monitor with
5-inch screen and
ultra-miniature CCDCl color video camera
allows executives to
communicate with
video on a one-to-one
basis. The EV-DTI full
featured VCR includes
a TV tuner and timer.
It has a suggested retail
price of $1,700. The
suggested retail price
for the CCD-Cl is
$750. Both units are
currently available.
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Gl) can be used with either unit.
Sony previewed prototypes of these
products one year ago when the compa·
ny presented the concept of Personal
Video-the ability to use a TVNCR combination unit wherever the consumer
happens to be, rather than at home or
where the VCR is connected to a televi·
sion. The introduction of 8mm video two
years ago is what paved the way for
products such as these. The introduction
of these portable video products
represent expansion of the 8mm format.
The GV-8 Video Walkman measures
only five inches wide, eight inches high
and a mere two and a half inches deep.
I find it incredible that a complete video
system fits within this size package. The
unit has a three-inch (measured diagonally) color LCD screen with an active matrix
system for superior sharpness, contrast
and color purity. The screen appears
brighter and is plainly viewable in sun·
light due to a built-in backlight behind
the screen.
The VCR component of the GV-8 is a
full·featured unit that has high·speed
search, a one-day/one-event timer for time·
shifted recordings and a built·in TV tuner
with full VHF and UHF channel recep'
tion. It also has a sleep timer that auto·
matically turns off the unit after one hour.
Although designed for personal use, the
GV-8 can be connected to any TV monitor for large screen viewing. Also, the GV-8
has audio/video input and output connec·
tors to allow connection to another VCR
of any format. A linear time counter dis·
plays the tape position in hours, minutes
and seconds.
The Sony Video Walkman is every bit
as original and innovative as the Walk·
man was ten years ago. Despite its com·
pact size and weight of only two and a
half pounds, it has a high·quality video
image and high·fidelity sound. The builtin speaker is said to be a high·
performance model for improved sound.
The GV-8 operates on either AC or DC
and can use either rechargeable nickel·
cadmium batteries or alkaline batteries
when used with an optional external bat·
tery case.
The EV-DTI desktop video system is
slightly larger than the GV-8 Video Walk·
man. Taking up little more room than a
telephone, the EV-UTl is a complete video
resource that can sit right on the desk. It
has a five-inch high-performance
Trinitron (r) color monitor and a fullfeatured 8mm VCR, complete with a
seven·day/three-event timer and on-screen
display for help in recording programs.
Although the EV-DTI can be used at
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.The great CD rip-off

SONY;

SON~

22

FDL-320

There is some controversy surrounding
the new three-inch compact-disc format.
When it was first announced, the retail
price was promised to be from $3 to $5
and that would not only include the disc
but the CD-3 adapter as well. Since the
CD-3s have started appearing in the last
couple of months, it has been noticed that
the price has somehow crept up to the
"under $6 retail;' and few if any CD-3 titles include an adapter with the
packaging.
When the CD-3 was announced, it was
heralded as the replacement for the
45-rpm record_ Apparently, teenagers are
not buying CDs in the enormous quantities that the record companies would like,
so this CD-3 format was concocted. It was
reasoned that since a CD-3 would cost
only one third the price of a standard CD,
it would sell well with the younger crowd.
Of course, another alternative was to have
lowered the price of regular compact
discs.
The recording industry made a
promise to consumers when the CD format was launched in the early 1980s. They
said that manufacturing capacity was
limited and that led to the high price of
compact discs. As soon as the manufacturing bottleneck was alleviated the price
of CDs would fall to under $10. Well, if
you bought a CD recently, you know that
most CDs still cost from $15 to $18. Y~s,
there are some budget CDs that sell for
under $10, but they are either reissued,
old LPs (where the royalties have run out)
or are classicalaazz works with unknown
recording artists.
The compact-disc manufacturing bottleneck was alleviated almost two years
ago, and still the prices have not retreat·
ed. Further, new improved manufacturing
techniques have lowered the cost to
produce a CD as well. So, the new CD-3
format is cheaper per disk but still has the
same cost per song (four songs for $6 or
12 songs for $18).
What especially galls some people is
that the cost of producing a three-inch
CD is about the same as producing a five·
inch CD. So why the new format? Sure, the
CD-3s are cute, but is it worth the hassle
to have to worry about adapter rings,
packaging the little fellas and storing
them in your CD library? For a retailer,
the CD-3 represents another size and
presents inventorying problems. And
don't forget the confusion to the consumer who as yet has not embraced the
compact disc format completely.
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home or anywhere else, it may have its
greatest use at the office. Since video is
increasingly being used in business as a
sales aid, training device and communications tool, this unit provides a means
to more broadly disseminate information
in the office environment. The combination of the EV-DTl and the small color
camera (CCD·Gl) is a powerful video
package.
The CCD·Gl camera offers simple one·
button operation. A solid-state two-thirdsinch CCD (Charged-Coupled Device) image sensor, excellent color processing and
low light sensitivity provide a quality picture. A built-in omni-directional microphone allows for high·fidelity sound
simultaneously recorded with the picture.
A three-zone Ready Focus (r) focusing system permits point·and-shoot operation of
the unit. Other camera functions such as
white balance and exposure control are
automatic.
The Sony EV-Dfl video system is available at a suggested retail price of $1,700.
The CCD·Gl color camera retails for
$750, and the GV-8 Video Walkman will
sell for $1,300. All three products will be
available by the time you read this. These
video products from Sony are hot.
On the eve of the 50th anniversary of
broadcast television Sony continues to
make news. The Sony FDL·320 Color
Watchman is a color version of their flatscreen pocket television which includes
AM and stereo FM reception. The unit
weighs only 14 ounces (including batteries), includes full VHF/UHF reception,
and has a 2.7·inch backlit LCD screen.
The FDL-320 can operate via AA batteries, AC through the supplied AC-D4 adapter or car battery with the optional car
adapter cord. The Sony Color Watchman
is available now for a retail price of $600.
The other Sony innovation at this year's
CES (you would think one was enough)
is a new portable CD player designed specifically for the new CD-3 (three-inch)
compact discs. Sony came out with the
first portable CD player, the incredibly
small D-5. Each of the last three years has
seen still smaller and fuller featured
models come from Sony. Now, with the in·
troduction of the Sony D·88 Pocket Discman (tm), Sony has created the world's
smallest CD player that weighs a mere 10.6
ounces and measures only 3 Y. by 15/16 by
3% inches.
In addition to a supplied rechargeable
battery that permits up to two hours of
operation, the D·88 is supplied with an
AC power adapter for use with regular
house current. A carrying case, remote
control and high-quality stereo headphones are also supplied with the unit.
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Calculators?
Calculators have not been news since
they were first introduced 15 years ago.
But there is one company that makes the
finest calculators money can buy: Hewlett·
Packard. These calculators don't compete
with the kind that you buy for $19.95 and
throwaway when they stop working.
Hewlett·Packard calculators have been
available in models for business, science,
engineering and statistics since the early
1970s.
One of the important features of the
Several new models were introduced at
new Sony unit is its five·inch CD compati- CES this year. The Hp·22S scientific cal·
bility. Although the D-88 is barely larger culator is an algebraic-entry machine
than the diameter of a three· inch CD, it designed for college students. It has a
can play standard-sized discs by means of solve function that lets the student enter
a sliding optical pickup and two-position equations just as they are written in text·
center spindle. However, when playing a books. Once the equation is entered, the
five-inch CD, the D-88 is not quite as port- student can solve for any variable without
able since the disc extends out beyond the re-entering the equation.
edge of the player. Fortunately this does
For instance, on most calculators, to
not pose a safety hazard and I can attest solve for Z in the equation (X + Y)/
to having been able to easily stop the ex- Z = AxB, the equation must first be rewritposed, rotating disc with my fingers.
ten as Z = (X + Y)/(AxB). Then, to solve for
The Sony D-88 Pocket Discman (tm) another variable such as Y, the equation
will retail for $360 and be available by the has to be rewritten as Y = AxBxZ - X and
time you read this.
entered again. On the HP-22S, the equa·
tion needs to be entered only once, as
Where's DAT recorders
(X + Y)/Z = AxB. Then the HP-22S
There should have been another break- prompts the user for values of the variathrough product being demonstrated by bles and solves for the missing one.
every audio manufacturer at the show:
The Hp·22S also has a library of 16
Digital Audio Thpe (DAT). DAT was first commonly used equations including
shown over a year ago by several manufac- roots of a quadratic equation, pressure of
turers, and they predicted that the new a fluid and kinetic energy. To make enformat decks would be available in stores tering the equations easier, the HP-22S
by Christmas 1987. However, the record- has an alphanumeric display that shows
ing industry threatened to sue any variables and messages instead of cryptic
manufacturer who brought a DAT codes. The HP-22S retails for $60.
product to the U.S. market, and the conThe HP-32S uses Hewlett-Packard's own
tinuing controversy has held up the in- RPN (Reverse Polish Notation) and is a
troduction of the DAT decks in the US. scientific calculator with all of the techFortunately, negotiations are taking nical features that professionals and stu·
place between the hardware manufac- dents need. Along with a complete set of
turers and recording industry. Many peo- math and science functions, it has an
ple feel that the issue should be resolved equation solver that solves for any variawithin the year. As of now, manufacturers ble once the equation is set equal to zero.
are just waiting for the signal to introduce In addition to the equation solver, the
their products. DAT tape manufacturers HP-32S has numeric integration and
also have warehouses full of tapes, wait· complex-number functions, as well as
ing to be shipped. Currently DAT decks keystroke programming for solving
are available in Japan and other countries repetitive problems.
and can be purchased in the United
The Hewlett-Packard HP-32S incor·
States through the gray market. However, porates labeled variables for input and
the decks are pricey, most selling for output and looping, as well as tests and
flags for problems that require logical de·
about $2,000.
When DAT does arrive, it will eventu- cision making. Another feature of this cal·
ally replace the cassette market just as culator is the use of menus for faster
CDs are overtaking the LP market but it access to functions since they are grouped
will take time. Prerecorded cassettes and by category. The HP-32S retails for $70
cassette decks are relatively inexpensive. and is available now.
A third new HP calculator is the
It will be awhile before DAT decks are sell·
ing for $300, but once they are, it will be HP-17B Business Calculator. This is an
algebraic·entry machine for business
time for a recording format change.
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The HP-17B business
calculator from
Hewlett-Packard
Company features
popular business
functions such as
time value of money,
unlimited cash flows,
bonds and
depreciation, curve
fitting and an
appointment
menu with alarm
clock. It also
comes with
HP Solve for
entering
custom
equations
without
programming.
The HP-32S and
HP·22S offer
eatures such as
alphanumeric
displays,
equation
solvers and
menus.

Why the fuss over OAT?
The recording industry is concerned
that, since digitial audiotape (DAY) can
make near-perfect recordings of CDs,
there will be large-scale piracy of CDs and
millions of dollars in lost revenue. The
hardware manufacturers, mostly Japanese,
counter with an analogy to the LP and
cassette markets. They say DAT is to CD
what cassette is to LP: People make copies
for their own use and that's fine.
Promoters of DAT say that the record·
ing industry'S opposition to DAY is much
like their opposition to video·taping
several years ago. Back then, entertainment companies fought against the right
of individuals to use their VCR to copy
broadcast program material. The record·
ing/entertainment companies lost the case
but later made fortunes on rented and
purchased video. Many people feel if DAr
was allowed to proceed, there would be
plenty of money to be made by both hardware and software producers.

What is RPN?
We are all familiar with algebraic no·
tation since this is how we initially
learned to add, subtract, divide and multiply. To multiply two numbers, say 5 and
7, we would write 5*7. In reverse Polish
notation (RPN), the operator comes after
the numbers. Therefore, we would write,
5 7 *. It is called "Polish" notation after
the Polish mathematician, Lukasiewicz. It
is called "reverse" because, unlike Lukasiewicz's original logic, the operator comes
last, not first.
On an algebraic entry calculat01~ the
above example would be entered as 5*7 = .
When the equals sign is pressed, the answer would appear on the calculator's display. On an RPN calculator, the same
problem would be entered as 5 <Enter>
7*. When the 7* is entered, the answer
would appear on the display.
The real advantage ofRPN entry comes
when the equations get more complicated. like the equation 3 + (5*7). On an al·
gebraic calculator, eight keystrokes would
be required and the user would have to
enter the equation exactly as shown, from
left to right and with the parentheses. An
RPN calculator would simplify the procedure. The user would enter seven keystrokes as follows: 3 <Enter> 5 <Enter>
7 * +. In addition, the RPN user would
see the intermediate results of 5*7 before
he got the final answer.
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professionals and students that retails for
$110. It has HP Solve and menu-driven
software with a two-line, 22-character
liquid-crystal display. Functions include
time value of money, amonization, cash
flow analysis, bonds, depreciation, list·
based statistics and forecasting, price and
cost percent markup and appointment
menu with alarm clock.
HP Solve uses words and symbols as
variable names in equations' entered by
the user. The equations then can be
solved for any variable in any order. For
instance, the equation "Profit = Price Costs" can be entered exactly as shown.
Then, the equation can be solved for
Profit, if Price and Costs are known; or
for Price, if Profit and Costs are known,
without arranging the order of the variables. This is an easy alternative to
programming that gives the HP calcula·
tor user the option of doing "what if' calculations.
Cellular telephones
Cellular telephones appeared on the
consumer electronics scene several years
ago. Since its inception, there have been
three types of cellular telephones: mobile,
transportable and portable. Mobile cellular telephones are the type you see BMW
and Mercedes drivers using while they sit
in bumper-to-bumper traffic on the free·
way. The units have the maximum power
allowed by law and operate off of the cars
electrical system with an antenna on the
roof or rear window.
Transportable cellular telephones look
like an army battalion radio set. There is
a telephone·looking device parked atop
a battery, with an antenna sticking up on
one side. These units are heavy (the battery) and mayor may not have the same
output power as the mobile phones.
Portable cellular telephones are the
ones that always interested me. These
units are Walkie:ralkie look·alikes and al·
low the user to be in telephonic contact
virtually wherever they may go. The pon·
abies typically have about one-third the
output power of the mobile units, mainly due to the size of the internal battery.
In fact, the big problem with these types
of cellular phones has always been the
lack of battery power.
Battery technology has not kept pace
with the advances in other aspects of elec·
tronics. That's why a neat thing like a
portable cellular phone only provided
about a half an hour of talk time and
about seven hours of standby. (The unit
has to be on in order to receive a call.)
Now, it seems that portable cellular
phones have been improved, mainly in

recharged through a cigarette lighter accessory or through a desktop charger.
Operating instructions appear right on
the LCD screen and a scratch pad
memory allows you to enter a number
into the memory during a call and then
speed dial that number by simply pressing one button when you complete the in·
itial call. (Price of the Model 900 was
unavailable at press time).

the battery (and therefore talk-time)
department.
NEC America, Inc. has introduced the
P9100 series of portable cellular telephones featuring dual telephone·number
capability, alphanumeric display and expanded spectrum (to take advantage of
the new 832-channel cellular systems
which allow 25% more access to open
channels). Two separate phone numbers
in one phone eliminate the expense of
roaming call charges. Roaming is where
you are not in your own calling territory
and therefore have to pay a surcharge for
use of another serving area.
The NEC P9100 also features an alphanumeric display which allows the
storage and display of both telephone
numbers and the names associated with
them. Up to 40 names and telephone
numbers can be stored, displayed and automatically dialed from memory. The
P9100 also has last number redial and a
call duration timer.
The NEC P9100 offers 45 minutes of
talk time and up to eight hours of standby (or 80 minutes of continuous talk
time). When not in use, the P9100 offers
20 hours of continuous standby. The unit
weighs 23 ounces and measures 2 Yo by
112 by 712 inches. Retail price is about
$1,000.
litsubishi was also showing a small
and lightweight portable cellular telephone. Called the Model 900, the new
product weighs only 19 ounces and measures 7.3 by 2.7 by 1.2 inches. The Mitsubishi is over 20% smaller than its
nearest competitor. It offers a full
832-channel operation, dual telephonenumber capability, an alphanumeric
liquid-crystal display and a 100-number
memory.
The most outstanding feature of the
Model 900 is its one and a half hours of
talk time and 13 hours of standby time in
a package this small. The unit can be
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What ever happened to CD Video?
One year ago, at the 1987 CES, a dozen
audio/video manufacturers, give or take
a few, were cloistered together into a
mammoth display amidst a mountain of
hype. It is unusual for manufacturers to
cooperate this much but this was the
launch of a new audio/video format. We
were promised 200 software titles, scores
of players, and a delivery well in time for
the 1987 madness called the Christmas
buying season.
A year later, barely a word was men·
tioned about CD Video. The previous an·
nouncements (and hullabaloo) were all
premature. Vendors were privately saying
that the CDV technology would be a 1989
phenomenon-if it happened at all. The
poor electronics consumer is getting
bombarded with new audio and video
formats. When you look at CD Video and
the CD·3 disc, it seems that the hardware
manufacturers have a little too much free
time on their hands. Either that, or they
are greedy.
Who needs CD Video? I don't, but it
was supposed to be targeted for young
teens. The story is getting a little old: "The
teens won't buy CDs because they are too
expensive. Rather than lower the price,
let's invent a new format and give people
less for less money. We'll' make a killing
on all the new hardware they have to buy.
And, let's not lower the price on laserdiscs
and videotapes; let's invent a new format.
Yeah, give 'em a whole five minutes worth
of video and a whopping 20 minutes of
audio. And. _.yeah I like this ... we'll
make a killing on all that new hardware
they gotta buy!"
Consumer electronics is a fascinating
business to some people and a hobby to
others. We all get a lot of satisfaction from
having the high-quality audio and video
systems that technology has made available to us. But the electronics consumer
has to continually be wall' of fads that are
thrust upon them by an industry that continually demands to innovate and ulti·
mately sell more hardware. Remember the
EL-Cassette? How about Quadraphonic
audio? Should the CD·3 and the CD
Video discs be added to that list?

2l

Model
SH-R700
Intelligent
Remote Control
with changeable LCD

What is CD video?
PCD video is an optical playback medium that looks similar to a compact disc
except that the five-inch CD video is gold
colored to distinguish it from an audio
CD. It offers 20 minutes of digital music
and five minutes of regular, full·motion
video on one side of a disc.
Optical discs have microscopically
small depressions, or "pits" on their surfaces and are played back by means of a
laser beam. These pits carry either the
digital·audio information or the videopicture information. Reflections from the
surface of the disc, cOlTesponding to
video- or digital-audio signals, are translated into sound and pictures that can be
reproduced through your stereo system
and watched on your Tv.
There are really three types of CD
video discs. Laserdiscs have been around
for almost ten years and are 12 inches in
diameter. These discs contain full·length
feature films and pop, classical and operatic recordings. Up to two hours of music and video can be contained on a
12-inch CDV (one hour on each side).
Eight·inch laserdiscs have been available
for about five years and can contain a to·
tal of 40 minutes of program material (20
minutes on each side.)
A special player is required to play
these CD video discs. A laserdisc player
has always been able to play eight- and
twelve-inch discs but cannot play the fiveinch CDVs. Likewise, a compact disc player cannot playa five-inch CDV and get
the video portion of the program. A new
player is required to see the five minutes
of video programming on these CDVs. A
new type of player called a "combi-player"
will be able to play all three CDV discs
as well as normal CDs.
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Other products
Technics was showing an interesting
"intelligent" AN (audio/video) remote
control unit. The SH·R700 is said to help
overcome the problem of having a handful of separate remote control units for
your stereo, VCR and TV. The unit offers
a total of 144 commands, each of which
is accessed by pressing a touch·sensitive
LCD display on the top of the remote
control. The top panel has an alphanumeric read-~>Ut with five faces that
change to match the component in operation. This keeps the number of keys to
a minimum and simplifies the operations.
Forty-six of the commands are fixed
and reserved for Technics audio and
video equipment. The other 98 functions
are capable of "learning" the major commands of most infrared remotes for a CD
player (28 learning functions) TV (22
learning functions), VCR (23 learning
functions), and optional unit such as
another tape deck (25 learning functions).
To program the Technics Remote, the unit
is placed in the desired mode, a key to be
learned is pressed, the other remote control is placed head·to·head with the Technics unit and the the magic happens.
The Technics SH-R700 is available now
and retails for $200.
Here's a unique item. In fact, it is from
Unique Products, Inc. The Early Warning
(tm) Radiation Detector continuously mo·
nitors the atmosphere in a person's home
or office and will sound an alarm if it detects a dangerous level of radiation. The
company states that this is the first major
breakthrough in radiation detection since
the Geiger counter was invented in the
1930s.
The Unique Products Radiation Detector is meant to protect you against an accident at a nuclear power plant. It is also
meant for people who live near any of the
other 200 or more reactors across the
country, military bases, a~mament facto-

ries and nuclear waste dumps. The unit
can operate for over a year on one nine·
volt battery and has a retail price of $130.
Here's a somewhat unusual product.
The Mail·Call by San Francisco Seamaster
is the world's only solar·powered mail-call
alert. It is meant to overcome the problem
of making trips to your mailbox to find
that the mail has not yet arrived. Going
back and forth to your mailbox is time
consuming" wastes energy and most importantly is frustrating.
Mail-Call eliminates this stressful situ·
ation by alerting you the instant your mail
alTives with a short audible noise followed
by a flashing light signal. A solar transmitter sends a wireless signal day or night
from your mailbox to an AC receiver located in the comfort of your own home.
It has a range of 1,000 feet, uses advanced
electronics and has 1,024 easily adjusted,
personal security codes (you wouldn't
want your neighbor to know when your
mail arrived). The Mail·Call is available
right now for only $100.

Companies mentioned in this article:
Hewlett-Packard Company
Inquires Manager
1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330
Mitsubishi International Corporation
Communication Equipment
Sales Division
879 Supreme Drive
Bensenville, IL 60106
(312) 860-4200
NEC America, Inc.
Mobile Radio Division
4910 W. Rosecrans Ave.
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 973-2071
San Francisco Seamaster
P.O. Box 1531
Mercer Island, WA 98040
(206) 236-2022
Sony Corporation of America
9 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
(212) 418-9427
Technics
One Panasonic
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 348-7000
Unique Products
2228 S. EI Camino Real #175
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 595-6998
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As most of the Atari community already knows, Print Shop by Broderbund is
an excellent graphics utility with many
practical uses. This does not mean,
though, that it cannot be improved upon.
The ability to include predefined graph·
ic images in your own greeting cards,
signs, letterheads, etc., is useful, but the
graphic editor used by the Print Shop to
create these images is not a very good one.
It offers only the most elementary functions, and even filling in a simple shape
can be a tedious process. For this reason
I present to you the Advanced Print Shop
Graphic Editor (APSGE), written in ACTION!, which picks up where Broderbund left off.
The Graphic Editor contains many new
features, including:
-Solid fill which will fill any shape instantly.
-Textured (checkerboard) fill for
shading.
-Continuous line (Drawto) mode for
easy outlining of shapes.
-Ray line mode in which all lines
originate from a common point.
-Joystick or keyboard control.
-Variable cursor speed.
-Inversion and negatives of graphics
can be produced with one-key commands.
-Completely compatible with Print
Shop file format. The program will save
to and load from disks created with the
Print Shop.
The program is large and was broken
into two smaller progams. The main program is called .ADVPEDITACT, and the
second program is called .PSHOPIo.ACT
Typing it in
by Robert Plotkin

c:

CL

.s

.s

e
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Type in Listing 1 and write it to disk
with the filename .ADVPEDITACT from
the editor with the CTRL-SHIFT-W command. Clear the editor, and type in Listing 2. Write it to the same disk with the
filename .PSHOPIo.ACT with the CTRL·
SHIFT-W command. Now clear the editor
and enter the monitor by typing CTRLSHIFT-M.
Compile the two programs by typing
COMPILE"D:ADVPEDITACT". Now create a binary file version of the program
by typing WRITE"D:ADVPEDITAMI..:'.
Now whenever you want to use the program go to the DOS menu and load ADVPEDITAML with the Binary Load option.
(The ACTION! cartridge must be in
place.) The program will load and run automatically.
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Step by step through the program
After the program is loaded the main
screen will appear. On the left side is the
graphics editing area. Underneath it are
the current x- and Y-coordinates of the
cursor. On the right side of the screen' is
a list of all commands. On top of the editing area is a status line, which indicates
whether Draw mode is on or off, what Fill
mode (OFF, PURE or CHECKER) is currently in use, as well as what Line mode
(OFF, CONTINUOUS or RAY) is in use.

Drawing: Move the joystick, and the cursor will move within the editing area. The
arrow keys may also be used to control the
cursor, as well as the IJ,K and M keys as
in Print Shop. Press the joystick button,
and move around to draw. Type D to turn
draw mode off. This will enable you to
erase and correct mistakes.

To see fill mo~e in action, ~raw a
square of any size with Draw
mo~e on. Position the cursor

anywhere insi~e the square, an~
Iype F10 lurn fill mode on.
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Fill Mode: To see Fill mode in action,
draw a square of any size with Draw mode
on. Position the cursor anywhere inside
the square, and type F to turn fill mode
on. Now press the joystick button and
Presto! the square is filled in. Now move
outside of the square into a blank area,
and type F again, to enter "Checker"
mode. Press the joystick button, and the
area will be filled with a checkboard
pattern.
This function can fill any shape of any
size. There is only one small limitation.
The Checker fill cannot fill passageways
that are only one pixel wide. Also, selecting either fill mode will automatically
turn Line mode off. If at any time you try
to fill in a shape and nothing happens,
type D to switch the current Draw mode
and try again. The fill subroutine is a
modified version of the one presented in
Graphics 10/7 Painter in Analog #16.
Line Mode: First clear the screen by typing CTRL-C, followed by RETURN. Make
sure that Draw mode is on, and type L to
turn Line mode to Continuous. Press the
joystick button, move the cursor to any
other point on the screen, and press the
button again. A line will be drawn between the two points. Continue moving
the cursor and pressing the joystick button, and more lines will be drawn.
Now clear the graphic as described
above, and type L to turn Line mode to
RAY. Press the joystick button once to
select a point of origin. From now on every time you press the button, a line will
be drawn from the point of origin. Selecting Line mode will automatically turn Fill
mode off.
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Negating graphics: To change a graphic
to its negative image, type N All points
that are on will be turned off, and all
points that are off will be turned on.
Changing cursor speed: The cursor speed

is originally set to 0, the fastest speed. To
change this speed, type Z and enter a
number from zero to nine.
Clearing the graphic: To erase the graphic you are working on,' type CTRL-C.
The program will respond with
"<RETURN> TO CLEAR GRAPHIC
AREA." To clear the graphic, type
RETURN. Press any other key to continue
editing.

Inverting graphics: Type CTRL-I to invert
the graphic you are working on. Type
CTRL-I again to return it to normal.
Creating a moire pattern: Type CTRL-M
and you will be asked which moire pattern you wish to create (either 1 or 2).
These patterns can be changed easily by
adding STEP values to the loops in the
MOIREO procedure of the main
program.
Loading and saving graphics: APSGE can
use any Print Shop graphics disk. Do not
try to save (JT load graphics that are on the Print
Shop master disk. Type CTRL-G and you

will be asked for a filename to load, with

a maximum of 15 characters. Press
RETURN for a directory of the disk. The
program will notify you if a disk error occurs or if the disk is not of Print Shop format. Press ESCAPE to exit.
Type CTRL-S to save a graphic. Remember that if you enter a filename of a
graphic that already exists on the disk, the
old file will be written over_ You will also
be notified if the disk is full. If this happens the graphic will not be completely
saved, so use another disk.
Exiting the program: Type CTRL-Q to exit
the program. The program will respond
with "Y TO QUIT PROGRAM:' Type Y to
quit, or any other key to continue editing.

LISTING 1: ACTIONI

HiNl/il:t I:HN PRINT SHOP GRAPHIC EDITOR
;MAIN PROGRAM
;D:ADVPEDIT,ACT
;b~ ROBERT PLOTKIN
;COPYRIGHT 1~88 BV ANALOG COMPUTING
;
;
CHECKSUM DATA
;[00 BB 45 B1 6D 66 30 56
FO E7 76 B4 87 24 DB 46
6E ~F 7B BO 7A FC 79 FD
27 OB E4 04 ~3 B2 ~1 7E
55 ~B C3 43 DA ~6 BE 73
F6 DC AC AE 2F 21 8A ]
BYTE I,J,K,CNTOLD,CNTNEW,A,C,CON,
COLOVER,BITE,BIT,HD,YD,TEHTURE,
GH,GV,RH,RV,DRAW,LMODE,PN,LNUM
BYTE ARRAY HB1C$100),VB1C$100),
HB2C$100),VB2C$100),GRPHC572),
SCREEN,
SO=[128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1],
DIGIT="OO"
CARD SPEED=[O]
PROC MYERRCBYTE ERR) RETURN
;Ignore BREAK ke~
BYTE FUNC GRAPHICCBVTE H,V)
BYTE ARRAV MASK=
[128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1]
RETURNCGRPHCY*11+H RSH 3)
RSH C7 ! CH&7)) &1)
PROC PGRAPHICCBYTE X,V,VAL)
BYTE ARRAV MASK=[127 1~1 223 23~ 247
251 253 254]
BITE=H&7
GRPHCY*11+H RSH 3)==&MASKCBITE)X
VAL LSH C7! BITE)
RETURN
PROC GRVALSCBVTE H,Y)
RH=H LSH 1 RV=24+3*Y
RETURN
PROC PLOT8CBVTE H BYTE V)
BYTE POINTER POS
BYTE ARRAV MASK=[127 1~1 223 23~ 247
251 253 254]
POS=SCREEN+Y*40+H RSH 3 BITE=H&7
POSA==&MASKCBITE)XCOLOR LSH C7!BITE)
RETURN
PROC PLOTGCBVTE H,V)
GRUALSCH,V)
PLOT8(RH,RY)
PLOT8CRH+1,RV)
PLOT8 (RH, RY+1) PLOT8 CRH+1, RY+1)
PLOT8(RH,RY+2) PLOT8CRH+1,RY+2)
RETURN
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PROC PPLOTGCBVTE H,V,VAL)
PLOTGCH,Y) PGRAPHICeH,V,VAL)
RETURN
PROC PUT8CBVTE H,V,CHR)
BVTE INV
BVTE POINTER POS,CHPOS
POS=SCREEN+V*320+H
INV=CHR&128 CHR==&127
IF INV=128 THEN INV=255 FI
IF CHR)31 AND CHR(~6 THEN CHR==-32
ELSEIF CHR(32 THEN CHR==+64 FI
CHPOS=57344+CHR*8
FOR I=O TO 7 DO
POSA=CHPOSA!INV POS==+40 CHPOS==+1
OD
RETURN
PROC PRINT8CBVTE H,V
BVTE ARRAV WORD)
FOR J=1 TO WORD eo) DO
PUT8CH+J-1,V,WORDCJ))
OD
RETURN
PROC KEEPCBVTE TH,TV)
IF TH=88 OR TH=255 OR
TY=52 OR TV=255 THEN RETURN
FI
IF GRAPHICCTH,TV)UCOLOVER THEN
IF TEHTURE=2 THEN
IF GRAPHICCTH-HD,TV)=COLOUER AND
GRAPHICCTH,TV-VD)=COLOUER THEN
RETURN
FI
FI
PPLOTGCTH,TV,COLOR!1)
HB2CCNTNEW)=TH VB2eCNTNEW)=TV
CNTNEW==+1
FI
RETURN
PROC FILL ()
BVTE ARRAV HDIR=[1 255 0 0],
VDIR=[O 0 1 255],
HDIR2=[1 1 255 255],
YDIR2=[255 1 1 255]
iDiaMond Fill Subroutine
iFroM ANALOG U16, Februar~ 1~84
iTranslated to ACTION! b~
;Robert Plotkin
HB1CO)=GH VB1CO)=GV
IF GRAPHICCGH,GV)=COLOUER THEN
RETURN
FI PPLOTGCGH,GV,COLOUER)
CNTOLD=1
DO CNTNEW=O
FOR I=1 TO CNTOLD DO
FOR J=O TO 3 DO
IF TEHTURE=2 THEN
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KD=KDIR2(J) VD=VDIR2(J)
ELSE KD=KDIR(J) VD=VDIR(J)
fI KEEP(KB1(I-1)+KD,VB1(I-1)+VD)
OD
OD CNTOlD=CNTNEW
If CNTOlD=9 THEN EKIT fI
HOUEBlOCK(VB1,VB2,CNTOLD)
HOUEBlOCK(KB1,KB2,CNTOlD)
OD
RETURN
PROC ClEARSCREEN()
ZERO(SCREEN,7689)
RETURN
PROC SGRAPHIC ()
BVTE HASK,L
CARD GPOS,SPOS
GPOS=9 SPOS=~69
fOR 1=9 TO 51 DO
fOR J=9 TO 19 DO HASK=128
fOR K=9 TO 1 DO BIT=9 BITE=9
fOR L=9 TO 3 DO
If (HASK&GRPH(GPOS))=9 THEN
BITE==XSQ(BIT)XSQ(BIT+1)
fI BIT==+2 HASK==RSH 1
OD
SCREEN(SPOS)=BITE
SCREEN(SPOS+40)=BITE
SCREEN(SPOS+80)=BITE SPOS==+1
OD GPOS==+1
OD SPOS==+~8
OD
RETURN

"!4

"Wi1 l1iIi1: (1iI!4 IM:.J il.:'''1 i [II *11 ili1:.J; ••
I) IIIl jl"
) STATL1NE ()
PRINT8 (27, 4","[lIllmM:u).1") LNUH=6
PCHD(" OR !I!>UP") PCHD("!l OR C>LEfT")
PCHD(" OR iIIl>RIGHTII)
PCHD(" OR I:l>DOWN")
PCHD("t>DRAW TOGGLE")
PCHD(II >fILL TOGGLE")
PCHD(" >LINE TOGGLE")
PCHD(" >NEGATE")
PCHD ( I I >SPEED ( ) II) PCHD (II II)
PCHD("
>CLEAR")
PCHD (II
, >QUIT")
PCHD("
>SAUE")
>HOIRE")
PCHD(II
PCHD("
>INUERT")
PCHD("
>LOAD")
PUT8(33,14,(SPEED/759)+48)
PRINT8(3,23,"K=") PRINT8(10,23,IV=")
SHOWKV() SHOWSPECS()
RETURN
INCLUDE"D:PSHOPIO.ACT"
;GET SAUE&LOAD ROUTINES
PROC L1NE(BVTE K1,V1,K2,V2)
;Drawto subroutine
;froM SPLASH IN ACTION!
;ANTIC VoluMe 3, NUMber 4 April 1~85
BVTE K,V,Kf,Vf
INT A,B,T,DK,DV
PPlOTG(K1,V1,DRAW) PPLOTG(K2,V2,DRAW)
If K2>K1 THEN DK=K2-K1 Kf=9
ELSE DK=K1-K2 Kf=1
fI
If V2>V1 THEN DV=V2-V1 Vf=O
ELSE DV=V1-V2 Vf=1

PROC HAKENUH(BVTE NUH)
If NUH<10 THEN
DIGIT (1) =0 ELSE
DIGIT (1) =NUH/19
fI DIGIT(2)=NUH HOD 10
RETURN

fI

If DK<2 AND DV<2 THEN RETURN fI
K=K1 V=V1
I f DK>DV THEN
A=DV+DV T=A-DK B=T-DK
fOR 1=2 TO DK DO
If Kf=O THEN K==+1 ELSE K==-1 fI
If T<9 THEN T==+A
ELSE T==+B
If Vf=9 THEN V==+1 ELSE V==-1 FI
F1 PPLOTG(K,V,DRAW)
OD
ElSE
A=DK+DK T=A-DV B=T-DV
fOR 1=2 TO DV DO
If Vf=O THEN V==+1 ELSE V==-1 FI
IF T<O THEN T==+A
ELSE T==+B
If Kf=O THEN K==+1 ELSE K==-1 fI
fI PPLOTG(K,V,DRAW)
OD

PROC SDIGIT(BVTE K)
PUT8(K,23,D1GIT(1)+48)
PUT8(K+1,23,DIGIT(2)+48)
RETURN
PROC SHOWKV ()
HAKENUH(GK) SDIG1T(5)
HAKENUH(GV) SDIGIT(12)
RETURN
PROC CLEARSLINE()
fOR J=O TO 3~ DO PUT8CJ,2,32) OD
RETURN
PROC SHOWSPECS ()
CARD ARRAV DON(2),fON(3),LON(3)
DON(O)=IOff" DON(1)="0N II
fON(0)="0ff
II
fON(1)="PURE II
fON(2)=ICHECKER"
LON(0)="0ff
II
LON (1) ="CONTINUOUS"
lON(2)="RAV
II
PRINT8(7,2,DON(DRAW))
PRINT8(16,2,fON(TEKTURE))

fI

RETURN

PROC NEGATE ()
CARD GPOS
fOR GPOS=O TO 571 DO GRPH(GPOS)==!255
OD SGRAPHIC ()
RETURN

PRINT8(2~,2,LON(LHODE))

RETURN
PROC INITVAL S ()
GK=44 GV=25 TEKTURE=O DRAW=1 C=O
CON=9 LHODE=O
RETURN

PROC INVERT ()
BVTE ARRAV TLINE(11)
CARD POS1,POS2
fOR 1=0 TO 25 DO
POS1=GRPH+I*11 POS2=GRPH+(51-I)*11

PROC ClEARGRAPH1C()
ZERO(GRPH,572) INITVALS()
RETURN

HOUEBLOCK(POS1,POS2,11)
HOUEBlOCK(POS2,TlINE,11)
OD SGRAPHIC ()
RETURN

PROC STAT LINE ()
PRINT8(2,2,"l!IIliJIPRINT8(24,2,"[![jJ3RETURN

II)

HOUEBlOCK(Tl1NE,POS~,~~)

II)

PROC CNGCOLOR ()
DRAW=C C==!1 COLOR=C
RETURN

PROC PCHD(BVTE ARRAV TEKT)
PRINT8(25,lNUH,TEKT) LNUH==+1
RETURN

PROC HlINE(BVTE K,V)
LINE(44,25,K,V) CNGCOLOR()
RETURN

PROC DRAWSCREEN()
GRAPHICS(24) SCREEN=PEEKC(88)
SGRAPHIC() PRINT8(2,9,

PROC H01RE(BVTE HNUH)
BVTE TKV,TEHPD
TEHPD=DRAW

J0
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If MNUM=l THEN
fOR THV=O TO 87 DO LINE(O,O,THV,51)
CNGCOLOR () OD
fOR THV=O TO 87 DO LINE(87,51,TXV,O)
CNGCOLOR () OD
ELSE
fOR THV=O TO 87 DO MLINE(TXV,51) OD
fOR THV=O TO 51 DO MLINE(87,TXV) OD
fOR THV=O TO 87 DO HLINE(TXV,O) OD
fOR THV=O TO 51 DO HLINE(O,TXV) OD
fI DRAW=TEMPD C=DRAW!1
RETURN
PROC MAIN ()
BYTE ST,HASK,KEV=764,HOUE
BYTE ARRAV XDIR=[O 0 255 I],
YDIR= [255 I. 0 0], XP (2) , VP (2) ,
MKEYl=['-'='+'*l,
MKEY2=['I'H'J'Kl
CARD SCNT=[O]
DRAWSCREEN() KEV=255
DO CON==!1 COLOR=CON PLOTG(GX,GV)
If STRIG(O)=O THEN
If LMODE THEN XP(PN)=GX VP(PN)=GY
If PN THEN COLOR=C
LINE(XP(O),VP(O),GX,GV)
If LMODE=l THEN HP(O)=GX YP(O)=GY
fI
fI PN==r.l
ELSEIf TEHTURE=O THEN COLOR=C
PPLOTG(GX,GV,DRAW)
ELSE COLOR=C COLOUER=DRAW fILL()
fI
fI ST=STICK(O) MOUE=O
If KEY=255 THEN A=O ELSE A=GETD(l)
fI

If ST~15 OR A~O THEN
fOR SCNT=O TO SPEED DO OD
COLOR=GRAPHIC(GX,GY)!1 PLOTG(GX,GV)
MASK=1
fOR 1=0 TO 3 DO
If (ST&MASK)=O OR
A=MKEYl(I) OR A=MKEV1.(I) THEN
GH==+XDIR(I) GY==+VDIR(I) MOUE=1
fI HASK==LSH 1
OD
If GY=255 THEN GV=51 fI
If GY=52 THEN GY=O fI
If GH=255 THEN GX=87 fI
If GH=88 THEN GX=O fI
SHOWHY ()
fI
If A='f THEN
TEHTURE==+1 LMODE=O
If TEHTURE=3 THEN TEXTURE=O fI
ELSEIf A='D THEN
DRAW==!1 C==!1
ELSEIf A='J THEN iCTRL-C
CLEARSLINE() PRINT8(2,2,
"(RETURN) TO CLEAR GRAPHIC AREA")
A=GETD (1)
If A=155 THEN CLEARGRAPHIC()
SGRAPHIC() SHOWXV()
fI

ELSEIf A='r THEN ;CTRL-a
CLEARSLINE() PRINT8(2,2,
"
'~' TO aUIT PROGRAH")
A=GETD (1)
If A='Y THEN EXIT fI
ELSEIf A='L THEN
LMODE==+1 If LMODE=3 THEN LHODE=O
fI
PN=O TEXTURE=O
ELSEIf A='N THEN NEGATE()
ELSEIf A='- THEN ;CTRL-H
CLEARSLINE() PRINT8(2,2,
"WHICH PATTERN (1 OR 2) ?")
A=GETD (1) -48
If A=l OR A=2 THEN HOIRE(A) fI
ELSElf A='. THEN INUERT() ;CTRL-I
ELSElf A='Z THEN
CLEARSLINE ()
PRINT8(6,2,"CURSOR SPEED)")
A=GETD (1)
If A)='O AND A(='~ THEN
SPEED=(A-48)*750 PUT8(33,14,A)
fI
ELSEIf A='\ THEN LOAD() ;CTRL-G
ELSEIf A='+ THEN SAUE() iCTRL-S
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fI

If MOUE=O AND A~O THEN
STATLINE() SHOWSPECS()
fI
OD
RETURN
PROC RESET=58484()
iLeave prograM b~ warMstart
PROC SETUP ()
CLOSE (1) OPEN (1, "K: ", 4, 0) ERROR=HYERR
CLEARGRAPHIC() HAIN() RESET()
RETURN
LISTING 2: ACTION!

H;lllIIj1:[IHN PRINT SHOP GRAPHIC EDITOR

;PRINT SHOP 1/0 SUBROUTINES
;D:PSHOPIO.ACT
;b~ ROBERT PLOTKIN
COPVRIGHT 1~88 BV ANALOG COHPUTING

;
CHECKSUM DATA
;[EO CE 3~ 4E 5E 3E 3D CB
i Cf Of 25 fB 7A 77 B8 B2
i C4 5C B2 CA 8C 84 ~5 41
; ID ~8 A6 22 B8 ]
MODULE
BVTE KIND,PSfLAG,NAHENUM,EOPf,fOUND,
HKIND,STATUS=771,CB,CM,NLEN
BYTE ARRAY BUff(128),UTBUff(128),
PSHOP(O)="PRINT SHOP:CLK!JII,
fILE(32),NAME(32)
CARD CURRDS,LASTDS,SSEC,NXSEC,CS
BYTE POINTER NAHEP=NAME
PROC SIO=$E453()
PROC GKEV ()
POSITION(3 23) PRINT
("

' .iU'.:.....I.•!f:.J:U4:1I1

:<IjIO'..

A=GETD (1)
RETURN

II)

PROC SIOERR ()
POSITION (12, 4)
PRINT ("-)Disk Error(-") GKEV ()
RETURN
PROC DOSIO(BVTE CHD CARD ADR,SHUM)
CARD SECBUf=772,SECNUM=778
POKE(770,CHD) SECBUf=ADR SECNUH=SNUM
POKE (76~, 1)
SIO() If STATUS~1 THEN SIOERR() fI
RETURN
PROC GETSECTOR(CARD SNUM,BUfADR)
DOSIO('R,BUfADR,SNUH)
RETURN
PROC PUTSECTOR(CARD SNUM,BUfADR)
DOSIO('P,BUfADR,SNUM)
RETURN
BYTE fUNC COMPARE(BVTE ARRAY SI,S2)
BYTE LOOP, fLAG
FLAG=1
FOR LOOP=O TO 15 DO
If Sl(LOOP)US2(LOOP) THEN fLAG=O
fI

OD
RETURN(fLAG)
PROC WHICH ()
BYTE BNUM,BIT
GETSECTOR(361,UTBUff)
If STATUS=l THEN
PSfLAG=COMPARE(PSHOP+l,UTBUff)
If PSFLAG=l THEN
LASTDS=361 BNUH=16 BIT=128
DO
If (UTBUff(BNUM)&BIT)=O OR BHUM=31
THEN EXIT
fI BIT==RSH 1 LASTDS==+1
If BIT=O THEN BIT=128 BNUH==+1 fI

II

OD
IF LASTDS=361 THEN LASTDS=362 FI
ELSE POSITION(5,4) PRINT(
"THIS IS NOT A PRINT SHOP DISK!")
GKEY ()
FI
FI
RETURN
PROC OPENDIR ()
CURRDS=362 EOPF=O NAHENUH=O
GETSECTOR(362,BUFF)
RETURN
PROC GETNAHE ()
DO
HOVEBLOCKCNAHE,BUFF+NAHENUH,32)
NAHENUH==+32
IF NAHENUH=128 THEN NAHENUH=O
CURRDS==+l GETSECTORCCURRDS,BUFF)
FI KIND=NAHE(18)
IF CURRDS}LASTDS THEN EOPF=1 FI
UNTIL NAHEPAUO AND KIND=O OR EOPF=1
00
RETURN
PROC PSFIND(BYTE ARRAY CNAHE)
FOUND=O
DO GETNAHE ()
IF COHPARECNAHE,CNAHE)=1 THEN
SSEC=PEEKC(NAHE+16) FOUND=1 EHIT
FI IF EOPF=1 THEN EHIT FI
00
RETURN
PROC PSLOAO ()
BYTE POINTER POS
BYTE COUNT
WHICHC) IF PSFLAG=O THEN RETURN FI
IF STATUS=1 THEN
OPENDIRC) PSFINDCFILE)
IF FOUND=O AND STATUS=1 THEN
POSITIONC8,4) PRINTC
"_} F i I e Not Found ( _ I I ) GKEY ()
FI
FI

IF FOUND=1 AND STATUS=1 THEN POS=GRPH
FOR COUNT=O TO 4 DO
GETSECTOR(SSEC,POS)
SSEC=PEEKCCPOS+126) POS==+126
OD
FI
RETURN
PROC DALLOCCCARD SECNUH)
BYTE BNUH,HASK,BIT
A=SECNUH-362 BNUH=A RSH 3
BIT=A-BNUH LSH 3 HASK=SQCBIT)
VTBUFF CBNUH+16) ==Y.HASK
RETURN
PROC ALLOCCCARO SECNUH)
BYTE BNUH,HASK,BIT
BNUH=SECNUH RSH 3
BIT=SECNUH-BNUH LSH 3 HASK=SQCBIT)
VTBUFFCBNUH+32)==Y.HASK
RETURN
CARD FUNC GETSSECC)
DO
IF CVTBUFFCCB)&CH)=O THEN RETURNCCS)
FI CS==+1 CH==RSH 1
IF CH=O THEN CH=128 CB==+1 FI
UNTIL CS=720
00
RETURN CO)
PROC DFULL ()
POSITIONC5,4) PRINT
C"-}Oisk FUll-Save InCoMplete(-")
GKEY ()
RETURN
PROC PSSAVE ()
CARD NHSEC
BYTE POINTER POS
CARD POINTER POS2
CH=64 CS=1 CB=32
WHICHC) IF PSFLAG=O THEN RETURN FI

J2

OPENDIRC) PSFINOCFILE)
IF FOUND=O THEN
GETSECTORCLASTOS,BUFF)
GETSECTORC361,VTBUFF) NAHENUH=O
DO
IF BUFFCNAHENUH)=O THEN E~IT FI
IF NAHENUH=128 THEN LASTDS==+1 EHIT
FI NAHENUH==+32
OD DALLOCCL~STOS)
IF NAHENUH=128 THEN ZEROCBUFF,128)
NAHENUH=O FI
HOVEBLOCKCBUFF+NAHENUH,FILE,16)
NAHENUH==+16 SSEC=GETSSECC)
IF SSEC=O THEN DFULLC) RETURN FI
POKECCBUFF+NAHENUH,SSEC) NAHENUH==+2
BUFFCNAHENUH)=O BUFFCNAHENUH+1)='H
BUFFCNAHENUH+2)=60 BUFFCNAHENUH+3)=2
PUTSECTORCLASTDS,BUFF)
FI
POS=GRPH POS2=BUFF+126
FOR 1=1 TO 5 DO ALLOCCSSEC)
HOVEBLOCKCBUFF,POS,126)
NHSEC=GETSSEC ()
IF NHSEC=O THEN DFULLC) EHIT FI
POS2 A =NHSEC PUTSECTORCSSEC,BUFF)
SSEC=NHSEC POS==+126
00 PUTSECTORC361,VTBUFF)
RETURN
PROC DIR ()
BYTE LH=82,LINE=84
PUT(125) LH=12 POSITIONC12,O) WHICHC)
IF PSFLAG=O THEN RETURN FI OPENDIRC)
DO GETNAHE ()
IF KINO=O AND NAHEPAUO THEN
FOR K=O TO 15 DO PUTCNAHECK»
OD
PUTE ()
FI

IF EOPF=1 OR STATUSU1 THEN EHIT FI
IF LINE=23 THEN GKEYC) PUT(125) FI
OD GKEY ()
RETURN
PROC GETFILE ()
BYTE LOOP
NLEN=O
DO A=GETD (1)
IF A=27 THEN NLEN=255 EHIT
ELSEIF A=155 THEN PUTCA)
IF NLEN=O THEN DIRC) FI EHIT
ELSEIF A=126 THEN
IF NLENUO THEN PUTCA) NLEN==-1 FI
ELSEIF NLENU15 THEN
PUTCA) FILECNLEN)=A NLEN==+1
FI
OD
FOR LOOP=NLEN TO 15 DO
FILECLOOP)=32
OD
RETURN
PROC INFILECBYTE LTYPE)
DO PUT(125) POKEC82,2)
POSITION (13, 0)
IF LTYPE='L THEN
PRINT C"
I ' . II)
ELSE PRINTC"
FI PRINTC"
II)
POSITIONC2,10) PRINTE
C"TYPE IN NAHE OF GRAPHIC OR")
PRINTE
C"PRESS (RETURN) FOR GRAPHIC LIST")
PRINTEC"{ESC} TO EHIT") PUTC'})
GETFILE ()
UNTIL NLENUO
OD
RETURN
PROC LOAD ()
GRAPHICS CO) INFILEC'L)
IF NLENU255 THEN PSLOADC) FI
DRAWSCREEN ()
RETURN
PROC SAVE ()
GRAPHICS CO) INFILE('S)
IF NLENU255 THEN PSSAVEC) FI
DRAWSCREEN ()
RETURN
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Arctic Antics, Spy vs. Spy III
Maxx Out Series
Software by First Star Software
Distributed by Epyx
P. o. Box 5367
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 366·0606
48K disk, $14.95
©

Reviewed by Matthew J.W. Ratcliff
ATctic Antics is the third installment of
the entertaining "Spy vs. Spy" game series. In this rendition, the white and black
spies have been shipwrecked and stranded on an iceberg. You must outwit your
human or computer opponent by gathering a Punch Card, Gyroscope, Fuel
Canister and Launch Briefcase. If you
make it this far, without being frozen to
death by your. opponent's dastardly traps,
you can locate the launch site and make
your way off the overgrown popsicle in a
one-man rocket ship, before the blizzard
begins.
Epyx and First Star Software deliver the
same winning formula for this Spy vs. Spy
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adventure with a new setting. The screen
is split top and bottom. Each spy adventures about the island, viewing it through
his "trapulator." When the spies meet in
the same area of the display, only one half
of the screen is active while they have a
snowball fight, or hightail it out of there
for less hostile surroundings.
The trapulator is a display window
through which you control your spy and
view his surroundings. At the bottom of
the trapulator window is a series of seven
icons that can be used in playing the
game. To the far left of this area is a small
box where items required to launch the
rocket are displayed as you acquire them.
From the menu, one of seven different
islands may be chosen,just to keep things
interesting. You may select either a com·
puter or human opponent. The launch
site may be shown or hidden, making this
one more item to find before you can
blast off the island.
Once the game begins, you must collect
all the essential items to the launch. Only
one of these items may be carried at a
time, unless you find the launch briefcase,
which can hold the other items. You may
drop an item and booby trap it with dynamite to keep the opposing spy from
retrieving it.
An ice pick may be used to crack icicles over tunnels so that the opposing spy
will be konked on the head when he attempts to follow you. A saw can be used
to cut holes in the ice, or a water bucket
may be used to make a very slick spot to
trip up your opponent. Snow shoes can
be used to get you across deep snow. A
map may also be seiected from the trapu·
lator, which will display an overhead view
of the island, framing your current loca·
tion with a flashing box. You can also hide
dynamite, wait for the opposing spy to get
near it, and then detonate it long distance,
if you have the detonator in your pos·
session.
The chilling booby traps have a cumulative effect on your body temperature,
shown as a thermometer to the left of
your trapulator. If your temperature
drops to zero, your portion of the game
ends. There are igloos on the iceberg,
with fires inside for warming back up.
The graphics and sound effects are superb, as always in the Spy vs. Spy series.
It is an excellent, affordable 'two-player
game. Playing against the computer can
be entertaining for a while, good practice
for those neighborhood game tournaments. First Star Software has done an excellent job of bring the Mad Magazine
classic Spy vs. Spy comics to life in Arctic
Anti~

l4

~,;::.,~~~..-::.::

© Mad Magazine

~
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Easy, isn't it? Well, not quite. first
01 all, the lirst8~~ ~ytes alter

KAMrop aren't really sale.

Master
Metnory
Map

How to read the Memory Map

Beginning Users-Read the text that is
printed in bold type only. These memory
locations will be the easiest for you to use
and usually don't involve assembly
language.
Advanced users-Read everything!
Many areas of memory are not of any
practical use, but you can learn a lot
about how a computer works by reading
the boring parts.
OLDROW
90
00 5A
OLDROW is the last row the graphics
cursor was on. It gets its value from
ROWCRS (84). DRAWro and the FILL
command (XIO 18) use it to determine
their starting row.
OLDCOL
91,92

005B,005C

The last column the graphics cursor
was on. Guess where this one gets its value
from? You got it, COLCRS (85,86). It gets
used the same way as OLDROW does.

characters as it goes over them? Thank
this guy for that; OLDCHR holds the
value of the character under the cursol'
so it can be put back when the cursor
moves on.
OLDADR
94,95

005E, 005F

OLDCHR is great, but the OS has to
know where to put it (no suggestions,
thank you). OLDADR is the address in
screen memory of the current cursor 10'
cation and is used to help restore the
character under the cursor.

ADRESS
100, 101

0064,0065

NEWROW
96
0060

A temporary storage location used by
the display handler for so many things
that it made my mind spin and I forgot
what they were.

Out with the old and in with the new!
This is the row that DRAWm and FILL
will draw to or fill to. It is initialized to
the value in ROWCRS (84).

MLTTMP
102,103

9~98

0066,0067

More temporary storage, with aliases
OPNTMP and TOADR.

NEWCOL
0061~062

OLDCHR
93
005D

Same as the preceding except this is the
column to draw or fill to flnd is initialized
to the value in COLCRS (85,86).

When you move the cursor all over the
screen, isn't it nice how it doesn't erase

LOGCOL
99
0063

36

More cursor position stuff, this time for
the benefit of the display handler. LOG·
COL tells the position of the cursor with·
in the current logical line. It is equal to
the number of rows the logical line has
filled so far times 40, plus the current
value of COLCRS. Since a logical line can
fill up to three rows, this gives LOGCOL
a range of 0 to 119.
See BUFCNT (107) for the character
length of the logical line.

SAVADR
104,105

0068,0069

Also known as FRMADR. Also used for
temporary storage. Also not significant
enough to explain (look a: the OS listing
if, for some reason, you really care).
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RAMTOP
106

006A

As you probably guessed, this points to
the top of RAM. It gets its value from
TRAMSZ (6) during the powerup operation, as does RAMSIZ (740). Big deal,
right? Wrong.
IT you're doing custom character sets,
player/missile graphics, or anything else
where you need a fairly large amount of
memory that is safe from BASIC and the
Os, RAMTOP is going to save your tush.
You see, the OS doesn't care if RAMTOP
isn't really the top of memory, so you can
change its value and make the OS think
that the top of memory is lower than it
really is. Then you can go ahead and use
the extra locations between RAMTOP
and RAMSIZ for whatever you want. It's
done something like this:

1. Decide how many pages of memory
you want to protect. Remember that
a page is 256 bytes (RAMTOP is in
terms of pages).
2.POKE RAMTOP with the value in
RAMSIZ minus the number of pages.
3. Do a GRAPHICS call. IT you don't,
your "protected" memory will be in
the middle of the screen memory.
The GRAPHICS call moves the
screen below the new RAMTOP.
4. The locations from RAMTOP (time
256 remember) to RAMSIZ (times
256, minus I) are now your very own.

problem mentioned under SAVMSC
(88,89), you should move RAMTOP by at
least 16 pages (16*256 = 4K) if you're using graphics mode seven or higher.
You can also use MEMLO (743) to protect a different part of memory.
First of all, there is a very simple reason to "protect" an area of memory. IT
you POKE numbers into memory that
currently has nothing in it, then run your
program, you may find your data changed
when you go to use it. The reason is that
BASIC has to move things around as it
works. The only way to be sure you have
a completely safe area is to move the
pointer (106) down so BASIC thinks the
top of memory is lower than it really is.
BUFCNT
107

006B

This keeps count of the number of
characters currently in the logical line.
BUFSTR
108,109

006C,006D

The starting address (in terms of row
and column) of the current logical line
buffer. It is initialized to the values in
ROWCRS and COLCRS when the line is
started.
BITMSK
110

006E

The display handler uses BITMSK to
mask off bits during the bit·mapping
process. What? For those of you not into
machine language, a dot on the screen (in
the graphics modes, not the text modes)
is represented in memory by two bits (one
bit in graphics mode eight). So, since two
bits are only part of a byte, the OS has to
have a way of changing bits without
changing the other parts of the byte. The
process it uses is called "masking:' and
uses the AND and ORing assembly language commands to clear and set individual bits respectively. See a book on
assembly language for a more detailed explanation of these two commands. Bit
mapping, by the way, refers to the whole
process of manipulating the bits to come
up with the desired graphics.

Easy, isn't it? Well, not quite. First of all,
the first 800 bytes after RAMTOP aren't
really safe. The OS scrolls the text window as if it were an entire GRAPHICS
zero screen (this saves having to write a
special routine for the text window). This
means that the OS tries to scroll 20 rows
(times 40 bytes per row) after RAMTOP.
This is fine normally, because there is no
more RAM after RAMTOP that would get
messed up. Unfortunately, when you have
moved RAMTOP, your RAM is in
jeopardy. The frrst 800 bytes of it, that is.
The solution, if you're using a graphics
mode with a text window, is just to protect four more pages than you need, and
not use the frrst 1024 (to be safe) after
RAMTOP. IT you're not using a text window, you still have to protect an extra SHFAMT
006F
page, because the frrst 64 bytes aren't safe III
Masking (explained in the previous lofor other reasons.
You also have to be careful that the new cation description) can be a pain in the
RAMTOP isn't less than MEMTOP byte (sorry). The problem is not in the ac(741,742), since MEMTOP points to the tual ANDing and ORing, but rather in
getting the bits ready to be masked into
top of your program area.
Lastly, because of the 4K boundary the byte or dealing with them after they've
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been masked out. Think about it for a second. In graphics mode eight, for example, each bit represents a dot on the
screen (called a "pixel"). That means that
once you mask out the bit you're interested in, there are eight possible positions
it could be in. You obviously don't want
to have to write the code to deal with eight
different cases. Well, Atari didn't either,
so they came up with SHFAMT SHFAMT
is used to shift the bits to the right, one
bit at a time, until the bits you are interested in are all' the way over to the right
(right justified). It's easier to deal with
them there. Once you're done having
your way with them, SHFAMT helps you
get them back to their proper places.
OK, we've got a cute explanation, but
what's really going on? SHFAMT initially
gets the value in DMASK (672), which is
used to mask out the desired pixels.
SHFAMT is then shifted to the right (LSR)
one bit. If a bit hasn't fallen out of the
byte in the process (the carry flag is clear),
the masked·out bits are also shifted to the
right one bit and the whole thing is
repeated. If a bit did fall out, then the
masked-out bits are right justified. To get
the bits back to their proper position,
SHFAMT is restored to the value in
DMASK and the same thing happens except this time the masked-out bits are
shifted to the left (ASL) one bit at a time
(SHFAMT is still shifted to the right
though). Then the bits are ready to be
masked back into the display byte.
This is a very important and powerful
process to understand if you're doing
your own bit mapping. Check your OS
listing and DMASK for more details.
ROWAC
ll2,1l3

0070,0071

ROWAC, along with COLAC (next), are
essentially graphic work-spaces, used
primarily in the "what point do we plot
next?" process. ROWAC, of course, is used
in the row calculations.
COLAC
ll4,1l5

0072,0073

Used in column calculations for point
plotting. See ROWAC.
ENDPT
ll6,1l7

0074,0075

I

ENDPT is initialized to either the value
in DELTAR (llS) or the one in DELTAC
(1l9,120), depending on which is larger (it
gets the larger of the two). It is then used
to figure out when the final row or

17

column in the line we're drawing has
been reached.
DELTAR
118

Master
Memory
Map
II you are programming in
machine language an~ not using a
cartri~ge,

all 128 bytes here are

probably free for your use. Check
your assembler's manual.

INSDAT
125

0079

Well, here we are back at drawing a
line. COUNTR tells how many points
have to be plotted before the line is
finished. It starts off with the same value
as ENDPT (116,117). Then, every time a
point is plotted on the line, it gets
decremented by one. When it gets all the
way down to zero, the line is finished and
we can all go home.
The remaining zero page locations (128
to 255) are used by BASIC, with some free
for your use. The breakdown looks some·
thing like Figure 8.
128·145
146·202
203·209
210·211
212·255

($0080·$0091)
($0092·$00CA)
($OOCB· OODI)
($00D2-$00D3)
($OOD4-$00FF)

BASIC program poilllers
Various BASIC locations
Free for your use
Reserved for use by BASIC
Used for floating'point
arithmetic

FIGURE 8. Location 128-255 breakdown

007A

If NEWCOL minus OLDCOL is negative (we'll be drawing left), COLINC is set
to one. If it's positive (we'll be drawing
right), COLINC is set to 255.
Note that together DELTAR, DELTAC,
ROWINC and COLINC define the slope
of 'the line to be drawn.

SWPFLG
123
007B
If you're using a split-screen mode, it's
easier for the OS to print to the text window if it has all the cursor information
for it in locations 84 to 95. But it also has
to remember the cursor information for
the main part of the screen, so what it
does is swap the two. SWPFLG equals zero
if they haven't been swapped, 255 if they
have.
The text window information is kept in
locations 656 and 667.
HOLDCH
124
007C
A character that has been typed in
from the keyboard goes here so the OS
can check out .iust what kind of charac-

J8

007E,007F

0077,0078

When the OS computed DELTAR
above, it took the absolute value of the
result of NEWROW minus OLDROW
The sign of this result, however, is also important to us because it tells the direction
we'll be drawing in. ROWINC is one if the
sign was negative (we'll be drawing up),
and 255, (which also equals minus one in
two's complement arithmetic) if it was
positive (we'll be drawing down).
COLINC
122

More display handler tem porary
storage. I'll even tell you what it's used for:
it holds the character under the cursor
and is used for end of line detection.
Wasn't that exciting?
COUNTR
126,127

The number of columns we're gong to
be drawing across. Determined by subtracting OLDCOL (91,92) from NEWCOL
(97,98) and taking the absolute value.
ROWINC
121

007D

0076

DELTAR is the absolute value of the
difference between OLDROW (90) and
NEWROW (96). In other words, it's the
number of rows we're going to be drawing across.
DELTAC
119,120

ter it really is (CTRL, SHIFT, etc.)

H you're using a language other than
BASIC, check its instruction manual to
find out which of these locations it uses.
If you are programming in machine
language and not using a cartridge, all
128 bytes here are probably free for your
use. Check your assembler's manual.

LOMEM
128,129

0080,0081

LOMEM points to the beginning of the
RAM available for BASIC programs (in
other words the end of the OS RAM). It
gets the same value as MEMLO (743,744)
initially and every time the BASIC
"NEW" command is used. Although this
implies that its value can differ from that
of MEMLO, this doesn't seem to be the
case. The only difference between LOM·
EM and MEMLO appears to be that BASIC uses LOMEM while the OS uses
MEMLo.
The first 256 bytes after LOMEM are
used as a buffer by BASIC for the tokeni·
zation process. Tokenization refers to the
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process of taking your program and
scrunching it up so it takes up as little
space as possible. Essentially, each command and variable is replaced with a
number (called a "token"). That way, it
only takes one byte to store a command,
rather than one byte for each letter in the
command (this is an extremely simplified
description; see De Re Atari for a complete play-by-play). Note that the SAVE
command saves the program in tokenized
form, while UST saves it just the way you
typed it in. That's why a SAVEd program
will be shorter than a USTed one. Incidentally, if you SAVE a program, the
values in locations 128 to 141 are saved
along with the program.
BASIC also uses the buffer as a stack
to evaluate expressions (8 + 2 is an expression), in which case it calls it ARGOPS.
See RUNSTK (142,143) for a description
of stacks.
VNTP
130,131

0082,0083

This points to the table where the variable names are kept. The variable names
are stored in the order they were typed
(which is not the same as the order the
program uses them) in ATASCn. To mark
the end of a variable name (so you know
when the next one starts), the last character of each variable (a letter or digit for
regular variables, a "$" for string variables and a "(" for arrays) is stored in inverse video (add 128 to the ATASCn value
of the character). Enough talk, here's an
example of how to print the variable list:

100 VNTP=PEEK(130)+PEEK(
131)*256
110 VNTD=PEEK(132'+PEEK(
133)*256
120 FOR LP=VNTP TO VNTD1

130 CH=PEEK(LP)
140 IF CH}127 THEN PRINT
CHR$(CH-128);" ";:GOTO
160
150 PRINT CHR$(CH);
160 NEXT LP
VNTD (next location), of course, holds
the address of the end of the variable
name table (plus one).
There are a few other useful things you
should know about the variable name table. First of all, if you used any variables
while you were writing your program (including those used in the immediate
mode) but don't use them now that the
program is done, they're still in the table
taking up space. In order to get rid of it,
you must UST your program to disk or
cassette, type NEW and then ENTER the
program back in (this has the effect of

typing in the final version of the program
from scratch).
Second, you can have up to 128 different variables in your program. When
BASIC tokenizes the program (see LOMEM), it replaces each variable name with
a number equal to the position of the
variable in the name table plus 128 (128
if it's the first variable in the table, 129
if it's the second and so forth). This saves
a lot of memory.
Third and last, there's a neat trick you
can use to make your program look like
garbage when it's listed. All you have to
do is change all your variable names to
a RETURN character. This will protect
your programs from being looked at by
others. The following routine will do it
for YOl.L You can't get things back to normal, so make sure you have an original
version of your program saved before you
try this:

30000 VNTP=PEEK(130)+PEEK(
131)*256
30010 VNTD=PEEK(132)+PEEK(
133)*256
30020 FOR LP=VNTP TO VNTD
30030 POKE LP,155
30040 NEXT LP
VNTD
132,133

0084,0085

The address of the first byte after the
end of the variable name table.
VVTP
134,135

0086,0087

Now we know where the variable
names are stored, and we're about to find
out where the variable values are stored.
VVTP, you see, points to the variable
value table (we'll call it the VVT).
The Atari has three different kinds of
variables. There are the scalars (like X,
HI, and FUNSTUFF), the arrays (like
JULY (4) and SWEET (16,2», and the
strings (like MONEY$). Each of these has
a different representation in the VVT, but
they all take up eight bytes per variable.
Let's take a look at how those bytes are
used:
The first byte tells what kind of variable it is. Scalars get a 0, arrays a 65, and
strings a 129. Actually, if you forgot to
DIMension the array or scalar in the program (shame on you), you can knock one
off the preceding value given above.
The second byte tells what variable
name we're talking about here. It's the position of the variable in the variable name
table (0 for the tII'St variable, 1 for the second, and so on up to a maximum of 127).
IT we're dealing with a scalar, the re-
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maining six bytes give its value in Binary
Coded Decimal (BCD). I suspect a quick
explanation is necessary here. BCD, as the
name implies, is a way of storing a
decimal number in binary. Everything alright so far? Good. Atari doesn't seem to
follow the standard 6502 BCD format, so
I'll give the Atari breakdown. The trrst
byte is the exponent; 64 means 0, 63
means minus 2 (65 for plus 2, 66 for plus
4) and so forth. Add 128 if the value of
the variable is negative. The second byte
gives the two decimal digits to the left of
the decimal point in BCD, the upper nibble gives one digit, the lower nibble gives
a second). The last four bytes give the
eight digits to the right of the decimal
point. If this makes no sense to you, look
up BCD in any introductory book on
machine language programming. It prob·
ably still won't make sense.
Back to the VVT. If the variable isn't
a scalar (after the preceding description,
pray that it isn't), then the third and
fourth bytes give an offset into the
string/array area (see STARP [140,141]).
This offset points to the beginning of the
data for that variable (relative to the beginning of the string/array area, of
course).
IT it's an array we're dealing with, the
fifth and sixth bytes give the first dimension, and the seventh and eighth give the
second. No BCD here, just plain old binary. In case you're wondering what I'm
talking about, a dimension is the number(s) plus one you use in BASIC's DIM
statement. For example, the first dimension in DIM A(5,7) is six, and the second
is eight. The reason that one is added is
because A(O,O) is a valid array element
and, therefore, the array in our example
is actually six elements by eight, not five
by seven.
If it's not an array (and it wasn't a scalar), then it must be a string. In that case
the fifth and sixth bytes give its current
length and the seventh and eighth its
DIMensioned length (up to 32767).
Note that the value of VVTP will change
everytime a new variable is added.
STMTAB
136,137

0088,0089

The variable names and their values
are all set, now where's the program?
STMTAB tells you just that. It holds the
address of the statement table, which is
just a fancy name for your tokenized program (plus the last line you typed in
without a line number, called the "immediate mode line").
The statement table contains each of
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the tokenized lines, one after the other.
As I mentioned earlier, you should see De
He Atari for a complete description of the
tokenization process (which takes place
in a buffer pointed to by LOMEM
[128,129]). I will, however, fill you in on
a few useful tidbits of information.
The first two bytes of each tokenized
line give you the line number (in binary).
The immediate mode line has a line number of 32768. The third byte tells you the
number of bytes from the beginning of
this line to the beginning of the next line.
The fourth byte tells you the number of
bytes from the start of the line to the start
of the next statement (in case you use the
":" to put more than one statement on a
line), and that's all you'll get out of me.
Try the following to tell you how many
lines you have in your program:

30000 STMTAB=PEEK(136)+PEE
KCUn*256
30010 LINES=O
30020 LINENO=PEEKCSTMTAB)+P
EEKCSTMTAB+l)*256
30030 IF LINENO=30000 THEN
PRINT "Your prograM has "iL
INESi" lines,":END
30040 LINES=LINES+l
30050 STMTAB=STMTAB+PEEKCST
MTAB+2)
30060 GOTO 30020
STMCUR
138,139

00SA,008B

STMCUR is a pointer into the statement, which BASIC relies on when it
needs to refer to particular tokens while
processing a line in the statement table.
When a program isn't running, and BASIC is just sitting around, it points to the
beginning of the immediate mode line.
Try the following to create a program
that can't be LOADed, only RUN:

32767 POKE PEEKCI36)+PEEKC
139)*256+2,O:SAVE "D:RUNON
LY":NEW
You can use any filename, of course
(and can substitute "C:" for "D:" if you're
using cassette). Make sure this is the last
statement in your program. If you want,
you can include the routine for changing
variable names (see VNTP [130,131]) right
before this line to further protect your
program.
To use the routine, GOIO 32767. Then
RUN "D:RUNONLY" or RUN "C:RUNONLY" (substitute your f'JJ.ename for
RUNONLY).
STARP
140,141

008C,008D

STARP holds the address of the
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string/array area, which is where all the
string chraacters and array values are
stored (see VVTP [134,135] to find out
how to determine where each variable is
within this area). It also points to the end
of your BASIC program, which should
hint to you that its value will change as
your program changes.
Array values are stores in six-byte BCD
form (see VVTP [134,135]), while strings
use one byte per character. If you DIMension an array such as A(x), where x is the
number of elements in the array, then it
will take up x*6 bytes in the string/array
area, regardless of how many of the elements you use. The same goes for strings.
If you DIMension ANS$(y), then y bytes
will always be reserved for it in the
string/array area, even if you never use it.
For this reason, you should be careful
when DIMensioning variables and should
also make sure that all unused variables
are removed from the fmal version of
your program (see VNTP [130,131]).
A few bits of miscellanea. The beginning address in the string/array area of
the data for a string is the same as the
address you get with the ADR function.
More importantly, there is a way you can
save a lot of memory using STI\RP. Here's
the scoop.
A lot of times our programs have
strings or arrays in them that always get
initialized to the same lengths and values.
It may be a string that holds a redefined
character set or a machine language routine, for example. Anyway, somewhere in
your program you have an initialization
routine and the data for the string or array, right? Well, you just found out that
the data is also stored in the string/array
area. That means that it's in memory
twice (the other time is in the tokenized
program listing). That's very bad, and I'm
going to show you how to do something
about it.
As mentioned, STARP also points to
the end of your BASIC program. What
happens if we change STARP so that it
points to the end of the data for the
strings/arrays in question? BASIC will
think it's part of the program, which means we can SAVE that part of the
string/array area with the program! And
that means no more need for initialization, we can get rid of the initialization
part of the program. Here's an example
of how to do it:

99 GOTO 200:REM You should
GOTO 100 the first tiMe t
hrough
100 DIM TEST$(32)
110 TEST$="We'll save this
with the prograM"
120 STARP=PEEKC1(0)+PEEKCl

(1)*256
130 NWSTARP=STARP+32
140 HIGH=INTCNWSTARP/256):
LOW=NWSTARP-256*HIGH
150 POKE 140,LOW:POKE 141,
HIGH
160 SAVE "D:TEST"
170 STOP
200 STARP=PEEKC1(0)+PEEKCl
(1)*256
210 NWSTARP=STARP-32
220 HIGH=INTCNWSTARP/256):L
OW=NWSTARP-256*HIGH
230 POKE 140,LOW:POKE 141,H
IGH
240 POKE 142,LOW:POKE 143,H
IGH
250 POKE 144,LOW:POKE 145,H
IGH
260 DIM TEST$(32)
270 TEST$C32,32)="M"
269 PRINT TEST$
290 STOP
You're probably wondering how to use
this monstrosity, so I'll be a nice guy and
tell you. There are two basic parts to it.
The first, lines 100 to 170, initialize the
string, move STARP to the end of the
string, and save everything to disk (you
can use C: as well). You could alternately
get rid of these lines right before you save
the program, because they won't be
necessary any more. The second part,
from line 200 on, restores STARP and a
few other locations that were affected,
redimensions the string and sets the last
character so that BASIC knows how long
the string is. Now we can print TEST$
and verify that it was indeed saved with
the program!
Ok, now how do you adapt this to your
own program? First of all, make sure the
strings/arrays you want to save are the
first variables you use in the program (use
VNTP to get rid of unused variables).
DIMension and initialize them (you can
use a GOSUB to the initialization; it
doesn't have to be at the beginning of the
program). Now figure out how much
memory they take up: one byte for each
character, six for each array element. Add
this to the current value in STARP and
store the new value back in STARP. Stop
the program. Get rid of the part of the
program that did all of the preceding
stuff (including the part for initializing).
Add lines 200 to 270 at the beginning of
the program (making the appropriate
changes in lines 210, 260, and 270) and
then save it to disk. That's it.
One last tidbit. There is a quick, easy,
little known way of filling a string variable with the same character. It.works because of the way BASIC is written. Try
this:

100
110
120
130
140

DIM FILL$(600)
FILL$ (1) ="F"
FILL$(600)="F"
FILL$(2)=FILL$
PRINT FILL$
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off your modem and check out the Atari
Group's databases for some interesting
new programs. After all, you wouldn't
want to waste that disk space-and there's
literally something for everyone among
the megabytes of files in the Atari Users'
Group's databases!
But how, you may ask, do I find what
interests me among all those files? That's
certainly a legitimate question, and one
which brings us to the main topic of this
installment of the column: finding items
in a database.
I know there are many of you who have
not done mLich downloading because you
find it difficult to locate items in the databases. Well, it's easy-believe me. All that's
required is a little understanding of how
the databases are set up-and how to use
DELPHI's powerful database Search
function.

Database structure
Before we get into searching databases,
you need to understand how the Atari
Users' Groups database area is organized.
The database area is divided into 11
separate databases, each of which covers
a separate topic. Before you can search a
database, you have to select a database

topic.
Each database contains a number of

items (sometimes called entries or groups),
each of which may contain one or more
files. (We'll take a closer look at items after we select a database topic.)

Selecting a database topic
Obviously, the first step in finding a
particular item or type of item is to select
the proper database topic. (You would
not, for instance, look for games in the
TelecQmmunications database.) I'll use the
Games & Entertainment database for my
example, since I've already used an example from that database.
To select the Games & Entertainment
database, type DAlABASE (or,just DA) at
the Atari User's Group's menu to select
"Databases;' like this:
AHAlOG's ATARI Sili Menu:
AnnounceMents
Conference
Databases

by Michael A. Banks
(KZIN)
For most of us, October means cooler
weather and an earlier sunset, which in
turn means an end to most outdoor activities. So what do you do during these
long, cool evenings? Catch up on your
computing, of course! Tryout some new
programming techniques. Sort through
your disks, delete the old files and free up
some space and, while you're at it, dust

Entry Log
Forul'l Uiessages)
MAIL (Ell.'Ctronid

Set Preferences
Shopping Ser ... ice
51-log
Topic Dfscriptions
l.Iho's Here
I-Iorkspace

MeMber Director!:!

Help

Poll
Request Free Upload

Exit

AHALOG)l.lhat do

!:lOU ",ant

to do? DA

You'll see the "Databases Available"
menu. At the "Which topic?" prompt,
type GAMES to select the Games & En·
tertainment topic.

General Interest5

Telecol"Il'lunications
Uti I ities
Sight & Sound

Education
TOPICHlhich topic? GAMES
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Directory of Groups
Rud (i1nd DOl.lnloild)
Seilrch (by Keyword]
Nilrrol.l seilrch
l.Iiden seilrch
DDASES:Gill'I)

[Oir,

KGal;) Picturl's

Current Issue
HOl'le use

Set, ExitJ

This menu is the same for each database topic. The only differences are in the
header and prompt line, which serve to
identify the current topic.
(Note: You can take a "shortcut" to any
database by typing DA followed by the
name of the database and then pressing
RETURN. Thus, to get to the Games & Entertainment database topic, type DA
GAME.)

The database directory
Once you're in the topic of your choice,
you can view the directory of items with
the DIR command (simply press
RETURN to enter the command by
default). You'll see a listing of the items
in the current database topic in this
format:
Directory of All

Jtel'ls:

KISMET
HAD LIDS CONSTRUCTION SET
CLOUDHOPPER
TROLL UAR II
T1tEIHZARO PART I
CASTAWAY
RODOX INCIDENT
UPI.IARD
LABYRIMTH
T1tEI.IIZARD, PART 2
DEAD END!
DRAGON QUEST
ENliLISH CAUELORO
STUD POKER
RACE IN SPACE
BLUE T1tUNDER
SPECIAL OELIUERY
HICRO-PUZZLER
AIR ATTACK
WORD SCRAHBLE
Hore?N

PROG
PROG
PROG
PROG
PROG
PROG
PROG
PROG
PROG
PROG
PROG
PROli
OATR
PROli
PROli
PROli
PROli
PROli
PROli
PROli

2D-HAY
a-HAY
3-HAY
I)-APR
I)-APR
I)-APR
I)-APR
S-APR
S-APR
S-APR
2B-FEB
21i-JAH
21-JAH
8-JAN
28-DEC
4-0EC
13-NOV
IO-NOV
10-NOV
10-NOV

ALANRAY
CUSHHAN
AHALOG4
ANALOG2
ANALOG2
ANALOG2
ANALOG2
ANALOG4

AHALOli2
ATARICOP
ATARICOP
ANALOli2
ANALOli2
ANALOli2

(Note: I entered N at the "More?"
prompt; a full listing of the files in the
database would take up a lot of pages in
this magazine.)
The directory presents each item's
name' in the first column. The item name
is usually descriptive of the file or files
it cOlltains, as in the case of MAD LIB
CONSTRUCTION SET.
The second column identifies the file
type. MAD LIB CONSTRUCTION SET
happens to be a program, so it's identi·
fied as such by the phrase PROG. The
date the file was placed in the database
and the username of the person who sub·
mitted it ("8-MAY" and "CUSHMAN" in
this case) follow.

Descriptions
Every database item has a descri ption
similar to the one shown below.
Hill'le: RACE IN SPACE
Type: PROliRAH
Date: 20-0EC-1987 17:S2 by AHALOli2
Rilce. in SPilce is iI two-player l'Iachine Iilnguilge gilne where you and
iI f~.end [eneny) rilce. through iI nouing i1steroid fjeld.
liane
options can be custonll.ed to 128 uilriiltions . . .kitten by Charles
Bachand (ANALOli21 for thp Noupnber 1984 issue of ANALOli COl'lputing
The HAC/65 source code files i!rp ARC'ed to silue spilce.
'

NOU. '84,

Recent Arrivals
Reuiel.ls & Hews

Set Topic
Subl'lit
1.I0rkspace
Help
Exit

Reild,

~o~PUT1~G, ARCADE,

Dlitabasrs AU.lIililbleNenu:
GilMes & Entrrtainr'lll!nt

The next thing you'll see (assuming you
are running with full menu display) is the
database menu:

Hl,

TIolD-PLAYER,

024,

BACHAND,

a-OIT, HAC/liS,

ANALOli. TXT,

ANALOli

ARC

Contents:
1
2

81NARY LOAD FILE (Size: 4107 Count: 35)
HAC/65 SOURCE CODE - ARC'ED (Size: 27824 Count:

ACTIOM)

(Next,

OOl.ln,

Xn,

7)

listJ

4I

,
,
,

.. \.:

Make the
DELPHI connection
As a reader of ANALOG Computing,
you are entitled to take advantage of
a special DELPHI membership offer.
For only $19.95, plus shipping and
handling ($30 off the standard membership price!), you will receive a lifetime subscription to Delphi, a copy of
the 500-page DELPHI: The Official
Guide by Michael A. Banks, and a
credit equal to one free evening hour
at standard connect rates. Almost anyone worldwide can access DELPHI
(using Tymnet, Telenet or other networking services) via local telephone
call. Make the DELPHI connection!
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To join DELPHI:
1. Dial 617-576-0862 with any terminal
or PC and modem (at 2400 bps, dial
576-2981).
2. At the Username prompt, type JOIND~LPHI.

3. At the Password prompt, enter
ANALOG.
For more information, call DELPHI
Member Services at 1-800-544-4005,
or at 617-491-3393 from within Massachusetts or from outsiqe the U.S.
DELPHI is a service of General
Videotex Corporation of Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
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The item description tells you the type
and sizes of files involved, as well as the
date the item was placed in the database
and other information. The main body
of the item description contains a
detailed description and a list of keywords
(more on those in a minute).
To read an item's description, type
READ followed by the first few letters of
the item's name at the database prompt
~C~)i.S case, you would type READ
Once you have read an item's description, you'll see an ACTIO prompt. It is
at this prompt that you can download the
item (about which I'll tell you more next
month).
Those are the basics of database structure. Now, let's look at the process of finding items in the database.

Browse 'or search?
If you're not looking for anything in
particular, or just want to see the newest
items in a database, you can browse the
directory. If you see something you like,
type READ followed by the item name to
read its description. However, browsing
can be a time·consuming process, and not
very rewarding if you are looking for a
certain type of file. After all, there are a
lot of files in the Atari databases.
Fortunately, there's a faster and more
definite way to find what you're seeking.
It's called a "keyword search."

"

Keywords
Keywords are identifying labels (in the
form of words, naturally) attached to each
database item. Selected by the database
manager and/or the person who submitted a file, keywords allude to the type of
file an item contains, as well as its use, features, applications, etc.
For example, a text adventure game
written in BASIC and set on the Moon
might contain the keywords BASIC,
TEXT, ADVENTURE, MOON, LUNAR,
and SPACE. Similarly, a review of a
parallel printer in another database
might use the keywords PRINTER,
REVIEW, DOT-MATRIX, PARALLEL and
the printer's brand name. If either file was
archived (compressed), it might contain
the keyword ARC as well.
Performing a keyword search
The key, if you will, to finding a partie·
ular file is searching for it not by title or
name, but by the keywords that you would
expect to find attached to it. If, for exam·
pie, you wanted to find a game or games
that involve outer space and require a
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joystick, you would use the keywords
SPACE and JOYSTICK.
Here's a sample of the search process
using those keywords, along with the key·
word GRAPHICS.
First, I type SEARCH at a database
name prompt, followed by the keyword
SPACE. All items in the database with that
keywOl-d are organized into a temporary
subset database that contains only those
items to which the keyword SPACE is at·
tached.
OBASES:G.t") (Oil", Rud, S"t, Exit) SERRCH SPACE
Sur-ting " neu Sl'iIIrc:h.

SPACE:

3 found.
RERD,

DIRECTORY,

~IDE".

i1nd HARROW viii no,", OPl'l"iIItt! on the nluted

iteMS.

As indicated by the above report, DELPHI has found three items in the Games
& Entertainment database with SPACE as
a keywol-d. It has created a "minidatabase" that contains only those three
items. At this point, I could view a direc·
tory of the selected items, read descrip·
tions and/or download items. But I'm not
finished with the search yet; I've not speci·
fied the keyword JOYSTICK.
Besides which, I've changed my mind.
This is a pretty small group, so I'll ease
up on my limitation by adding the key·
word GRAPHICS to the search in such a
manner that all files that contai n the key·
word SPACE or GRAPHICS are included.
This is done with the WIDEN com·
mand, thus:
OBAS[S:(i;a,,)

(Oil". Read,

Set,

£l:it)

~UDEIi

Which ke!luord C1 for help): GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS:
6 found.
') f ouod so far.

The new report tells me that DELPHI
has found six items containing the key·
word GRAPHICS, which it adds to those
containing SPACE for a total of nine
items (WIDEN adds items).
However, I still want a game that uses
a joystick, so I'll add the limitation that
any item with the keyword SPACE or
GRAPHICS must also contain the key·
word JOYSTICK to be a part of the data·
base subset. This is done wit.h t.he
NARROW command, which will select.
only it.ems cont.aining t.he exist.ing key·
words anD JOYSTICK. (The net. effect. is
t.hat. it.ems are taken away.)
DBnSES:li.a") (Oil', Read, SU., ExitJ HARROIl
Ilhich kfl!lUord t? for ht!lp): JOYSTICK
JOVSTIClC: 12 found.
:1 found so far.

This report. t.ells me t.hat. a tot.al of
t.welve it.ems containing JOYSTICK were
found. However, only three cont.ain
SPACE or GRAPHICS and JOYSTICK.
When I check the directory, I find:
DEnTlIZOHE
BLAST!
THE CLASH OF KIIUiS
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PROG

17-0C1

AHAlOG2

PROG
PROG

22-JUH
27-HRY

AHAlOG2
AHALOG2

Each of these items contains the key·
words SPACE andJOYSTICK or GRAPH·
ICS and JOYSTICK. Now I can look at. the
item descri pt.ions with READ and, based
on t.he descript.ions, download those files
t.hat. seem interesting. And the entire
process t.ook only two minut.es or so; had
I sim ply browsed t.he database directory
and read the descript.ions all of the likely it.ems, I could have spent. an hour or
more finding t.hese t.hree games.

Summing up search
Remember: SEARCH < keyword> cre·
at.es a temporary subset. of a dat.abase that.
cont.ains only those items to which a
specified keyword is attached. If you see
too few items, use WIDEN to add items
(you'll see all it.ems t.hat. cont.ain
KEYWORDI 01" KEYWORD2). If the key·
word you ent.er returns too many it.ems,
use NARROW t.o reduce t.he number of
items select.ed (you'll see only t.hose it.ems
that
contain
KEYWORDI
and
KEYWORD 2).
Each time you use WIDEN to specify
a new keyword, the existing group is ex·
panded by t.he addition of t.hose it.ems
t.hat. cont.ain the new keyword. (WIDEN
uses "OR" logic.)
Each time you use NARROW, t.he exist·
ing group is reduced by the olllission of
those it.ems t.hat don't use t.he new key·
word. (NARROW uses "AND" logic.)
To "reset." a search and start fresh, t.ype
SEARCH. Or, leave the dat.abase t.opic,
and return. The results are the same
eit.her way: The result.s of t.he exist.ing
search are cleared and you return to ac·
cessing the entire database.
DELPHI Q&A: High-speed access
Thanks to lower prices, many of you are
upgrading t.o 2400·bps modems. I've
received quit.e a few quest.ions about ac·
cessing DELPHI at 2400 bps, so here are
some t.ips:
Does it cost mOTe to access DELPHI at 2400
bps?
No. Unlike ot.her services, DELPHI
does not. charge ext.ra for higher access
speeds. The charge for access at 300, 1200,
or 2400 bps is t.he same low rat.e-which
is one reason DELPHI is one of the best
online bargains around.
If I upgrade to a 2400·bps modern, do I use
the same access number?
You will have t.o dial special 2400·bps
access numbers when you wish to access
DELPHI at. 2400 bps. These numbers are
listed in the back of DELPHI: The Official
Guide. If you don't have a copy of t.he

guide, call Telenet's voice help number at.
800TELENET, or Tymnet at 800·336·0149.
Q Does connecting at 2400 bps requiTe a
different pTocedure than connecting at 300 or
1200 bjn?
The procedure is the same as you have
been using for 300 or 1200 bps access, un·
less you are using Telenet.. To sign on via
Telenet. at 2400 bps using the parameters
7/E/1, you must. enter and press RETURN
at connect. (when Telenet answers).lfyour
parameters are 81N/1, enter D and press
RETURN. If you don't. see Telenet.'s
"Terminal =" prompt., repeat. t.he process
until the prompt appeal-so Then follow
the normal log·on procedure.
Are there any other special comiderations in·
volved in using 2400 bps on DELPHI?
Yes, if your modem has MNP (Micro'·
com Network Protocol)-and many
2400-bps moderns do-disable t.his fea·
t.ure with t.he command AT&MO, prefera·
bly before you log on. (This command
must. be sent direct.ly to t.he modem.)
Otherwise, you may experience problems
wit.h binary file t.ransfers. You may also
have t.o t.urn off your software's flow con·
t.rol as an aid to binary file t.ransfer.

Conference reminder
Don't miss t.he real·time conference
held in the Atari Users' Group every Tues·
day at 10 p.m., EST New t.o real-t.ime con·
ferencing? It.'s easy to participate. just t.ype
CO at. t.he SIG menu, then type WHO at.
the conference menu. You'll see a confer·
ence group name, wit.h a list of the memo
bers participating beneat.h t.he group
name. The name will be preceded by a
number; t.o join, simply type JOIN fol·
lowed by the number, and you're in!
When you want to talk, type a comment
and press RETURN. It. will be displayed
to everyone else in the conference group.
If you need help, you'll find ot.her memo
bers more than willing t.o answer your
questions, and you can see a list. of avail·
able commands by typing IHELP (all com·
mands in conference are preceded by I).
That's it. for now. I'll be back next.
month with a tutorial on downloading
dat.abase-items, submitting it.ems for in·
clusion in a database, and a few dat.abase
tips and t.ricks. Unt.il t.hen, see you online!
In addition to having published science fie·
tion novels and books on rocketT,)\ Michael A.
Banks is the author of DELPHI: The Offi·
cial Guide and The Modem keferencebothfrom Brad')l Books/Simon & Schustel: Look
for his aTticles on telecommunications and tips
on using DELPHI in the AtaTi UseTS' Group
databases. l'bu can contact Banks on DELPHI
by sending E-mail to rnernbernarne KZIN rI
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The recently introduced
Action Set™ consists of
a control deck, two
joypad controllers, the
Zapped· light gun,
and a revolutionary
game pak that includes
two popular Nintendo'"
software titles-Super
Mario Bros. '" and Duck
Hunt"'. The Action Set
lists for $119.95.

Consumer
Electronics
Show:
Video
Game Report
by Andy Eddy
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Without a doubt, the video-game industry holds the Consumer Electronics Show
close to their heart. The show-held in
Las Vegas in the winter and in Chicago
in the summer-gives manufacturers the
opportunity to display their wares for
trade and press representatives. At the
show is displayed most anything you
could imagine in electronics gear. Among
the hundreds of diversified booths, there
could be found closed-caption decoders
for TVs, hand-held VCRfTV combos and
counterfeit dollar detectors, along with
other countless gadgetry.
I had the pleasure of visiting the most
recent Chicago show, heldJune 4·7,1988,
and believe me, the attendance was impressive; over 93,000 people were on hand
the first day to swarm around the latest
in audio, video, software and other goods.
CES is a testament to how much electronics have permeated our society.
The video- game industry hasn't fOl'
some time experienced as big a turn-out
as the 1988 Summer CES provided them.
Given the shake-and-break market the industry experienced in the early-tomid.'80s, "caution" was a key word. But
the recent revitalization-created by the
successes of the Nintendo and Sega systems, Atari's reintroduction of a streamlined 2600, as well as their 7800 and XE
Game System releases-has pumped the
industry to a boil for a second time.
Though not quite up to the level of the
pl'evious peak in 1982 of $3 billion in
video-game revenue, the projected $2.3
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billion for 1988 is showing the rebirth's
success.

Nintendo
Biggest and most impressive of all was
the Nintendo booth, a full 20,000 square
feet in size, filled to the brim with playable machines, each displaying one of the
more than 90 titles brought out for their
NES (Nintendo Entertainment System)
console. This not only demonstrated Nintendo's own product but that of other supporters as well, as their booth was packed
with most of their 30 software licensees.
Familiar software development houses
like Activision, Broderbund and Mindscape headed up the field. Coin-op
manufacturing companies like Konami,
Taito and Data East were hawking some
of the arcade hits that have been ported
over to the ES. This activity ""as reminiscent of five short years ago, when seem·
ingly everyone clamored to bring titles
out for the 2600.
Looking through Nintendo's list of
licensees, already existing third-party software or software planned for release by
the end of 1988 should number over 150
titles. That's in addition to the nearly 30
intendo has or will have out
titles
in,house.
That paints a rosy picture, but all is not
as optimistic as it may seem. Most of the
Nintendo·related developmental representatives I met with put a disclaimer after all their product announcements:

Power Pad

"... depending on the chip shortage ...."
The computer chip market is deeply embroiled in a poor supply situation. For
that reason, many of the developers have
their hands bound, in spite of the number of orders that dealers have placed.
With certain cartridges selling over a million units, the demand is there, but supply can't keep up. It's expected that much
of this will be alleviated by the end of the
year, but no one is being too recklessly
optimistic-many companies have moved
off estimates of product releases until as
late as the first quarter of 1989 just to be
safe.
As if that wasn't enough of a damper,
Nintendo also has its own policy in place
to limit licensees to five new titles a year,
though some companies are being al·
lowed to create other product lines (under a different name) to circumvent that;
Konami's Ultra line is an example of this.
Aside from that restriction, Nintendo
controls all aspects of final cartridge
production, from materials (like chip allocations) to approval of software and
gameplay quality; they put their "stamp"
on every product released for their consoles. With that policy, third-party companies rely on Nintendo for their
already-fragile release schedules. From a
marketing aspect, this is intended to keep
the quality up and pace the sales somewhat. Even with those limits, screens on
the show floor were alive with variety;
though in most cases prototypes were all
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that could be shown.
Among the many titles being aired out
were some familiar names from the
"Atari" era. Activision, for example, was
displaying Super Pitfall and Ghostbusters.
Pitfall Harry, in particular, was aided by
an increased graphic capability, due in
part to the 52 color palette on the NES.
Acclaim was showing a bunch of cartridges, such as Tiger-Heli and Rambo.
Andre The Giant brought his hulking
7-foot, 500-pound frame into their booth
to sign autographs and promote their upcoming wrestling contest.
Data East, an arcade heavy, took complimentary pictures of showgoers alongside Robocop to publicize the game of the
same name which they hope to have
released by October. Robocop will accompany the many titles they already offer,
such as Burgertime, as well as other games
they plan to release. Among those is Rampage, a popular arcade game where you
play monsters destroying a city, a turnaround from the usual good-guy-gets-thebad-guy theme.
Not a surprise, arcade classics and
movie themes were very common in the
Nintendo area. Taito was showing some
popular conversions like Elevator Action,
Operation Woif and Bubble Bobble. Other
coin-op titles that are or will be on the
NES are Xevious (Bandai), Spy Hunter (Sunsoft), Gauntlet and Pac-man (Tengen).
Aside from the previously mentioned
Robocop, Rambo and Ghostbusters,

movie clones are garnering a large part
of the NES library. LJN Toys was showing
clips of the animated/human-action film,
Who Framed Roger Rabbit?, which was tentatively set for a March 1989 release as an
NES cart. LJN also has plans to release Friday the 13th and A Nightmare on Elm Street
as games. Other film crossovers include
Willow (Capcom) and Platoon (Sunsoft).
Nintendo was also showing a hardv.oare
addition to their basic system. Called the
Power Pad, this in put device looks like a
Twister board and takes the place of the
controllers to let the player use his feet
to make things happen on the screen. By
the time you read this, they will have a system configuration called the Power Set on
store shelves, which will include the main
console, two standard hand controllers,
the Zapper light gun, and a game cartridge
with Duck Hunt, Super Mario Bros. and
World Class Track Meet on it. The latter
game will integrate the Power Pad, forcing the user(s) to step and jump on the
numbered dots on the Pad to make the
on-screen character compete in the
lOO-yard dash, hurdles and long jump,
among other events.
Two other Power Pad-compatible titles
were being shown: Dance Aerobics, an exercise program, and Super Team Games, a
compendium of obstacle course competitions. Nintendo hired a group of attractive, energetic "players" to show off these
three cartridges, encouraging any willing
members of the crowd to slip off their
shoes and participate. I speak from personal experience when I say that intenlCtive gaming has never had as big an
emphasis on action since the introduction
of the AmigaJoyboard, long before Amiga
was a computer brand.

Sega
The Sega booth was smaller in comparison to the Nintendo area, but not much
reduced in activity. They placed two sitdown Thunder Blade arcade games at the
entrance to draw showgoers into their
booth. The helicopter shoot-'em-up has
the player'S cockpit seat moving opposite
the joystick movement to simulate the
craft's in-flight momentum, and it kept
lines of people waiting for a chance to
play.
Once inside the booth, Sega had a
stacked-screen advertisement running
which scanned through some of the titles
available on their machine and attached
the viewer's senses with booming sound
and flashy graphics. The visuals toggled
between appearing on single screens or
combined on all screens in a gigantic
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Maze Hunter 3D, a scrolling maze adventure.
The other Sega games were grouped by
their genre: for example, "Family" games,
such as the Mah:Jonng-like board contest
Shanghai and the perennial Monopoly; "Action" games like the Black Belt karate sortie and the put-you-in-the-driver's-seat
World Grand Prix; and "Arcade" battles like
Choplifter, Double Dragon (one of the only
games that appear on the Nintendo and
Sega consoles), After-Burner (a fourmegabit cartridge) and the already-noted
Thunder Blade arcade game, converted to
a two-megabit cart.
Also in attendance on Sega's bandwagon was Parker Brothers, who is the first
third-party producer of Sega-compatible
cartridges. They have a couple of computer game conversions (Where In The
World Is Cm-men Sandiego? and King's
Q!t.est-Qy.est f01' The Crown) as part of their
"Text Adventure Action Games" series.

Nintendo's Double Dragon

panorama. The sound level made it hard
to miss the show's beginning most any·
where in the surrounding area.
Sega also had their share of celebrity
endorsement. Retired baseball great Reg·
gie Jackson was on hand Sunday and
Chicago Bear running back Walter Payton was in the booth on Monday to push
the games that carry their names: Reggie
Jackson Baseball and Walter Payton Football.
But video games, not stars, were the focus. Machines were set up all around the
booth, playable by anyone who strolled by.
A separate, darkened room was set up for
demonstrations of the SegaScope 3D GLasses, a $60 dollar peripheral for the Sega
Video Game System and compatible
software.
The glasses, unlike the red/blue glasses of old, feature liquid crystal lenses that
alternate left-opaque then right-opaque in
synchronization with the changing images
on the screen to trick your brain into
thinking it is seeing a l'hree-dimensional
image. It's similar to the technique used
in a View-Master slide viewer, where each
eye is presented with a slightly different
scene. The benefits to this over other 3-D
techniques is in the creation of multicolor
animation; the downside is slig1)t: perceptible and distracting flicker in a lit
room, thus the darkened playing area.
Regardless, in most cases, the effect is
amazing. Some of the games on display
that required the 3-D glasses were Space
Harrier 3-D, an arcade action contest, and

Atari
Not one to be left out in the cold, Atari
had their forces in place to challenge Nintendo and Sega, though at this point Nintendo seems well out of reach. With their
"Winning Package" booth, they were hoping to regain the popularity they achieved
in the late-70s and early-80s with their
2600 game. With an installed base of over
25-million units, they figure that many
people packed them away in their closets
and will be just as happy to unpack them
again with the new generation of games.
For example, Activision is bringing out
new 2600 titles, such as River Raid II,
Tomcat-The F-14 Fighter Simulator and Pete
Rose Baseball.
The Atari booth, which was smartly located right off the escalator leading to the
video game show floor, had its exterior
walls covered with 2600, 7800 and XEGS
(XE Game System) boxes with numbers
on them. Pretty "Atari-ettes" were holding
regular contests, similar to Concentration,
where showgoers attem pted to match
what was behind the boxes and win Tshirts, cameras and game systems (of
course).
Inside their enclosure, Atari had kids
in promotional T-shirts and sales reps
plugging lots of software-many familiar
names from the past. They plan to release
45 new titles during the last half of 1988
for their three consoles. Atari hopes that
old favorites like Necromancer, Food Fight,
Xevious, RobotTOn 2084, One-an-One Basketball, Impossible Mission and Lode Runner will
draw arcadiacs back to their machines.
Their catalog also mentions major companies like Electronic Arts, Thito, Williams
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Electronics, LucasFilm and Strategic Similations as software supporters.
Atari was also previewing their series
of athletic celebrity TV advertisements,
just the tip of the iceberg in their slated
media promotions. Washington Redskins
QB Doug Williams, Cardinals shortstop
Ozzie Smith and basketball's Atlanta
Hawks' Spud Webb will assist Atari with
their related sweepstakes, with prize winners vying for World Series, Super Bowl
or NBA Championship series tickets. Williams and Webb were at CES to sign autographs also.
The most surprising announcement
was the signing of an agreement between
Axlon and Atari for "an unspecified number" of video games (though some put the
total around 20 for the next year). On the
surface it doesn't seem too earthshattering until you discover that Axlon's
chairman is none other than Atari's
founder, Nolan Bushnell. When Bushnell
sold Atari to Warner Communications in
1976, he was restricted by a stipulation
that prevented his doing video-gamerelated works for a period of time, a period which has long since past.
Atari also announced the signing of
Mongomery Ward, Sears, Ace Hardware,
True Value Hardware and Musicland as
part of their distribution network. That
coupled with the fact that their name is
already recognizable with regards to game
products-something that many have stated has damaged the efforts of their computer persona-will help them sell game
machines.

Third-party peripherals
Already established in the joystick
world are companies like Suncom, Kraft
and Wico. They had booths chock-full of
products compatible with all the major
computer brands and video game consoles. A new face, Happ Controls, was
demonstrating a large product line of
joysticks, developed from their roots in arcade controllers. Wico was showing their
entire line of products, as well as their
new joystick, very similar to Epyx's 500XJ
Joystick. Wico's stick features a comfortable, ergonomic shape that fits well in the
palm of your hand, in addition to a having a rubberized coating to prevent
slippage.
A newer name in the joystick market is
the New:Jersey-based company, Beeshu.
They were showing their Zinger (for the
Nintendo), Hot Stuff (for the Atari and
Commodore) and Viper (for Sega) lines of
pastel-colored joysticks. The best development from their camp was the Ultimate Superstick, a remote wireless joystick with
continued on page 76
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upon completion of the first IS-hole
round played and update it as necessary.
Be sure that the game disk storing the
course record file is not write protected.
The program will work with cassette, but
the course record will remain intact only
as long as the program is in memory.
Fairway Challenge is written in Atari
BASIC and is a little over 27K bytes in
length. It features a redesigned character
set and uses graphics modes 0 and 1. A
printer is optional but recommended.
Remember to turn your printer on prior
to booting up your system, if necessary.
The 52 REM statements may be removed
without affecting the program.

Tips and strategy
The length of each hole is measured
from the tee to the front edge of the
green, down the approximate center of
the fairway. There are also l50-yard mar·
kers provided for reference.
Distances provided by each club are
fai rly representative of the average player's game. The following table gives the
approximate distances for each club:
1 Wood-240 yards
3 Wood-220 yards
4 Wood-200 yards
2 Iron-190 yards
3 Iron-ISO yards
4 lron-l70 yards
5 Iron-160 yards
6 Iron-150 yards
7 Iron-l40 yards
S Iron-130 yards
9 Iron-120 yards
P Wedge-UO yards
S Wedge-IOO yards

\

\

continued j?-om page 11
direction in which you wish to hit your
shot. The choices are north, south, east,
west, northeast, northwest, southeast and
southwest. Again, enter only the one- 01two-letter designation, and RETURN.
After your Atat-i digests these inputs, it
will give you a chance to change your
selections. Type either Y or N. This procedure will be repeated until you have landed on the green. The screen will then
change to a close-up view of the putting
surface, and you will be asked to select the
strength of your putting stroke. Enter a
number from one to 20 and RETURN. After putting the ball into the cup, you will
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be shown your scorecard and given the
option of continuing on to the next tee
or quitting. Upon completion of play you
will be asked if you would like a print-out
of yOUl- scorecard. You can then use scissors to cut the card out for saving.

About the program
The program creates and updates a file
containing the course record, so be sure
to make a back-up copy of the program
before running it. The first thing the program does is check for a file on the disk
named D:RECORD.DAT. If it does not
find the file, the program will create one

The above yardages are based on a full
swing. A half swing will give Yo, an easy
swing y". However, as any golfer can tell
you, the shot length of a club can vary on
any given shot. How many times have you
hit what felt and looked like a perfect
shot, only to see it full short ot: or fly completely over the hole. Fairway Challenge
provides this same human element in its
. calculation of the distance to be yielded
by each club on each shot. Likewise, how
many weekend golfers hit it straight down
the middle of the fairway on every shot?
I've seen a lot of golf and I can tell you,
not many! Therefore, a hook/slice factor
is also figured into each shot. As a rule,
the shorter the shot, the truer it will fly.
Avoid the hazards as they can cost you
strokes. The rough is extremely deep and
lost balls are not uncommon. Getting out
is no easy feat either. Hitting into the trees
can lead to a stymied lie. Straying into the
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bushes can leave you with an unplayable
shot. Traps will frequently turn your nor·
mally reliable sand wedge into an ul\·
predictable monster. In addition, the
screen edges are out of bounds, and as in
real golf, the penalty is stroke and
distance.
Once the player has acquired a "feel"
for the greens, getting down in two putts
should pose no problems. From extreme·
ly long distances, however, three putting
is a definite possibility.
In summary, the highest premium
should be placed on accuracy and proper
club selection. Leaving the ball in a good
position for the next shot is all important.

The par fours are not long, and as the
player will soon find out, it is best to leave
the one wood in the bag on many of
them. The par fives are all reachable in
two, with the exception being the 600-yard
13th hole, but it will take two well thoughtout (and extremely lucky) shots. Most of
the time, gambling will cost you more
than you bargained for. The par threes
are long but fair, with a nice trophy going to anybody lucky enough to make a
hole in one.
Conclusion

Fairway Challenge has been written to
simulate a day in the life of the average

weekend golfer. Based on years of play·
ing and observing, I think it will provide
you with all you need to satisfy your craving to play on those days when you just
can't get out to the course. That is, all except the Tennessee River, where you just
might want to toss your computer after
a particularly frustrating round!
John Pape attended the University ofAlabama where he majored in economics. He is a
quality·control process inspector for Ch1)lsler
Corp. He has been programming his 800XLJOr
several years and is interested in learning Pas·
cal, Action!, C, LOGO and assembly language.
He is married, with two child1-en.

LISTING 1.· BASIC

UA
AZ
LK
00
DL
UO
BO
UB
DA
VI
LP
UZ
OJ
VJ
LW
UK
RT
YJ
UW
KI
SP

10 REM KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
20 REM *
FAIRWAV CHALLENGE
*
30 REM *
BV J. T. PAPE
*
40 REM *
COPVRIGHT 1'88
*
50 REM *
BV ANALOG COMPUTING
*
55 REM KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
56 REM
60 REM ****RECORD DATA****
70 GOSUB 1500:TRAP 80:POKE 65,8:0PEN #
1,4,8,"D:RECORD.DAT":GET #l,CR:GOTO '0
80 CR='"
'8 CLOSE #1
100 GOSUB 4368
110 REM ****MAIN LOOP****
128 GRAPHICS l:POKE 788,17':POKE 70',1
5:POKE 718,8:POKE 711,140:POKE 712,1"
130 GOSUB 1508:POKE 756,152
140 HOLE=HOLE+l:SHOT=O
150 COLOR 33:FOR F=l TO 18:PLOT 8,F:DR
AWTO l',F:NEMT F
160 ON HOLE GOSUB 1520,1680,16'8,1770,
1860,1'48,2018,28'0,2170,2250,2320,23'
8,2478,2550,2638,2708,2780,2860
170 COLOR '6:PLOT M,V
180 HE=INTCRNDCO)*5)-2:HS=CRNDCO)-0.4'
')/2:0=INTCRNDCO)*2):PROUM=M:PROUV=V:P
ROUZ=Z
1'0 COLOR 254:PLOT 8,8:POSITION 13,0:?
U6j

"[MI[II"; HOLE

MB 200 POSITION 8,1':? #6;"~"jVARDS:
POSITION 15,1':? U6; "r':E:m'"TPtlR
SP 210 TRAP 210:GOSUB 730:? "ClUb IlCJIillJlI
mJf.. -iiijll&)ft:J:.,]A1:1
:" j : GOSUB 500:
IF RS:Y III THEN 210
GG 220 CLUB$=R$:GOSUB 1060
UM 230 TRAP 230: GOSUB 738:? "Swi ng .mllt
I!nra,Ji-ift.i!. :" j : GOSUB 500: IF RS="" T
HEN 230
WR 248 SWING$=R$:GOSUB 1~0
IE 258 TRAP 250:GOSUB 738:? "Direction ~
~ 1 . , ] A 1 : 1 :"; :GOSUB 500:1
F R$="" THEN 258
AE 260D$=R$:GOSUB 1348
RD 270 ? "~_~,,~.~
_
MO ~2~8~0~?~,'!'III""iI~I-; CL.UB$; "I "; SWING$ j" I" j DD$ j" I"
;
PK 2'0
? ..------------------

...,

MC 308 GOSUB 740:? ..
Corre
ct?"i:GOSUB 750:SL=8
OT 310 GOSUB 620:TRAP 3'0:M=M+8.5:V=V+0.5
GN 320 FOR F=l TO DIST
MM 338 GOSUB 868:IF CIV}=l' OR IV{=8) THE
N 3'30
WA 340 LOCATE IM,IV,Z:COLOR '6:PLOT IM,IV
:FOR J=l TO 10:NEMT J:COLOR Z:PLOT 1M,
IV:NEMT F
WR 350 LOCATE IM,IV.Z:GOSU8 '80
AC 360 FOR 1=1 TO 5:COLOR '6:GOSUB 720:PL
OT IM,IV:GOSUB 720:COLOR Z:PLOT IM,IV:
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NEMT I
OA 370 GOSUB 728:COLOR '6:PLOT IM,IV:GOSU
B 438
VU 380 COLOR PROUZ:PLOT PROUM.PROUV:SHOT=
SHOT+l:GOrO 418
MZ 3'0 FOR F=15 TO 8 STEP -1:S0UND 0,25,6
,F:NEMT F:SOUND 8,8,0,8
WM 400 ? "~Out 0 f Bounds":? "-I-l:.F4:ti1lm St
roke and Distance":SHOT=SHOT+2:IM-PROU
M:IV=PROUV:Z=PROUZ:COLOR '6:PLOT IM,IV
AR 410 M=IM:V=IV:FOR F=l TO 1000:NEMT F:G
OTO 180
RP 420 REM ****TROUBLE****
PL 430 TL=INTCRND(8)*5)
IU 440 IF Z=33 THEN ?
IF TL
=8 OR TL=4 THEN? "-I-'
;"
Lose On
e Stroke":SHOT=SHOT+l
UB 450 IF Z=165 THEN ? "~In the Trees":IF
TL=O OR TL=4 THEN ? "-I-i01"W.ii4 t
Lose 0
ne Stroke":SHOT=SHOT+l
BW 460 IF Z=132 THEN ? "~In the Bushes":I
F TL=O OR TL=4 THEN ? "-I-III:I:JIfJ't';J".'.~
D Lose One Stroke":SHOT=SHOT+l
UC 470 IF Z=8 THEN ? "~Sand Trap":IF TL=8
OR TL=4 THEN SL=l:? "-1-1;111;l1li14'. . . . . Mus
t Use Sand Wedge"
ZO 480 RETURN
CB 4'30 REM ****INPUT ROUTINE****
OW 500 POKE 764,255:CLOSE U2:0PEN U2,4,0,

"".Dlte.l,••it.. :
m

BA
GJ
EG
EL
BD
KE
NM
TG
SW

"K:"

518 R$="III
528 GET #2,KEV:IF KEV=155 THEN 600
530 IF KEV=126 THEN R$= .... :GOTO 600
540 IF KEV}=128 THEN KEV=KEV-128
550 IF PEEK(782)=8 AND KEV}='6 THEN KE
V=KEV-32
560 IF CKEV}47 AND KEV(58) OR CKEV}64
AND KEV{'l) THEN 580
570 GOTO 510
580 KEV$=CHR$CKEV)
5'30 R$CLENCR$)+l)=KEV$:? KEV$;:GOTO 52

8

EO 608 POKE 782,64:POKE 6'4,0:CLOSE U2:RE
TURN
UN 610 REM ****SWING ROUTINE****
TO 620 COLOR 28:PLOT X,V
MO 630 FOR F=l TO 408:NEXT F
UK 640 COLOR 30:PLOT K,Y:GOSUB 720
OM 650 COLOR 3:PLOT x,V:GOSUB 720:GOSUB 7
20
WR 660 COLOR 30:PLOT X,Y:GOSUB 728:S0UND
0,0,0,1
GT 670 COLOR 28:PLOT X,V:GOSUB 728:FOR 1=
15 TO 8 STEP -7.5:S0UND 8,4,8,I:NEKT I
EM 688 COLOR 6:PLOT x,V:GOSUB 720
SF 6'30 COLOR 124:PLOT M,V:GOSUB 720
ZD 700 RETURN
UA 710 REM ****MISC ROUTINES****
ZH 720 FOR F=l TO 25:NEKT F:RETURN
TU 730 ? "~-I-Select ..
CH 740 FOR F=' TO 8 STEP -8.3:S0UND 8,77,
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F:SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
POKE 764,255
IF PEEK(764)=35 THEN POP :GOTO 210
IF PEEK(764)=43 THEN 800
GOTO 760
REM ****CUMULATIUE SCORE****
? "Ili~LlIing: "iSHOT:? "Total: "i
IF DIFF=O THEN ? "even"
IF DIFF>O THEN? DIFFi" over"
IF DIFF<O THEN? ABSCDIFF)i" under

~4,F:NEKT

WI< 750
eN 760
WO 770
OV 780
UB 7~0
WV 800
VJ 810
IC 820
PI 830
DO
DU
AH
EZ
UZ
BB
PT
EN
PL
EF
KC
RJ
ZB
VS
VB
WL
MU
PO
WL
EH
HM
GW
HC
HP
JS
VZ
AQ
AC
JP
OV
JE
Zle
OP
HE
01
RN
GT
KS
CO
NE
RL
US
AV
FS

"
840
850
860
870
880
899

FOR F=l TO 500:NEKT F:? "Ili":RETURN
REM ****INCREMENT BALL****
IF O$="N" THEN V=V-l:K=K+HS
IF O$="W" THEN K=H-l:V=V+HS
IF O$="E" THEN K=H+l:V=V+HS
IF 0$="5" THEN V=V+l:H=H+HS
~99 IF O$="SW" THEN V=V+l:H=H-l
~19 IF O$="SE" THEN V=V+l:H=H+l
~29 IF O$="NW" THEN V=V-l:H=H-l
~39 IF O$="NE" THEN V=V-l:H=H+l
949 IF CO$="NW" OR O$="NE" OR O$="SW"
OR O$="SE") ANO 0=9 THEN H=H+HS
~59 IF CD$="NW" OR D$="NE" OR O$="SW"
OR D$="SE") ANO 1:1=1 THEN V=V+HS
~69 IH=INTCH):IV=INTCV):RETURN
979 REM ****WHERE IS IT****
~89 IF Z=~l OR Z=47 OR Z=61 OR Z=5~ OR
Z=43 THEN SHOT=SHOT+l:POP :GOTO 2~40
~~9 IF Z=32 THEN SOUND 0,255,3,15
1099 IF Z=33 THEN FOR F=9 TO 15 STEP 5
:SOUNO 9,F/6,7,F*2:NEHT F
1019 IF Z=8 THEN FOR F=O TO 15 STEP 2.
5:S0UNO 9,29,8,F:NEHT F
1929 IF Z=132 THEN FOR F=15 TO 9 STEP
-1:S0UND 9,F*F,F,F*3:NEHT F
1030 IF Z=165 THEN FOR F=15 TO 0 STEP
-7.5:S0UND 9,33,10,F:NEHT F
1949 SOUND 0,9,9,9:RETURN
1059 REM ****INITIALIZE CLUB OATA****
1969 IF CLUB$="lW" OR CLUB$="3W" OR CL
UB$="4W" OR CLUB$="2I" OR CLUB$="3I" 0
R CLUB$="4I" THEN 1199
1979 IF CLUB$="5I" OR CLUB$="6I" OR CL
UB$="7I" OR CLUBS="8I" OR CLUBS="~I" 0
R CLUB$="PW" THEN 1109
1089 IF CLUB$="SW" THEN 1119
1090 POP :GOTO 219
1109 IF SL=l AND CLUB$O"SW" THEN GOSU
B 479:POP :GOTO 419
1110 IF CLUB$="lW" THEN CLUB$="
1 Wo
od
":OIST=12+HE
1129 IF CLUB$="3W" THEN CLUB$="
3 Wo
od
":OIST=11+HE/2:HS=HS/l.3
1139 IF CLUB$="4W" THEN CLUB$="
4 Wo
Od
":DIST=10+HE/2:HS=HS/l.5
1140 IF CLUB$="2I" THEN CLUB$="
2 Ir
on
":OIST=9.7+HE/3:HS=HS/l.6
1150 IF CLUB$="3I" THEN CLUB$="
3 Ir
on
":OIST=9+HE/3:HS=HS/l.7
1169 IF CLUB$="4I" THEN CLUB$="
4 Ir
on
JI:OIST=8.7+HE/3:HS=HS/l.8
1179 IF CLUB$="5I" THEN CLUB$="
5 Ir
on
":OIST=8+HE/3:HS=HS/l.9
1189 IF CLUB$="6I" THEN CLUB$="
6 Ir
on
":OIST=7.7+HE/3:HS=HS/2
11~9 IF CLUB$="7I" THEN CLUB$="
7 Ir
on
":OIST=7+HE/3:HS=HS/2.1
1290 IF CLUB$="8I" THEN CLUB$="
8 Ir
on
":OIST=6.7+HE/3:HS=HS/2.2
1210 IF CLUB$="~I" THEN CLUB$="
~ Ir
on
":OIST=6+HE/3:HS=HS/2.3
1220 IF CLUB$="PW" THEN CLUB$="P i tc h W
edge ":OIST=5.7+HE/3:HS=HS/2.4
1230 IF CLUB$="SW" THEN CLUB$=" Sand W
edge ":IF SL=9 THEN OIST=5+HE/3:HS=HSI
2.5
1249 IF SL=l THEN OIST=5+HE
1258 IF Z=33 THEN DIST=DIST/C1+INTCRND
(9)*3) )
1260 RETURN
1270 REM ****INITIALIZE SWING STRENGTH

****

KB 1280 IF SWING$="F" OR SWING$="H" OR SW
ING$="E" THEN 1300
AL 12~0 POP :GOTO 239
IA 1300 IF SWING$="H" THEN SWING$="
Ha
If
":OIST=DIST/2:RETURN
RU 1319 IF SWINGS="E" THEN SWING$="
Ea

10

":OIST=OIST/3:RETURN
Sll
Full
":RETURN
GU 1320 SWING$="
GO 1330 REM ****INITIALIZE OIRECTION OATA
****
PK 1340 IF O$="N" OR 0$="5" OR O$="E" OR
O$="W" THEN 1370
PL 1350 IF O$="NE" OR O$="NW" OR O$="SE"
OR oS="SW" THEN 1370
BM 1369 POP :GOTO 250
East
OE 1370 IF O$="E" THEN 00$="
"
:RESTORE 4810
TI 1380 IF O$="NE" THEN 00$=" North East
":RESTORE 4950
WC 13~9 IF O$="SW" THEN 00$=" South West
":RESTORE 5920
West
VL 1409 IF O$="W" THEN 00$="
"
:RESTORE 4880
FF 1419 IF O$="NW" THEN 00$=" North West
":RESTORE 4~59
GT 1420 IF O$="N" THEN 00$="
North
"
: RESTORE ,.,59
IW 1439 IF O$="SE" THEN 00$=" South East
":RESTORE 5920
South
VB 1449 IF 0$="5" THEN 00$="
"
:RESTORE 5020
JB 1459 REAO NUM:IF NUM=-l THEN RETURN
EA 1460 NUM=NUH*8
ZO 1479 FOR LOOP=O TO 7:REAO BVTE:POKE CH
+NUM+LOOP,BVTE
WO 1480 NEXT LOOP
SG 1490 GOTO 1450
TK 1500 POKE 16,64:POKE 53774,64:POKE 752
,1:POKE 77,9:POKE 702,64:POKE 731,255:
POKE 6~4,9:RETURN
VW 1519 REM ****HOLE 1****
OU 1529 VAROS=380:PAR=4:K=0:V=9
UF 1530 COLOR 32:FOR F=6 TO 13:PLOT 1,F:0
RAWTO l~,F:NEKT F:PLOT 0,10
AK 1549 COLOR 132:PLOT 9,8:PLOT 9,11:COLO
R 179:PLOT 11,13
FK 1550 COLOR 61:PLOT 19,10:COLOR 43:PLOT
1~,9:COLOR 59:PLOT 19,8
WK 1569 COLOR 8:PLOT 1~,7:PLOT 18,10:PLOT
1~,11:PLOT 12,6:PLOT 11,7:PLOT 11,12:
PLOT 12,13
BL 1570 COLOR 165:PLOT 18,7:PLOT 1~,6:PLO
T 18,11:PLOT 18,13:PLOT 1~,12
BH 1589 RETURN
AN 1590 REM ****HOLE 2****
VG 1699 VAROS=360:PAR=4:K=19:V=6
IU 1619 COLOR 32:FOR F=4 TO 9:PLOT 19,F:0
RAWTO 6,F:ORAWTO 0,F+6:NEHT F
CW 1629 COLOR 33:PLOT 19,4:PLOT 19,~:COLO
R 170:PLOT ~,~
OZ 1630 COLOR 132:PLOT 19,5:PLOT 1~,8:PLO
T 0,10:0RAWTO 0,15
IA 1640 COLOR 59:PLOT 1,11:COLOR 43:PLOT
1,12:COLOR 61:PLOT 1,13
IO 1650 COLOR 165:PLOT 1,9:0RAWTO 6,4
ZK 1660 COLOR 8:PLOT 2,11:PLOT 7,4:PLOT 6
,~

BG 1670 RETURN
BF 1680 REM ****HOLE 3****
UF 16~0 VAROS=160:PAR=3:H=14:V=14
UW 1709 COLOR 32:FOR F=4 TO 11:PLOT 5,F:0
RAWTO 14,F+4:NEKT E
UV 1718 COLOR 43:PLOT-&,6:COLOR 47:PLOT 7
,6:COLOR 61:PLOT 6,7
IK 1728 COLOR 132:PLOT 14,13:PLOT 13,15
JP 1738 COLOR 165:PLOT 14,12:0RAWTO 14,8:
ORAWTO 13,8:PLOT 6,4:0RAWTO 5,4:DRAWTO
5,8
VJ 1740 COLOR 8:PLOT 6,5:PLOT 7,5:PLOT 6,
BC
BU
VS
UW

8

1750 RETURN
1760 REM ****HOLE 4****
1779 VAROS=549:PAR=5:K=19:V=5
1780 COLOR 32:FOR F=3 TO 17:PLOT 1,F:D
RAWTO 4,F:NEHT F:FOR F=2 TO 8:PLOT 5,F
:DRAWTO 18,F:NEKT F:PLOT 19,6
KN 1798 COLOR ~l:PLOT 1,16:COLOR 59:PLOT
2,15:COLOR 43:PLOT 2,16:COLOR 61:PLOT
2,17:COLOR 47:PLOT 3,16
KM 1898 COLOR 165:PLOT 1,2:0RAWTO 18,2:PL
OT 4,12:PLOT 1,15:PLOT 3,17:0RAWTO 4,1
7

PR 1810 COLOR 132:PLOT 19,4:PLOT 19,7:PLO
T 1,17
ON 1820 COLOR 8:PLOT 1,9:PLOT 7,8:PLOT 3,
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IR
BB
CM
IB
YM
AD
HL
DZ
LM
AH
DB
HD
PO

NN
TO
BT
BS
CU
BH
JF
FD
UV
HU
BO
AU
EL
UU
SE
EF
VA
UU
UO
SG
AR
FA
UE
LO
FK
DM
JM
OT
AN
OK
KT
EE
EI
VI
DL

15:PLOT 4,16
1839 COLOR 179:PLOT 1,7
1849 RETURN
1859 REM ****HOLE 5****
1869 VARDS=329:PAR=4:H=1:V=4
1879 COLOR 32:FOR F=4 TO 19:PLOT 1,F:D
RAHTO 18,F+5:NEHT F
1889 COLOR 5':PLOT 17,19:COLOR 43:PLOT
17,11:COLOR 61:PLOT 17,12
18'9 COLOR 165:PLOT 17,':DRAHTO 18,':D
RAHTO 18,15:DRAHTO 17,15:PLOT 16,8:DRA
HTO 13,8:PLOT 16,14:DRAHTO 13,14
1'09 COLOR 132:PLOT 2,4:PLOT 1,6:COLOR
179:PLOT ',6
1'19 COLOR 8:PLOT ',12:PLOT 16,12:PLOT
17,13
1'29 RETURN
1'39 REM ****HOLE 6****
1'49 PAR=3:VARDS=189:H=15:V='
1'59 COLOR 32:FOR F=7 TO 12:PLOT 4,F:D
RAHTO 15,F:NEHT F
1'69 COLOR 5':PLOT 5,8:COLOR 'l:PLOT 4
,':COLOR 43:PLOT 5,':COLOR 61:PLOT 5,1
9:COLOR 47:PLOT 6,'
1'79 COLOR 33:PLOT 4,7:PLOT 4,12:PLOT
15,7:PLOT 15,12:COLOR 8:PLOT 6,8:PLOT
6,11
1'89 COLOR 132:PLOT 15,8:PLOT 15,11:CO
LOR 165:PLOT 4,8:PLOT 5,7:PLOT 4,19:PL
OT 5,11:PLOT 6,12
1"9 RETURN
2999 REM ****HOLE 7****
2919 VARDS=369:PAR=4:H=1':V='
2029 COLOR 32:FOR F=8 TO 11:PLOT 8,F:D
RAHTO l',F:NEHT F:FOR F=7 TO 12:PLOT 0
,F:DRAHTO 7,F:NEHT F
2030 COLOR 132:PLOT l',8:PLOT l',ll:CO
LOR 33:PLOT 9,7:PLOT 9,12
2040 COLOR 5':PLOT l,8:COLOR 43:PLOT 1
,':COLOR 61:PLOT 1,10
2050 COLOR 170:PLOT ',ll:COLOR 8:PLOT
1,7:PLOT 7,7:PLOT 2,8:PLOT 1,11:PLOT 7
,12
2069 COLOR 165:PLOT 2,7:PLOT 9,8:DRAHT
o O,ll:PLOT 2,11:PLOT 1,12
2970 RETURN
2980 REM ****HOLE 8****
20'0 PAR=5:VARDS=589:H=17:V=3
2100 COLOR 32:FOR F=2 TO 17:PLOT l,F:D
RAHTO 3,F:PLOT 16,F:DRAHTO 18,F:NEHT F
:FOR F=19 TO 17:PLOT 4,F:DRAHTO 15,F
2105 NEHT F
2119 COLOR 33:PLOT l,17:PLOT 18,17:COL
OR 132:PLOT 16,3:PLOT 18,3:PLOT l,16:P
LOT 2,17:PLOT 17,17:PLOT 18,16
2120 COLOR 5':PLOT 2,3:COLOR 'l:PLOT 1
,4:COLOR 43:PLOT 2,4:COLOR 47:PLOT 3,4
:COLOR 61:PLOT 2,5
2130 COLOR 8:PLOT 1,6:PLOT 3,3:PLOT 3,
5:PLOT 8,12:DRAHTO 19,19
2149 COLOR 165:PLOT 1,2:DRAHTO 3,2:PLO
T 16,2:DRAHTO 18,2:PLOT 1,3:PLOT 1,5:C
OLOR 179:PLOT 1,13
2159 RETURN
2169 REM ****HOLE ,****
2170 VARDS=300:PAR=4:H=':V=17
2180 COLOR 32:FOR F=7 TO 12:PLOT F,l:D
RAHTO F,17:NEHT F
21'0 COLOR 165:PLOT 7,1:DRAHTO 12,l:DR
AHTO 12,17:PLOT 11,16:PLOT 11,17:COLOR
33:PLOT 7,17:PLOT 12,17
2200 COLOR 'l:PLOT 8,2:COLOR 43:PLOT ,
,2:COLOR 47:PLOT 10,2
2210 COLOR 8:PLOT 7,2:PLOT 11,2:PLOT 8
,3:PLOT 10,3
2220 COLOR 132:PLOT 8,17:PLOT 18,17:CO
LOR 170:PLOT 7,10
2239 RETURN
2249 REM ****HOLE 10****
2250 VARDS=320:PAR=4:H=1:V=7
2269 COLOR 32:FOR F=6 TO ':PLOT 1,F:DR
AHTO 18,F:NEHT F:FOR F=10 TO 13:PLOT 1
3,F:DRAHTO 18,F:NEHT F
2279 COLOR 5':PLOT 17,11:COLOR 'l:PLOT
16,12:COLOR 43:PLOT 17,12
2280 COLOR 8:PLOT 14,6:PLOT 13,10:PLOT
16,11:PLOT 18,12:PLOT 17,13:COLOR 170
:PLOT ',6
22'0 COLOR 132:PLOT 1,6:PLOT l,':COLOR
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AG
OH
BO
GS
01
UH
OP
BB
SM
HS
MA
HR
HM
UB
HH
AH
TC
GH
JE
HS
NZ
BS
HA
AT
TS
JP
NI
RW
IA
BE
HM
AP
UI
LU
UF
UH
CC
HO
BK
UH
TU
IG
UR
DE
UK
RE
BG
HN
OH
VN
BF
KT

165:PLOT 17,6:PLOT 18,6:PLOT 18,7:PLO
T 13,12:PLOT 13,13:PLOT 14,13
2300 RETURN
2310 REM ****HOLE 11****
2320 VARDS=360:PAR=4:H=1':V='
2330 COLOR 32:FOR F=7 TO 12:PLOT O,F:D
RAHTO 18,F:NEHT F:PLOT 1',10
2349 COLOR 165:PLOT 18,7:DRAHTO 9,7:DR
AHTO 9,12:DRAWTO 18,12:COLOR 179:PLOT
',12
2350 COLOR 5':PLOT 1,8:COLOR 43:PLOT 1
,':COLOR 61:PLOT 1,10
2369 COLOR 132:PLOT l',8:PLOT l',11:CO
LOR 8:PLOT 7,8:PLOT 2,19:PLOT 1,11
2379 RETURN
2389 REM ****HOLE 12****
23'9 VARDS=169:H=':V=14:PAR=3
2499 COLOR 32:FOR F=5 TO 14:PLOT 7,F:D
RAHTO 11,F:NEHT F
2419 COLOR 33:PLOT 7,5:PLOT 11,5:PLOT
7,14:PLOT 11,14
2429 COLOR 'l:PLOT 8,6:COLOR 43:PLOT ,
,6:COLOR 47:PLOT 19,6
2439 COLOR 132:PLOT 8,14:PLOT 19,14:PL
OT 8,5:PLOT 19,5:PLOT 7,6:PLOT 11,6
2449 COLOR 8:PLOT 8,7:PLOT 10,7:PLOT ,
,5
2459 RETURN
2469 REM ****HOLE 13****
2479 VARDS=699:PAR=5:H=1:V=2
2489 COLOR 32:FOR F=2 TO 7:PLOT 9,F:DR
AHTO 2,F:PLOT 17,F+19:DRAWTO l',F+19:P
LOT 0,F+5:DRAWTO l',F+5:NEHT F
24'9 COLOR 165:PLOT 9,4:DRAWTO 9,12:PL
OT l',7:DRAHTO 1',17
2590 COLOR 132:PLOT 9,3:PLOT 2,2:COLOR
179:PLOT 16,7
2519 COLOR 5':PLOT 18,15:COLOR 'l:PLOT
17,16:COLOR 43:PLOT 18,16:COLOR 47:PL
OT l',16:COLOR 61:PLOT 18,17
2529 COLOR 8:PLOT 17,15:PLOT l',15:PLO
T 17,17:PLOT ',11:PLOT 8,12:PLOT 10,12
2539 RETURN
2549 REM ****HOLE 14****
2550 PAR=4:YARDS=309:H=':V=2
2569 COLOR 32:FOR F=8 TO 11:PLOT F,l:D
RAWTO F,18:NEHT F
2579 COLOR 132:PLOT 8,2:PLOT 19,2:COLO
R 179:PLOT 11,'
2589 COLOR 165:PLOT 8,1:DRAHTO 11,l:DR
AHTO 11,3:PLOT 8,16:DRAWTO 8,18:DRAHTO
11,18
25'9 COLOR 'l:PLOT ',17:COLOR 43:PLOT
19,17:COLOR 47:PLOT 11,17
2690 COLOR 8:PLOT 8,15:PLDT ',16:PLOT
11,16
2619 RETURN
2629 REM ****HOLE 15****
2639 PAR=3:VARDS=220:H=3:Y='
2649 COLOR 32:FOR F=4 TO 15:PLOT F,7:D
RAHTO F,12:NEHT F:PLOT 3,19
2659 COLOR 132:PLOT 3,8:PLOT 3,11:COLO
R 8:PLOT 15,7:PLOT 16,19:PLOT 15,11
2669 COLOR 5':PLOT 15,8:COLOR 'l:PLOT
14,':COLOR 43:PLOT 15,':COLOR 47:PLOT
16,':COLOR 61:PLOT 15,19
2679 COLOR 165:PLOT 14,7:PLOT 16,8:PLO
T 15,12:PLOT 14,11:PLOT 16,11
2689 RETURN
26'9 REM ****HOLE 16****
2700 PAR=4:VARDS=349:H=18:V=5
2710 COLOR 32:FOR F=' TO 14:PLOT 9,F:D
RAWTO l',F-4:NEHT F
2729 COLOR 132:PLOT 17,5:PLOT 18,7:PLO
T 2,14:COLOR 170:PLOT ',7
2730 COLOR 5':PLOT 1,10:COLOR 43:PLOT
l,11:COLOR 61:PLOT 1,12
2749 COLOR 165:PLOT O,':DRAHTO 0,14:PL
OT l',5:DRAWTO 1',19
2759 COLOR 8:PLOT 1,':PLOT 2,12:PLOT 1
,13:PLOT 19,12
2769 RETURN
2770 REM ****HOLE 17****
2780 PAR=5:VARDS=560:H=1:Y=15
27'9 COLOR 32:FOR F=8 TO 11:PLOT F,2:D
RAHTO F,17:NEHT F:FOR F=l TO 7:PLOT F,
14:DRAWTO F,17:PLOT F+l1,2
27'5 DRAWTO F+ll,5:NEHT F
2809 COLOR 132:PLOT 1,t4:PLOT 1,17:COL

5I

OR 179:PLOT '),2
HU 2818 COLOR 5'):PLOT 17,2:COLOR 43:PLOT
17,3:COLOR 61:PLOT 17,4
TR 2829 COLOR 165:PLOT 12,5:DRAWTO 18,5:D
RAWTO 18,2:PLOT 8,2:DRAWTO 8,13:PLOT 1
1,16:PLOT 19,17:PLOT 11,17
PG 2839 COLOR 8:PLOT 16,2:PLOT 16,4:PLOT
18,3:PLOT 11,5:DRAWTO 11,7
BC 2849 RETURN
XD 2859 REM ****HOLE 18****
KS 2869 PAR=4:VARDS=389:X=9:V=5
OK 2879 COLOR 32:FOR F=') TO 15:PLOT 0,F-5
:DRAWTO '),F:PLOT 19,F:DRAWTO 1'),F-5:NE
XT F
RG 2889 COLOR 5'):PLOT 1'),6:COLOR 43:PLOT
1'),7:COLOR 61:PLOT 1'),8
MA 28')9 COLOR 132:PLOT 9,4:PLOT 0,7:DRAWT
o 0,10:COLOR 170:PLOT 11,14
LC 2')09 COLOR 8:PLOT 8,14:PLOT 1'),5:PLOT
18,6:PLOT 1'),')
GI 2')19 COLOR 165:PLOT '),'):DRAWTO 10,'):PL
OT 17,6:PLOT 18,5:PLOT 1'),4:PLOT 18,11
:PLOT 1'),19
AV 2')29 RETURN
LX 2')39 REM ****GREEN****
MC 2')49 GRAPHICS l:POKE 708,1')'):POKE 70'),
15:POKE 710,9:POKE 711,149:POKE 712,17
')

WB 2')50 GOSUB 1599:POKE 756,152
00 2')60 CX=INT(RND(0)*17):CV=11:X=INT(RND
(0)*20):V=CV:IF CX(3 THEN 2')60
MN 2')70 COLOR 12'):PLOT 0,9:DRAHTO 1'),0
NP 2')80 COLOR 253:PLOT 9,1:DRAWTO 1'),1
DT 2')')9 COLOR 165:PLOT 9,3:DRAWTO 1'),3:PL
OT 0,4:DRAWTO 1'),4
IK 3000 COLOR 33:PLOT 0,5:DRAWTO 1'),5:PLO
T 0,6:DRAWTO 1'),6:PLOT 0,7:DRAHTO 1'),7
PR 3010 PLOT 0,8:DRAHTO 6,8:PLOT 13,8:DRA
HTO 1'),8:PLOT O,'):DRAWTO 2,'):PLOT 17,')
:DRAWTO 1'),')
UO 3029 PLOT 0,16:DRAWTO 1'),16:PLOT 0,17:
DRAWTO 1'),17:PLOT 0,18:DRAHTO 1'),18
VR 3030 PLOT 9,14:DRAWTO 2,14:PLOT 17,14:
DRAHTO 1'),14:PLOT 0,15:DRAHTO 6,15:PLO
T 13,15:DR~TO 1'),15
RI 3040 COLOR 173:PLOT CX,CV
VH 3050 POSITION 0,1,):? 116;"~";HOLE:
POSITION 15,1,):? 116; "r:EIm""; PAR-AU 3069 FOR F=l TO 100:NEHT F:IF H=CH THE
N 3339
VI 3070 COLOR ')6:PLOT H,V:SOUND 0,255,3,1
5:S0UND 9,9,0,9
SW 3080 FOR F=l TO 59:NEHT F
UK 30')0 TRAP 30')9:GOSUB 730:? "Putting St
roke -;U:• •(iW.<{I-ml:. :";: GOSUB 500: I
F R$="" THEN 30')0
SI 3100 STROKE=UAL(R$)
FH 3119 IF STROKE(l OR STROKE)20 THEN 30')

o

JC 3120 DEU1=INT(RND(0)*7)-3:DEU2=INT(RND
(O)*5)-2:GOSUB 809
MH 3130 IF ABS(CH-H»12 THEN STROKE=STROK
E+DEU1:GOTO 3159
TJ 3140 IF ABS(CH-H»2 THEN STROKE=STROKE
+DEU2
EU 3150 IF H)CH THEN GOSUB 3400:H=1
GB 3160 IF H(CH THEN GOSUB 3430:H=0
BZ 3179 FOR F=15 TO 8 STEP -1:S0UND 8,12,
14,F:NEXT F
DK 3180 FOR F=l TO STROKE
CZ 31')8 IF W=l THEN H=H-l
ZZ 3200 IF H=O THEN H=H+1
MH 3218 IF H(O THEN H=O:F=STROKE
FM 3220 IF H)1') THEN H=1'):F=STROKE
UP 3238 LOCATE H,V,Z:COLOR ')6:PLOT H,V:FO
R J=l TO 10:NEHT J:COLOR Z:PLOT H,V
EA 3240 NEXT F
IJ 3250 COLOR ')6:PLOT H,V:COLOR 16'):PLOT
CH,CV
RA 3260 IF H()CH THEN FOR F=1 TO 200:NEXT
F:COLOR 32:PLOT PH,PV:SHOT=SHOT+1:GOT
o 3080
ET 3270 FOR J=l TO 20
VS 3280 FOR F=8 TO 0 STEP -4
WT 32')0 SOUND 0,40,14,F:NEHT F
QU 3300 FOR 1=1 TO 150 STEP J*5:NEHT I:NE
HT J:SOUND 0,0,9,0
NF 3310 SHOT=SHOT+1:Z=32:GOTO 3460

52

SS
HW
GO
NU
IF
DM
NW
CM
DK
GN
PT
DT
UO
GP
MH
DZ
SV
II
UO
BS
IZ
UI

3320 REM ****NO PUTT!****
3339 IF Q=O THEN NPH=H-1
3340 IF Q=1 THEN NPH=H+1
3350 COLOR ')6:PLOT NPH,V:SOUND 0,255,3
,15:S0UND 9,0,9,0
3360 FOR F=1 TO 35:NEHT F:DRAWTO CH,CV
:COLOR 32:PLOT NPX,V:FOR F=O TO 1:NEXT
F
3370 COLOR 173:PLOT CX,CV:FOR F=15 TO
o STEP -5:S0UND 0,33,8,F:NEHT F
3380 FOR F=l TO 250:NEHT F:Z=32:GOTO 3
460
33')0 REM ****WEST PUTT****
3400 PH=H:PV=V:COLOR 16'):PLOT CX,CV
3410 COLOR 127:PLOT X,V:FOR F=l TO 200
:NEHT F:COLOR 14:PLOT H,V:GOSUB 720:CO
LOR 127:PLOT H,V:RETURN
3420 REM ****EAST PUTT****
3430 PH=X:PV=V:COLOR 16'):PLOT CH,CV
3449 COLOR 2:PLOT H,V:FOR F=l TO 200:N
EXT F:COLOR 7:PLOT H,V:GOSUB 720:COLOR
2:PLOT X,V:RETURN
3450 REM ****SCORECARD****
3460 IF SHOT=l THEN GOSUB 3')60
3470 DIFF=DIFF+(SHOT-PAR):IF HOLE=18 A
ND 72+DIFF(CR THEN GOSUB 4110
3480 GRAPHICS O:POKE 70'),0:POKE 710,40
:POKE 712,PEEK(710):GOSUB 1509
34')0 IF HOLE(10 THEN OUT$(POS,POS+l)=S
TR$(SHOT):POS=POS+3
3500 IF HOLE)') THEN IN$(POS,POS+l)=STR
$(SHOT):POS=POS+3
3510 IF HOLE=') THEN FSCR=36+DIFF:OUT$(
POS,POS+2)=STR$(FSCR):POS=2
3520 IF HOLE=18 THEN IN$(POS,POS+2)=ST
R$((72+DIFF)-FSCR)
3530 ? ,,+----------------------------- - - - - - - _ _ +11 ;

MR 3549 ? "ISCORECARD
Illi

RD 3559 ? "1-----------------------------

---------1

11

;

ML 3569 ? "I HOLE
I 11 21 31 41 51 61 71
.
81 ')IOUTI";
IC 3578 ? "1-------1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1
--1--1---1" ;
PB 3589 ? "I PAR
I 41 41 31 51 41 31 41
51 41 361";
II 35')9 ? "1-------1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1
--1--1---1";

g~ ---------1'·
~~~: ; ::I~~~~~--~~~~~!~--------------;

WW 3629 ? "I
U.S.G.A. RULES GOUERN P
LAV
I";
.
OZ 3639 ? "1-----------------------------

---------1

11

;

MR 3640 ? "IHOLE
1101111121131141151161
171181 INI";
HV 3659 ? "1-------1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1
--1--1---1";
OH 3660 ? "IPAR
I 41 41 31 51 41 31 41
51 41 361";
IE 3679 ? "1-------1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1
--1--1---1";

~~ ~~;:

; ::I~~~~~--~~~~!~----------------

-----1---1";
ZU 3790 ? "INAME
DATE
TOTAL I
I";
LU 3719 ? ,,+----------------------------------

+1.

DF 3729 IF HOLE()18 THEN 3')00
UA 3730 IF HOLE=18 THEN POSITION 36,17:?
72+DIFF:IF 72+DIFF=CR THEN POSITION 25
,1:? "COURSE RECORD!"
OD 3740 POSITION 9,21:? "HARDCOPV OF SCOR
ECARD?
":POKE 764,255
:GOSUB 740
UU 3750 IF PEEK(764)=43 THEN 3780
WS 3760 IF PEEK(764)=35 THEN 3870
UO 3779 GO TO 3759
DP 3789 TRAP 3749:POSITION 9,21:? "READV
PRINTER AND l:Hull;I:I": POKE 764,255: GOSUB
749
NC 37')9 IF PEEK(764) ()12 THEN 37')9
KH 3800 REM ****SCREEN DUMP****
OU 3810 CLOSE 115:0PEN 115.8,0,"P:":? 115
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a. 3821 START=PEEK(88)+256*PEEKC6~)
IA 3831 fOR L=. TO 18:fOR P=I TO 3':A=PEE
KCL*41+P+STARTJ
ac 3848 If A{64 THE. A=A+32:GOTO 3869
UN 3851 If A>63 AND A{'6 THEN A=A-64
TY 3868 ? US;CHR$CA)i:NEHT PI? US:NEXT L:
CLOSE US
RT 387. POSITION e,21:? '1IIJnU TO RESTART
PROGRAM":POKE S327'19:GOSUB 749
IU 3660 IF PEEKC5327'){16 THEN 3660
QS 38'0 POKE 764,255:GOSUB 4770:GOTO 129
JO 3'00 POSITION....!.t.21:? "[IJ:IIOII:I TO CONTIN
UE
lE!l TO EXIT"
ZB 3'10 POKE 764,255:POKE 5327',9:GOSUB 7
40
MU 3'20 IF PEEKC5327')=3 THEN 120
KZ 3'30 IF PEEK(764)=28 THEN POSITION 9,2
l:GOTO 3740
TU 3'40 GOTO 3'29
UH 3~50 REM ****ACE!****
YI 3~60 GRAPHICS 9:POKE 79',15:POKE 719,0
:GOSUB 1599:POKE 756,226:POKE 64,7
LQ 3'79 ? "
"
BU 3'80 ? "
"
KM 3'~0 ? "
"
WZ 4099 ? "
DN 4010 ? "
AW 4020 ? "
YF 4030 ? "
WU 4040 ? "
AB 4950 ? "
US 4060 ? "
OS 4070 POSITION 25,11:? "HOLE IN ONE!"
GN 4060 POSITION 23,12:? "CONGRATULATIONS
!II

ML 40'0 REST=19:FOR F=l TO 2:RESTORE 4270
:GOSUB 4299:FOR 1=1 TO 20:NEXT I:NEXT
F:RETURN
NI 4100 REM ****COURSE RECORD****
XS 4110 CR=72+DIFF
TS 4120 GRAPHICS 18:GOSUB 1500
HU 4130 POSITION 2,2:? U6 i ";;.[IIr;,J":r.[f:r:t:....
r;'I:"l~.lml..
·"'I:,-l,.,..""'«""Il'Tr:1
m":POSITION 7,5:? U6i"A NEW"
CP 4140 POSITION 7,7:? U6i"COURSE":POSITI
ON 7,':? U6i"RECORD"
LW 4150 REST=100:RESTORE 4349:GOSUB 4209
BZ 4169 ACE=USR (ADR ("hE).:1e:1+i ~ ~
t"))

QB 4179 TRAP 4169:0PEN Ul,8,9,"D:RECORD,D
AT":PUT Ul,CR
EE 4160 CLOSE Ul:RETURN
UL 41~0 REM ****MUSIC PLAYER****
JU 4209 READ A,B:IF A=-l THEN 4259
EK 4219 PAUSE=REST*l/B
FX 4220 SOUND 0,A,19,6
DG 4230 FOR 1=1 TO PAUSE:NEXT I
PM 4240 GOTO 4200
XW 4250 SOUND 0,9,9,0:RETURN
XL 4269 REM ****MUSIC DATA****
MI 4270 DATA 60,2,72,2,9,2,72,4,9,8,72,2,
81,2,72,2,66,1,9,2,72,2,0,2
HR 4260 DATA 72,2,61,2,0,2,61,4,9,6,61,2,
'1,2,61,2,72,1,9,2,'1,2,9,2
LR 42~0 DATA 61,2,72,2,0,2,72,4,0,6,72,2,
81,2,72,2,66,1,9,2,53,2,9,2
AF 4300 DATA 53,2,69,2,53,2,69,2,68,2,0,2
,81,2,'1,1,-1
YE 4319 DATA 69,1,0,1,60,8,9,2,60,6,9,2,6
0,1,0,1,60,8,0,2,60,6,0,2,47,1,0,1,60,
8,9,2,60,6,9,2,60,8,0,1,0,2
FA 4329 DATA 47,1,9,1,47,1,9,1,47,8,9,2,4
7,8,0,2,47,1,9,1,47,6,9,2,47,6,9,2,49,
1,9,1,47,8,9,2,47,8,9,2,47,6
OE 4330 DATA 9,1,0,1,0,1,0,2,40,1,9,1,61,
2,85,2,81,2,72,1,9,1,81,2,9,1,9,1,9,1,
0,2,64,1,9,1,60,1,0,1,-1
MY 4349 DATA 243,1,162,1,121,1,9,2,'6,16,
'1,1,-1
GG 4350 REM ****FRONT PAGE****
TH 4360 GRAPHICS 1:POKE'70',15:POKE 710,0
:POKE 62,9:POKE 63,3':GOSUB 1509
ZN 4379 DL=PEEK(560)+PEEK(561)*256:POKE D
L+3,66:?
AP 4389 POKE 796,38: POSITION 3 ,:? tf6j "FA
IRWAY":POSITION 8,19:? u6i"r'tInll::J.l;Iil"
XF 43~9 ? :? "
Cour-se Ar-chitec
t":? "
John T, Pape":? "
COPYRIGHT 1'88 BY ANALOG COMPUTING"
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fA 4499 REST=5:RESTORE 4319:GOSUB 4299
BJ 4419 POSITION 7,9:? tf6;"Next Tee tiMe
: 28 seconds"
SM 4429 DIM D$(2),CLUB$C12),SWING$(12),DA
TA$(2),DD$(12),MOUE$(32),OUT$(32),IN$(
32),R$(2),KEY$(1)
PM 4439 REM ****REDIFINE CHARACTER SET***

*

XI 4449 CH=PEEK(196)-6:CH=CH*256
WX 4459 RESTORE 4479:FOR LOOP=l TO 32:REA
D BYTE:MOUE$(LOOP)=CHR$(BYTE):GOSUB 50
69:NEXT LOOP
YA 4469 SWAP=USR(ADRCMOUE$),CH,57344)
RA 4479 DATA 194,194,133,215,194,133,214,
194,133,213,194,133
TX 4469 DATA 212,162,4,169,9,177,212,145,
214,299,298,24'
JI 44'9 DATA 239,213,239,215,292,298,249,
QA
AP
DT
ZH
ET
RS
AP
UM

'6
4599

RESTORE 4579
4519 READ NUM:IF NUM=-l THEN 4779
4529 NUM=NUH*8
4539 FOR LOOP=9 TO 7:READ BYTE:POKE CH
+NUM+LOOP,BYTE
4540 GOSUB 5969:NEXT LOOP
4559 GOTO 4519
4560 REM ****CHARACTER DEFINITIONS****
4579 DATA 62,9,212,214,215,189,169,189
,9

RP 4589 DATA 1,255,255,255,255,255,255,25
5,255
XX 45~9 DATA 61,255,255,255,255,255,223,1
3',1
YK 4699 DATA 4,9,9,36,24,'9,24,9,9
PJ 4619 DATA 5,9,16,49,64,170,84,16,16
IB 4629 DATA 8,9,56,124,124,62,62,28,9
PS 4639 DATA 19,128,126,176,169,18,53,5,2
UG 4649 DATA 11,255,231,235,23~,23,,23,,2
97,255
QU 4659 DATA 15,126,224,248,254,254,248,2
24,128
AR 4669 DATA 32,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,16
FA 4679 DATA ',9,9,9,9,9,9,9,28
LU 4689 DATA 13,24,56,49,8,8,8,6,26
JX 46'9 DATA 2,0,8,62,54,26,42,42,42
MB 4799 DATA 7,9,8,62,54,28,34,'6,179
MS 4719 DATA 63,9,16,124,124,56,64,64,64
10 4729 DATA 14,9,16,124,124,56,68,79,65
QA 4739 DATA 27,9,24,24,69,69,126,126,255
RZ 4749 DATA 5',1,7,31,127,127,31,7,1
FY 4759 DATA 2',255,126,126,69,69,24,24,9
FN 4769 DATA -1
ZT 4779 HOLE=9:TL=9:POS=2:DIFF=9:SL=9
SP 4789 OUT$="I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I": IN$=OUT$
I
BR 47'9 RETURN
KO 4899 REM ****EAST****
YK 4819 DATA 28,9,8,62,54,28,42,42,42
XB 4829 DATA 39,128,136,188,244,28,36,34,
42
JM 4839 DATA 3,69,49,69,52,28,36,34,41
QO 4649 DATA 6,1,17,61,47,56,36,36,68
PU 4859 DATA 69,69,29,69,44,56,36,36,68
FP 4869 DATA -1
XL 4879 REM ****WEST****
OF 4889 DATA 28,9,16,124,124,56,84,84,84
FL 48'9 DATA 39,1,17,61,63,56,36,68,84
OC 4'99 DATA 3,69,29,69,69,56,36,68,148
DU 4'19 DATA 6,126,136,186,252,28,36,36,3
EK
FI
BU
YU
eI
NL
UY
ZR
EI
FI
YY
OM
IE
JC
PA
FD
NW

4

4'29 DATA 69,69,49,69,69,28,36,36,34
4~39 DATA -1
4'49 REM ****NORTH****
4'59 DATA 28,9,16,56,56,56,52,59,57
4~69 DATA 39,9,16,56,49,56,48,112,185
4'79 DATA 3,64,144,248,129,56,48,48,57
4'89 DATA 6,9,18,58,62,56,48,48,56
4"9 DATA 69,126,89,56,56,56,48,48,56
5999 DATA -1
5919 REM ****SOUTH****
5929 DATA 26,9,8,26,29,26,44,76,156
5939 DATA 39,9,72,'2,124,28,12,12,156
5949 DATA 3,1,19,28,28,28,12,12,156
5959 DATA 6,9,8,28,29,28,12,14,2'
5969 DATA 69,2,',31,39,28,12,12,28
5979 DATA -1
5969 POKE 798,PEEK(798)+1:POKE 711,PEE
K(711)+1:RETURN

~
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Slave Cellars
continued from page 13

II nothing else, this game is an
important part of my first
experiences wilh Alari compulerone that Iwante~ to share wilh you.

hands. One afternoon I was leafing
through the latest Atari Program Exchange catalog (remember APX?), when
I noticed that a home-finance program
was conspicuously missing from their
products. I immediately sent for their
author's guidelines and got to work on
the manual for Micro Check.
At just about the exact moment that
MicroCheck was ready to submit, I
learned that Atari had discontinued APX.
It seemed that all my efforts at making
some money with programming were
doomed to failure. First Hi-Res and now
APX. Feeling as gloomy as a thunderstorm, I logged onto CompuServe.
And waiting for me in the Forum was
a message from some guy named Charles
Bachand. Charles was from-Gasp!ANALOG Computing!
To my disbelief, we discussed the possibility of TSCOG being published in
ANALOG. In fact, we actually started to
do some small modifications to bring
down the amount of memory required to
run the program. But for one reason or
another, that project fell by the waysideprobably because MicroCheck was now in
Charlie Bachand's hands.
About a week after I sent MicroCheck,
I got a message from Charlie. "I turned
the program over to the editor with a
great big 'Yes!' scrawled on the envelope;'
he said. For the second time, I had made
my first sale.
But MicroCheck isn't what's important
here. (Sorry about that.) What's important
(to me, anyway) is the role that TSCOG
played in the making of that sale, and how
it started the sequence of events that
would eventually lead to my working fulltime at ANALOG. I often wonder
whether, if I hadn't bothered to upload
TSCOG to CompuServe, I'd still be work_____ ing at the industrial X-ray lab I was buried in for 13 years.
Since that time, TSCOG has been
downloaded from CompuServe many
thousands of times, and heavens only
knows how many times from other networks and BBSs. Still, many people don't
have access to the networks, and there's
thousands of you out there who have
never seen TSCOG. So here it is, where
it almost ended up four years ago, in the
pages of ANALOG Computing. Though
ANALOG has changed a great deal lately; TSCOG, except for a couple of minor
adjustments, has not.
I'll admit right up front that the program has some rough edges, that it's not
as carefully programmed as some of my
later adventures such as NightshGl1e or One
for the Road. TSCOG is, after all, my first
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adventure game. However, I think you'll
find it enjoyable, just as many others have
over the years. If nothing else, this game
is an important part of my first experiences with Atari computers-one that
I wanted to share with you.

Playing a text adventure game
Like most simple text adventure games,
you communicate with TSCOG by typing
two-word commands in an verb/noun format (for example, OPEN DOOR). There
are a few exceptions to this format,
however. All directional commands
should be abbreviated to one letter (N, S,
E, W, U or D). To move north, for instance,
you would simply type N and press
Return. There are also times when
TSCOG will accept one-word responses.
You'll discover these as you play.
One command that you'll want to use
before trying anything "dangerous" is
SAVE GAME. Saving your position in the
game allows you to continue where you
left off should your character be killed.
You should also save your game when
you're finished with a session,. so you can
pick up where you left off when you're
ready to play again.
Next month, watch for Nimral's Grace,
the sequel to TSCOG.
The hint department
The following adventure hints have
been encoded by a forward cycling of the
alphabet. That is, the letter A has been
changed to B, the letter B has been
changed to C and so on. To use the hints,
find the question that applies to your
problem, and decode the first hint in the
list following the question. If, after decod·
ing the first hint, you're still stuck, decode
the next. The last hint in the list is the so·
lution.
What's the parrot for?
1) 1ft wfsz ubmlbujwf.
2) 1ft ifbse tpnf joufsftujoh uijohl.
3) Ublf ijn xjui zpv. Ifmm ibwf b ijou
gps zpv.
What's with the wounded soldier?
1) If xbt bu uif cbuumf.
2) If tbx xibu ibqqfofe.

3) Ubml up ijn up hfu bo bewfouvsf
ijou.
What's
1)
2)
3)

the statue for?
Eje zpv mppl bu ju?
Eje zpv sfbe uif qmbrvf?
Usz qsbzjoh.

How do 1 get across the lake?
1) Zpv dbo'u txjn.
2) Zpv offe b cpbu.
3) Sfnfncfs uif tubuvf?
4) Qsbz gps b cpbu.

1) Eje zpv mppl bu ju?
2) Uibu tjmufsz tuvgg mpplt
nbhjdbm.
3) Espq uif nbhjd evtu po ju.
What's the glass rod for?
1) Zov'sf hpjoh up offe mihiu.
2) JU't tjnjmbs up b xboe.
3) Xbuf ju.
How do 1 get past the huge door?
1) Zpv offe up cf bcmf up sfbdi uif
iboemf.
2) Eje zpv tff b tuppm?
3) Tuboe po uif tuppm.

How do I get into the castle?
1) Zpv dbo'u hfu qbtu uif hvbse.
2) Hp bspvoe cbdl.
3) Npwf uif tisvcl.
4) Pqfo uif tfdsfu epps.

How do 1 get into the cells?
1) Zpv offe uif sjhiu lfzl.
2) Hfu uif Jfzt jo uif Ifzsppn.

How do 1 get into the secret door?
1) Eje zpv ifbs xibu uif qbsspu tbje?
2) Uif bsspx bmxbzt ijut bu uif tbnf
ifjhiu.
3) Loffm, dsbxm ps tuppq.

How do 1 deal with the guy in the
keyroom?
1) If pomz efbmt xjui hvbsel.
2) Zpv ibuf up mppl mjlf b hvbse.
3) Xfbs b hvbse't ifmnfu.

How do I open all the wooden doors?
1) Hp up uif hvbsesppn.
2) Ljmm uif hvbse.
3) Mppl bu uif hvbse.
4) Mppl bu uif bsnps.
5) Zpv offe uif Ifz.

What do 1 do about the dwarf?
1) Zpv ibuf up Ijmm ijn.
2) Zpv offe b tqfdjbm zfbqpo.
3) Sfbe uif mbcfm po uif nbdf.

How do 1 get away from the guard in the
guardroom?
1) Zpv dbo'u.
2) Zpv offe b xfbqpo.
3) Sfnfncfs uif tubuvf?
4) Qsbz gps b txpse.
5) Buubdl uif hvbse.
What's the small chest for?
1) Iju ju xjui b ibnnfs.
2) Ju usbotqpsut zpv up bopuigs
sppn.
3) Ju tfsuft op sfbm qvsqptf.
What's the portrait for?
1) Ju't ibohjoh mpptf po uif xbmm.
2) Nbzcf uifsft tpmfuijoh cfijoe ju.
3) Npwf ju.
4) Qsftt uif cvuupo.
How can I open the trunk?

What do I do about the giant rat?
1) Zpv ibuf up Ijml11 ijn.
2) Zpv offe b tqfdjbm zfbqpo.
3) Sfbe uif mbcfm po uif mbodf.
How do 1 get into the last cell?
1) Zpv offe up pqfo uif epps xjuipvu vtjoh b Ifz.
2) Zpv offe b tqfdjbm zfbqpo.
3) Sfbe uif mbcfm po ouif byf.
4) Tnbti uif epps, pg dpvstf.
How do I get the princess out?
1) Uifse't b tfdsfu uvoofl11.
2) Ju't ijeefo voefs uif sbu't oftu.
3) Xifo jo uif uvoofm, xbuf uif hm btt
spe.
4) Uif XBOE PG GJSF xjmm cvso
bxbz uif uvppfl11 epps.
How do 1 win?
1) Zpv nvtu dsptt uif mblf xjui uif
qsjodftl.

LISTING J: MIL ED/TOR DATA

KF
PJ
fa
AT

0 REM BY CL~YTON WALNUM
1 REM LAST REV. 7/8/84
2 REM (MINOR ADJUSTMENTS ON 5/'/88)
5 SZ=23:ITMS=48:VBS=27:NO=0:Nl=1:N2=2:
N3=3:N4=4:N5=5:N6=6:N7=7:N8=8:N'=':NI0
=10:DIM Z$(Nl):DIM U$(SZ):GOTO 10000
SP 10 GOTO RM+N'
WB 15 ? "AT THE CAMP":W=42:N=44:GOTO 320
JP 16 ? "IN ~ TENT":W=N6:GOTO 320
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TD 18 ? "IN ~ DARK PASSAGE":S=68:GOTO 320
NZ 20 ? "IN ~ CLEARING":E=44:S=42:N=15:GO
TO 320
AL 22 ? "ON ~ BEACH":E=40:GOTO 320
Ka 23 ? "AT THE CASTLE GATE5":E=16:N=24:5
=30:GOTO 320
LS 24 ? "IN A MEADOW" 5=11:E=17:GOTO 320
KG 25 ? CW$:W=14:N=18 GOTO 320
GF 26 ? "IN A ME~DOW" S=44:W=15:GOTO 320
OK 27 ? CW$:W=1':S=16 GOTO 320

AU
SE
LK
UM
VH
OT
LK
WL
YB
BL
UG
NL
Nf
TH
OG
MM
WE
TA
KG
51

VI

VE
KM
ET
UC
HM
RK
DV
SP
PM
CE
CP
DW
fD
GK
GG
ZQ
Af
AU
BJ
BV
BU
HY
KL
TO
50
PY

28 ? CW$:E=18:GOTO 320
2~ ? H$:N=1~:S=21:GOTO 320
30 ? H$:N=20:S=22:W=50 E=52 GOTO 320
31 ? H$:N=21:S=23:W=26 E=48 GOTO 320
32 ? H$:N=22:S=24:W=46 E=28 GOTO 320
33 ? H$:N=23:S=14:GOTO 320
35 ? "IN A GUARDROOM":E=22:GOTO 320
37 ? "IN A SMALL DINING ROOM":W=23:GOT
o 320
3~ ? "ON A BEACH":N=14:W=56:GOTO 320
40 ? "IN A SHORT HALL":U=53:E=32:N=33:
S=35:GOTO 320
41 ? "IN A SHORT HALL":N=34:S=36:W=31:
GOTO 320
42 ? "IN A WEAPONS ROOM":S=31:GOTO 320
43 ? "IN A MAGICIAN'S WORKSHOP":S=32:G
OTO 328
44 ? "IN A GUARDROOM":N=31:GOTO 320
45 ? "IN A KEY ROOM":N=32:GOTO 328
4~ ? f$:W=13:E=42:GOTO 328
50 ? T$:D=40:GOTO 320
51 ? f$:W=48:E=6:N=11:GOTO 328
52 ? T$:D=42:GOTO 320
53 ? f$:W=11:S=44:N=17:GOTO 320
54 ? T$:D=44:GOTO 320
55 ? WD$:E=23:GOTO 328
56 ? "IN A TOOL ROOM":E=23:GOTO 320
57 ? WD$:W=22:GOTO 320
58 ? "IN A PLACE OF WORSHIP":W=22:GOTO
320
5~ ? WD$:E=21:GOTO 320
60 ? "IN A SUPPLY ROOM":E=21:GOTO 328
61 ? WD$:W=21:GOTO 328
62 ? "IN A SMALL ROOM":W=21:GOTO 320
65 ? "ON A BEACH":W=56:E=30:S=56:N=14:
GOTO 320
6~ ? SC$ W=32 E=61:GOTO 320
78 ? SC$ W=68 E=62:GOTO 328
71 ? SC$ W=61 E=63:GOTO 320
72 ? SC$ W=62 E=64:GOTO 320
73 ? SC$ W=63 E=65:GOTO 328
74 ? 5C$ W=64 GOTO 320
75 ? CE$ 5=60 GOTO 320
76 ? CE$ 5=61 GOTO 328
77 ? CE$ S=62 GOTO 328
78 ? CE$ S=63 GOTO 328
7~ ? CE$ 5=64 GOTO 320
80 ? CE$.5=65 GOTO 328
1~~ REM MMMMMMINITIALIZEMMMMMMM
200 DIM IT$CITMS*SZ),ICITMS),DCN6),VB$
CVBS*3),CCNI0),VCVBS),SZ$CSZ),A$C20),B
$(20),IN$C50),X$CSZ),C$C20)
201 DIM O(6),D$C3):FOR X=Nl TO N6:0CX)
=NO:NEXT X:Gl=Nl:G2=Nl:G3=Nl:KEV=NO:Pl
=NO:WZ=NO:TR=NO:CA=N8:SL=NO:TN=N8
282 RM=N6:KN=NO:KE=NO:GHP=N8:El=NO:F=N
O:DW=Nl:RT=Nl:SW=NO:BT=NO:SR=Nl:DS=NO:
NO=N8:DR=N8
204 DIM CL$(15),G$C13),CW$C22',H$C17),
WD$(20),F$C13),T$C~)tSC$C28),CE$C~)

ZJ 285 FOR X=l TO SZ:SZ~CX,X)=" ":NEXT x:
CL$="CELOPEN CELL":G$="GUADEAD GUARD"
CA 287 FOR A=Nl TO N18:CCA)=N8:NEXT A
MN 210 FOR A=Nl TO ITMS:IT$CA*SZ-SZ+Nl,A*
SZ)=SZ$:READ X$:IT$CA*SZ-SZ+Nl,A*SZ)=X
$:READ X:ICA)=X:NEXT A
WE 215 READ VB$:FOR A=7 TO VBS:READ X:VCA
)=X:NEXT A
SF 216 CW$="BESIDE THE CASTLE WALL":H$="I
N A LONG HALLWAV":F$="IN THE FOREST"
EG 217 T$="IN A TREE":SC$="IN THE SLAVE C
ELLARS":CE$="IN A CELL":WD$="FACING A
WOODEN DOOR"
UX 220 ? :? "00 VOU WANT TO RESTORE AN OL
o GAME";:INPUT lS:IF ZS="V" THEN G05U8
11008
CU 2~~ REM MMMMMMOIRECTIONMMMMMMM
LM 380 TRAP 308:N=NO:W=NO:S=NO:E=NO:D=NO:
U=NO:GRAPHICS N8:POKE 710,144:POKE 78~
,NI0:FL=NO
SM 381 If RM=42 OR RM=48 OR RM=44 THEN IC
18)=-RM
HA 302 IF RM=13 ANO I(28)=-Nl THEN 13088
MR 305 POKE 752,Nl:? "VOU'RE ";:GOTO NI0
PF 31~ REM *****PRE-OIRECTION HEREMMMMMM
GO 328 IF RM=13 THEN? :? "There is alar
ge lake here."
TA 322 IF RM=13 THEN ? "On the other side
of the lake !IOU
see a castle,"

16

OK 323 If RM=32 THEN? :? "There'S a huge
wooden door":? .. to the east."
PB 324 IF RM=32 OR RM=~ THEN SL=N8
AK 325 IF RM=68 OR RM=12 THEN SL=Nl
EL 326 If SL THEN FL=Nl:FOR H=Nl TO N6:If
OCX) AND RM=X+5~ THEN IC(5)=-RM
WO 327 IF FL THEN NEXT X:FL=N8
EF 32~ IF RM=32 AND El=Nl THEN E=60
KH 338 IF RM=N~ AND NO=Nl THEN N=56
HL 368 IF N+W+E+S+U+D}NO THEN? :? ..~
~:":FOR X=Nl TO N6:DCX)=NO:NEHT X
IG 365 IF W} N8 THEN ? .. West";: DU) =W
OD 366 If N}NO THEN? .. North";:D(2)=N
PA 367 IF E}NO THEN? .. East";:O(3)=E
GC 368 IF S}NO THEN? .. South";:D(4)=S
WF 36~ IF U}N8 THEN? " Up";:D(5)=U
lS 370 IF D}N8 THEN? " Down";:D(6)=D
CW 380 ?
OD 382 ? :C=NO
DN 3~8 FOR B=Nl TO ITMS:IF ABSCICB»=RM T
HEN C=C+Nl:GOTO 3~2
HF 3~1 NEXT B:? :GOTO 483
VS 3~2 IF C=Nl THEN? ..lIiTlm
.........:tIl'1C. ...
llllE';iF!lt...i.j .:or.!!iOi: ..
RI 408 ? .. "; IT$ CB*SZ-SZ+N4, B*SZ> : GOTO ;n
1

KL 403 IF CRM=26 OR RM=35) AND I(33){}-Nl
THEN GOSUB 6488:GOTO 6880
UR 484 If G2 AND RM=26 THEN GHP=N4:HP=N6:
GOSUB 6450:GOTO 458
Al 405 IF G3 AND RM=35 THEN GHP=N6:HP=~:G
OSUB 6450:GOTO 450
EM 410 REM *****DESCRIPTIONS HEREMMMMMM
VK 412 IF I(3)=-Nl AND CA=NO THEN P=INTCR
NDCNO)*15)+Nl:IF P=Nl THEN? "Parrot s
a!ls, "; CHR$ (34) ; "BRRRAAAAAAAAKKK! ! !"
US 413 IF P=Nl THEN? "Don't forget to kn
eel when !IOU open":? "it, Bilgor.";CHR
$(34):?
LG 414 IF KEV}N8 THEN 41~
ZA 415 IF RM=36 AND I(37)=-N2 THEN FL=Nl:
? "A Man behind a counter asks: 'What
ke!l do !IOU want?' ..
DM 416 IF FL THEN? "Enter NUMber:";:INPU
T KEV:IF KEV}N6 OR KEV{Nl THEN? :? liS
orr!l, no such ke!l.":GOTO 415
DN 417 IF FL AND KEV=N6 THEN? :? "That 0
ne was Misplaced.":KEV=N8:GOTO 458
DC 418 IF fL THEN I(23)=RM:GOTO 308
RS 41~ REM
BO 420 IF RM=36 THEN? "There's a Man sta
nding":? "behind a counter,":GOTO 458
FB 458 SOUND N8,N8,N8,N8:C=N8:FL=N8
lU 454 REM *****INPUT~M~M~M~M~M~M~~IIRI"""'_~~
KK 455 POKE 752, N8:? :? "1~1;n.~AI..y,li.Hi1
";:INPUT IN$:POKE 752,Nl:? :IF INS-"LO
OK" THEN 300
Al 456 IF RM=ll AND IN$="PRAV" AND BT=Nl
AND SW=Nl THEN? "Nothing happens.":GO
TO 458
5B 457 IF RM=31 AND IN$="U" AND I(20)=-Nl
THEN? "The door'S closed and locked!
":GOTO 458
EF 458 IF RM=ll AND IN$="PRAV" THEN GOSUB
6200:? "A voice sa!ls, ";CHR$(34);"ASk
and receive .. ;CHR$(34); ..... :GOTO 6100
5K 460 IF RM=4~ AND IN$="PRAV" THEN ? CHR
$ (34) ; "HOW dare !IOU de fi Ie th i s rOOM,
infidel! DIE!!!";CHR$(34):FL=Nl
PV 461 IF FL THEN GOSUB 6200:GOTO 6000
UM 462 IF RM=14 AND IN$="N" THEN GOSUB 64
OO:GOTO 6008
DT 463 IF RM=67 AND DW AND F=NO AND IN$="
5" THEN FL=Nl: IF I (3) =-Nl THEN GHP=N3
:HP=N5:GOSUB 6450:GOTO 458
JD 465 IF FL THEN GOSUB 64~~:GOTO 6000
G5 466 IF RM=68 AND RT AND F=NO AND IN$="
5" THEN FL=Nl:IF I(4)=-Nl THEN GHP=3:
HP=5:GOSUB 6458:GOTO 450
IK 467 IF FL THEN GOSUB 64~8:GOTO 6000
OF 468 IF IN$="SAVE GAME" THEN GOSUB 1200
O:GOTO 30(J
FW 470 FOR B=Nl TO N6:IF LENCIN$)=Nl AND
IN$=UB$CB*N3-N2,B*N3-N2) THEN 474
CD 472 NEXT B:GOTO 508
TR 474 IF F THEN ? "Your opponent blocks
!lour escape!":GOTO 450
MI 475 IF DCB)(}NO THEN RM=DCB):GOTO 300
FU 4~0 ? "1:t,Vi!tila:n.:ZlUiXjLj": GOTO 458
SJ 500 IF INs<>"I" THEN 520
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"~":? "U:LJJi4:UJJif~":? :? ""Hi.jill.
tiilU'Wl:": FOR K-Nl TO N19: IF C (K) =N9

WA 510 ?

THEN 515
OL 512 ? " "; IT$ (C (K) *SZ-SZ+N4, C (K) *SZl
YE 515 NEHT K: IF 1(37) =-N2 THEN ? :?
Whl:a~lffjlljll!]:":?

"Guardls HelMet ll

"mm

KH 518 ? :? :GOTO 459
NA 529 REH ***EHTRA****
SB 521 IF RH=I' AND CIN$="KNEEL" OR IN$="
CRAWL" OR IN$="STOOP") THEN KN=Nl:GOTO
5959
TH 539 FOR B=N7 TO UBS:IF IN$(Nl,N3)=UB$(
B*N3-N2,B*N3) THEN 699
DY 535 NEHT B
GG 549 ? "I don't understand ";CHR$(34);I
N$;CHR$(34);",":GOTO 459
EO 699 FOR K=Nl TO LEN(IN$):IF IN$(K,K){>
" " THEN NEHT K:? "HUH?":GOTO 459
FB 605 A$=IN$(K+Nl,LEN(IN$))
EB 697 IF LEN(A$){N3 THEN A$(LEN(A$)+Nl)=
" ":GOTO 697
QS 698 B$=A$(Nl,N3)
RJ 619 ON U(B) GO TO 611,689,759,765,899,8
29,889,'75,"5,1909,1921,1930,669,1949
DH 611 IF KE THEN I(21)=-Nl:GOTO 5950
RA 615 REH *****EHTRA GETS HEREMMKKMM
QO 616 IF RH=33 AND (B$="LAN" OR B$="HAC"
OR B$="AHE") THEN FL=Nl:IF WZ THEN?
"You Ma!,l carr!,l onl!,l one,":GOTO 450
JD 617 IF FL THEN WZ=Nl
HJ 618 IF RH=67 AND DW AND B$="KEY" THEN
IN$="S":GOTO 463
IA 61' IF RH=26 AND I(37)=N9 AND F=N9 AND
B$="HEL" THEN 1(37) =RH: GO TO 649
OF 629 IF RH=26 AND I(21)=N9 AND F=N9 AND
B$="KEY" THEN 1(21) =RH: GO TO 649
AE 649 FOR J=Nl TO ITHS:IF B$=IT$(J*SZ-SZ
+Nl,J*SZ-SZ+N3) AND RH=ABS(I(J)) THEN
645
GR 641 NEHT J
Ctl 642 ? "I don't see a ";CHR$(34);B$;CHR
$(34);",":GOTO 459
IE 645 IF I(J){N9 THEN? "You can't carr!,l
that!":GOTO 459
TF 646 FOR K=Nl TO N19:IF C(K)=N9 THEN C(
K)=J:I(J)=-Nl:GOTO 5959
UQ 647 NEHT K:? "YOU can't carr!,l an!,lMOre,
":IF FL THEN WZ=NO
PY 648 GOTO 459
BI 65' REH MMMMKMXTALKXXXXXXX
JD 669 IF RH=66 AND B$="HAN" THEN FL=Nl:?
"THE HAN SAYS: There'S a secret
passage frOM the cellars, but watch"
YH 661 IF FL THEN? "out for the rats!":G
OTO 459
BA 662 IF SR=Nl AND RH=17 AND B$="SOL" TH
EN FL=Nl:? :? "THE SOLDIER SAYS: 'GASP
• , , The!,l, , • the!,l"
DF 663 IF FL THEN? "took ever!,lthing, .. GA
SP."You Must
save the princess."
but, , ,but, • ,"
DP 664 IF FL THEN? "for NiMral's sake, d
on't go without
a weapon",You would
n't last" ,!,IOU" '"
HU 665 IF FL THEN? "And then he died,":?
:IT$(6'1,713)="SOLDEAD SOLDIER
":SR
=N9:GOTO 459
OA 666 IF RH=36 AND 1(37) 0 -N2 AND B$="HA
N" THEN? "THE HAN SAYS: Get out!
Onl
!,I guards
are allowed here,":GOTO 459
BY 667 IF CI (3) =-Nl AND B$="PAR") OR CI (3
)=RH AND B$="PAR") THEN? "The parrot
sa!,ls: 'BRRRRAAAAAAKKKKK!''':GOTO 459
IZ 66' IF RH=14 AND B$="GUA" THEN ? "Get
out of here!
We don't like !,lour kind
.":GOTO 459
NF 678 GOTO 1059
NB 67' REH XXMXXXDROPXXXXXXX
HA 689 IF RH=35 AND I (N" =-Nl AND B$="DUS
" THEN? "On the trunk":DS=Nl:GOTO 459
DB 681 IF B$="HAC" OR B$="LAN" OR B$="AHE
" THEN WZ=N9
ET 682 IF RH=71 AND 1(32) =-Nl AND B$="CLO
" THEN FL=Nl
PT 683 IF FL THEN ? "The girl gets dresse
d",Much
to !,lour disappointMe
nt ,": I U " =N9: I (29) =71: GOSUB 6529
NU 684 IF FL THEN I(32)=N9:GOSUB 14999:GO
TO 399
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TN 685 IF RH=36 AND KEY<>N9 AND I(23)=-Nl
AND B$="KEY" THEN KEY=N9
ND 686 IF 1(37) =-N2 AND B$="HEL" THEN 1(3
7)=-Nl:I(37)=RH:GOTO 399
05 687 IF RH036 AND KEYON9 AND B$="KEY"
THEN? "Not here!":GOTO 459
UY 795 FOR J=Nl TO ITHS:IF B$=IT$(J*SZ-SZ
+Nl,J*SZ-SZ+N3) THEN IF I(J)=-Nl THEN
719
HC 797 NEHT J
FT 70' ? "You don't have it,":GOTO 459
C8 719 FOR K=Nl TO N19:IF C(K)=J THEN 712
NA 711 NEHT K:GOTO 79'
KL 712 I(J)=RH:C(K)=N9:IF RM=36 AND B$="K
EY" THEN I(J)=N9
NP 713 IF FL THEN I(32)=N9
NW 714 GO TO 5959
HC 74' REM XXXXXXREADXXXXXX
RC 759 REM
MQ 751 IF RM=ll AND (B$="WRI" OR B$="PLA"
) THEN ? "Pra!,ler and good deeds are th
e
sincerest forM of worship"
UD 752 IF RM=ll AND (B$="WRI" DR B$="PLA"
) THEN GOTO 459
IH 753 IF B$="PAP" AND I(22)=-Nl THEN? :
? "SoMebod!,l help, please! The!,l've take
n Me prisoner and are going":FL=Nl
05 754 IF FL THEN ? "to Make Me The Keepe
r's personal
slave, I will take M
!,I "
KF 755 IF FL THEN? "own life before I wi
11 SUbMit to
that,":? :? "
Shala":GOTO 459
US 756 IF I (3) =-Nl AND B$="LAB" THEN ? "
Effective against dwarves":GOTO 459
OW 757 IF I (4) =-Nl AND B$="LAB" THEN ? "
Effective against rats":GOTO 459
MK 758 IF I US) =-Nl AND B$="LAB" THEN ? "
Effective against certain doors,":GOTO
459
HU 75' IF RH=4' AND B$="PLA" THEN ? "pra!,l
er and evil deeds are the":? "sinceres
t forM of worship":GOTO 459
HP 763 GOTO 1959
HE 764 REH xxxxxxxLOOKXXXXXKX
RE 765 IF (RH=ll OR RH=4" AND B$="STA" T
HEN? "There's a plaque With writing 0
n it,":GOTO 459
DS 766 IF RH=14 AND B$="GUA" THEN ? "He 1
ooks big and Mean!":GOTO 459
KN 767 IF RH=26 AND G2=N9 AND B$="GUA" TH
EN FL=Nl:? "He's wearing leather arMor
": IF I (37) THEN 459
LO 768 IF FL THEN? "and a helMet,":GOTO
459
AI 76' IF (RH=29 OR 1(22) =-N1) AND B$="PA
P" THEN? "There'S writing on it,":GOT
o 450
HR 779 IF RM=l' AND IT$(57',581)="OPE" AN
D 8$="DOO" THEN? "BOob!,l-trapped! A cr
ossbow'S":? "aiMed at !,Iou!":GOTO 459
RU 771 IF (RH=33 OR 1(13)=-1 OR 1(14)=-1
OR I (5) =-N1) AND (B$="LAN" OR B$="HAC
" OR B$="AHE") THEN 7'1
00 772 IF SL AND B$="CEL" THEN ? "The doo
r is closed and 10cked,":GOTO 459
OK 773 IF (RH=45 OR 1(3) =-N1) AND B$="PAR
" THEN? "It's green,":GOTO 459
GN 774 IF RM=53 AND B$="POR" THEN? "It's
just a portrait,":GOTO 459
TB 775 IF RH=26 AND G2=N9 AND B$="ARH" AN
D NOT I (21) THEN ? "There's a pocket
with":? "a blue ke!,l in it,":GOTO 459
WN 776 IF RH=35 AND B$="TRU" THEN fL=Nl:I
F TR=Nl AND I(11)=N9 THEN I(11)=RH:GOT
o 399
JG 777 IF FL THEN? "There'S a silver!,l po
wder on the lid,":GOTO 459
PG 778 IF RM=17 AND B$="SOL" AND SR=Nl TH
EN ? "He's tr!,l i ng to speak,": GOTO 4,59
GU 77' IF RH=71 AND B$="GIR" AND I U " =-7
1 THEN? "ShaMe on !,Iou!":GOTO 459
JU 781 IF RM=13 AND B$="CAS" THEN ? "The
flag of the Golgoloth Slavers is fl!,li
ng above the front gate,":GOTO 459
RR 783 REH
RU 784 REH
loCH 785 IF (I(32)=-Nl OR I(32)=RM) AND B$=
"CLO" THEN ? "The!,l look ver!,l expensive
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.": GOTO 450
,
CU 786 If tItNI0)=-Nl OR ItNl.)=RM) AND B
$="CHE" THEN? "I't loOkS Milgicill.":GOT
o 450
RJ 7~0 ? "You see no'thing of in'terest":GO
TO 450
SI 7~1 ? "There's a label.":GOTO 450
TC 7~~ REM KKKKKKPUSHKKMMKKK
QT 800 REH
WD 801 If RH=53 AND I(25)=-53 AND B$="BUT
" THEN I (26) =-53: GOTO 5050
CY 802 If RH=32 AND B$="BUT" THEN ? "You
jus't pressed 'the alarM!!":? "A guard c
OMes running!!":fL=Nl:GHP=N6:HP=N~
KC 803 If fL THEN fOR H=Nl TO N8:S0UND NO
,70,12,N8:fOR Hl=Nl TO 50:NEHT Hl:S0UN
D NO,NO,NO,NO:fOR Hl=Nl TO 25:NEHT Hl
PG 804 If fL THEN NEHT H:GOSUB 6450:GOTO
450
HV 818 GOTO 1858
HH 81~ REH KKMMMKGOKKKKKKM
IR 828 If RH=N6 AND B$="TEN" THEN RH=7:GO
TO 308
HD 822 If RH=13 AND tB$="LAK" OR B$="WAT"
OR B$="CAS") THEN? "You don't SWiM v
er!.l we 11": GOTO 458
fH 823 If KN AND RH=l~ AND B$="DOO" THEN
? "An arrow whizzes over !.lour head":RH
=20:GOSUB 6520:CA=Nl:KN=NO:GOTO 300
HP 824 If RH=l~ AND B$="DOO" THEN ? "The
door is boob!.l trapped!":? "An arrow bu
ries i'tself in !.lour chest!":GOTO 6008
UR 825 If RH=46 OR RH=48 OR RH=58 OR RH=5
2 THEN fL=Nl:If I(21)=-NITHEN RH=RH+N
1:? :? "The ke!.l unlocked 'the door"
WR 826 If fL THEN? "The door is locked."
:GOTO 458
KD 827 If RH=38 AND B$="BOA" THEN ? "You
cross 'the lake":RH=13:I(34)=-13:GOSUB
6520:GOTO 300
KL 828 If RH=13 AND I(34)=-13 AND B$="BOA
.. THEN fL=Nl:RH=38:I(34)=-38
VL 82~ If fL THEN ? "You get in 'the boat
and":? "cross 'the lake":GOSUB 6520:GOT
o 308
ZQ 830 If RH=53 AND I(26)=-53 AND B$="DOO
.. THEN RH=31:GOTO 308
fO 831 If SL AND I(45)=-RH AND CB$="DOO"
OR B$="CEL") THEN RH=RH+N6:GOTO 300
TN 832 If SL AND CB$="DOO" OR B$="CEL") T
HEN? "The door is locked tight.":GOTO
450
IV 833 If RH=68 AND TN AND B$="TUN" THEN
RH=~:GOTO 300
Wf 834 If RH=N~ AND NO=Nl THEN RH=56:GOTO
308
HD 840 GOTO 1050
GS 87~ REH KMKMMMKKCLIHBKKMMMKM
HO 880 If CRH=42 OR RH=40 OR RH=44) AND B
$="TRE" THEN RH=RH+Nl:GOTO 300
NL 8~8 GOTO 1050
AL ~74 REH KMMKMXMfIGHTMMMMMKMMMK
OL ~75 If CRH=32 OR RH=26 OR RH=35) AND B
$="GUA" AND GHP}N8 THEN fL=Nl
HB 976 If CRH=68 OJ( RH=671 AND CB$="RAT"
OR B$="DWA") AND GHP}NO THEN fL=Nl
Gf 977 If fL THEN GOSUB 15000:If Z{3 THEN
? "You hit hiM!":GHP=GHP-Nl:If GHP{Nl
THEN? :? "He's dead!":f=N8:GOTO 980
ZA 979 If fL THEN 985
PH 980 If fL AND RH=32 THEN I(47)=-RH:GOS
UB 6528:GOTO 308
CE ~81 :IF FL QND RM=26 THEN :IT$(162,184)=
G$:G2=NO:GOSUB 6520:GOTO 300
JV ~82 If fL AND RH=67 THEN IT$C369,391)=
"DHADEAD DHARf":DH=NO:GOSUB 6520:GOTO
308
OI ~83 If fL AND RH=35 THEN IT$C346,368)=
G$:G3=NO:GOSUB 6520:GOTO 300
BC ~84 If fL AND RH=68 THEN IT$(1036,1058
)="RATDEQD GIANT RAT":RT=NO:GOSUB 6520
:GOTO 300
NO '85 If fL AND Z}N2 THEN ? "You Missed"
:Z=NO:GOSUB 6450:GOTO 458
OQ '87 If fL THEN GOSUB 6450:GOTO 450
HH "3 GOTO 1850
YH "4 REH KKKKKKKKHOVEKKKKKKKK
QZ "5 If RH=l' AND B$="SHR" THEN I(26)=l':GOTO 300
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aL 9'6 If RH=53 AND B$="POR" THEN I(25)=53:GOTO 5058
IA "7 If RH=68 AND B$="NES" THEN fL=Nl:I
f RT THEN IN$="S":GOTO 466
SI '~8 If fL THEN I(44)=-68:TN=Nl:GOTO 58
50
NP ~" GOTO 1850
RK 1008 fOR S=Nl TO N6:If S+5'=RH THEN fL
=Nl:POP :GOTO 1002
:IZ 1001 NEHT 5
GH 1002 If fL AND KEY=S AND I(23)=-Nl THE
N I(45)=-(S+59):0(S)=Nl:? "The ke!.l unl
ocks the door.":GOSUB 6528:GOTO.300
va 1003 If fL THEN? "You don't have the
ke!.l.":GOTO 458
HY 1010 If RH=l' AND B$="DOO" THEN IT$C57
6,598)="DOOOPEN DOOR ":GOTO 308
za 1011 If (RH=58 OR RH=52 OR RH=48 OR RM
=46) AND B$="DOO" THEN fL=Nl: If I (211 {
}-Nl THEN? "It's 10cked.":GOTO 458
ZI 1012 If fL THEN ? "The ke!l unlocked th
e door.":RH=RH+Nl:GOSUB 6520:GOTO 380
TK 1014 If RH=35 AND DS=Nl AND B$="TRU" T
HEN IT$(645,6671="TRUOPEN TRUNK":TR=Nl
:GOTO 300
LR 1015 If RH=32 AND B$="DOO" THEN fL=Nl:
If I(38){}RH THEN? "The handle's too
high.":GOTO 450
ET 1016 If fL AND I(30)=RH THEN? "You st
and on the stool":? "and open the door
.":El=Nl:GOSUB 6520:GOTO 300
QO 101' GO TO 1058
KA 1020 REH *****SHASHKKKKKK
YY 1021 If I(24)=-Nl AND (I(24)=-Nl OR CR
H=28 AND I(24)=28)) AND B$="CHE" THEN
IT$C208,238)="CHESHASHED CHEST":fL=Nl
VN 1022 If fL THEN? :? "There's a burst
of light froM the
chest, and ..... :f
OR H=14 TO 8 STEP -l:SETCOLOR 2,8,H
QG 1023 If fL THEN fOR Hl=Nl TO 5:NEHT Hl
:NEHT H:fOR Hl=Nl TO 500:NEHT Hl:RM=IN
TCRND(NO)*66)+N6
BL 1824 If fL THEN TRAP 6558:If RM}68 THE
N SL=Nl:GOTO 388
OS 1825 If fL THEN SL=N8:GOTO 388
EZ 1026 If RH=65 AND I (5) =-Nl AND B$="DO
0" THEN 0(6)=Nl:? "The door is sMashed
in!":GOTO 5188
aN 1828 GOTO 1850
RJ 182' REH KKKMKKWEARKKKKKK
QA 1838 If I (371 =-Nl AND B$="HEL" THEN K3
=37:liOTO 1180
PO 1831 GOTO 1858
BE 1039 REH KKKKKKKKKHAVEKKKKKKKKKKK
RT 1048 If I Ul) =-1 AND B$="HAN" THEN fL=
1:? "There's a burst of flaMe.":If RH=
, AND DR=8 THEN? "A c:I0or burns awa!.l!"
Lf 1841 If fL AND RH=N' AND DR=N8 THEN NO
=Nl:DR=Nl:liOSUB 6528:GOTO 308
HH 1842 If fL THEN GOTO 458
II 1045 If I(48)=-Nl AND B$="ROD" THEN fL
=Nl:? "The rod starts glowing."
BS 1046 If fL AND RM=N' AND DR=Nl THEN ?
"There's a burned wooden door.":GOTO 1
848
DP 1847 If fL AND RH=N9 THEN ? "You see a
wooden door to the north."
OW 1848 If fL THEN fOR H=Nl TO 288:NEHT H
:? "The rod stops glowing.":GOTO 450
VI 1050 ? "Nice tr!l, but !.IOU can't do tha
t.":liOTO 458
HH 18'9 REM *K*K*K*K*K*KCHANGESKKKKKKKK
HY 1100 FOR K2=Nl TO NI0:If C(K2)=K3 THEN
CCK2)=N8:I(K3)=-N2
HB 1115 NEHT K2:K3=N8:GOTO 5050
AK 2000 DATA TENTENT,-6,HANOLD HAN,-66,PA
RPARROT,45,STASTATUE Of NIMRAL,-11,GUA
GUARD,-14,SHRSHRUBS,-1'
HO 2018 DATA PORPORTRAIT ON THE HALL,-53,
GUAGUARD,-26,DUSMAGIC DUST,34,CHESHALL
CHEST,28,HANHAND Of fIRE,8
LW 2820 DATA STASTATUE Of liOLGOLOTH,-4',H
ACMACE,33,LANLANCE,33,AHEAHE,33,GUAGUA
RD,-35,DHAEVIL DHARf,-67
BL 2038 DATA TRETREES,8,GIRNAKED GIRL,-71
,PRIPRINCESS SHALA,8,BLUBLUE KEY,8,PAP
PIECE Of PAPER,7,KEYKEY,8
ZG 2040 DATA HAHHAHHER,47,BUTBUTTON,8,DOO
SECRET DOOR,8,NESHUGE RAT'S NEST,-68,B
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UTBUTTON,-32,TRUTRUNK,-35
KO 2050 DATA 5T05TOOL,31,50LWOUNDED 50LDI
ER,-17,CLOA WOMAN'5 CLOTHE5,15,5W05WOR
D,0,BOABOAT,0,GIAGIANT,-55,PARPARROT,4
TN 2060 DATA HELGUARD'5 HELMET,O,CELCELL
Ul,-60,CELCELL U2,-61,CELCELL U3,-62,C
ELCELL U4,-63,CELCELL U5,-64
WE 2070 DATA CELCELL U6,-65,TUNTUNNEL,0,D
OOOPEN DOOR,O,RATGIANT RAT,-68,GUADEAD
GUARD,0,RODGLA55 ROD,51
C 2100 DATA W N E 5 U 0 GETTAKDROP
UTGIUREALOOPU5PREGO ENTCLIATTFIGMOUOPE
5MAWEATALA5KWAU
TX 2110 DATA 1,1,2,2,2,3,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,8,
',10,11,12,13,13,14
ZP 5050 ? "OK"
IH 5100 FOR Z=Nl TO 150:NEXT Z:GOTO 300
ZA 6000 ? :FOR X=Nl TO 255 5TEP 3:G05UB 6
005:NEXT H:50UND NO,NO,NO,NO:50UND Nl,
NO,NO,NO:? :? "VOU'RE DEAD!"
QP 6001 ? :? "
Do !IOU wan1: 1:0 pla!l aga
in?";:OPEN UN1,N4,NO,"K:":GET UN1,Z
IN 6002 IF CHR$(Zl="V" THEN CLOSE UN1:RUN
IR 6003 IF CHR$(Zl="V" THEN CLOSE UN1:RUN
Tf 6004 ? "COWARD":END
MC 6005 SOUND NO,H,Nl0,N8:S0UND Nl,H+3,Nl
0,N8:RETURN
RN 6109 ? :? "ONE WORD:";:INPUT C$
OU 6105 IF (C$="SWORD" OR C$="WEAPON"l AN
D SW=NO THEN? :? "GIUEN!":IU3l=11:GO
SUB 6520:5W=Nl:GOTO 300
Uf 6110 IF C$="BOAT" THEN? :? "GIUEN!":I
(34l=-13:BT=Nl:GOTO 450
AA 6115 ? :? "VOU have no need for 1:ha1:!"
:GOTO 450
MG 6200 L=6200:FOR X=Nl TO 175 STEP 2:GOT
o 6284
UO 6201 FOR H=Nl TO 58 STEP N2:GOTO 6284
BL 6202 FOR X=Nl TO 175 5TEP 2:GOTO 6284
LN 6283 50UND NO,NO,N8,NO:50UND Nl,NO,NO,
N8:RETURN
5W 6284 50 UNO NO,H,N8,N8:S0UND Nl,H+N2,N8
,N8:SETCOLOR N2,N8,14:SETCOLOR N2,N8,N
8:NEXT X:L=L+Nl:GOTO L
JK 6388 FOR H=Nl TO 100:NEKT H
KN 6488 ? "A guard leaps forward
and runs.!lou 1:hrough!":RETURN
YE 6458 ? :? "You're a1:1:acked!!":FOR H=Nl
TO 50:NEHT X:F=Nl
JD 6455 Z=INT(RND(N8l*4l+Nl:IF Z{N2 THEN
? :? "YOU're hi1:!!":HP=HP-Nl:IF HP{Nl
THEN 6888
NX 6468 IF Z>Nl THEN? :? "I1:'s a Miss!"
BY 6465 RETURN
CG 64'8 ? :? "vou're ra1: food!!":GOTO 680
8

BJ 64" ? :? "The dwarf s1:abs !IOU wi1:h a
dagger!":RETURN
WJ 6588 FOR H=Nl TO N2:FOR Xl=15 TO NO ST
EP -Nl:50UND N8,128,N8,Xl:S0UND Nl,122
,N8,Xl:FOR X2=Nl TO N8:NEHT X2
UM 6502 NEXT Xl:FOR VY=Nl TO 68:NEXT YY
BP 6585 FOR Xl=15 TO NO STEP -Nl:S0UND NO
,118,N8,Xl:S0UND Nl,112,N8,Hl:FOR H2=N
1 TO N8:NEXT X2:NEXT Xl:FOR VV=Nl TO 6
LK 6518 SOUND N8,N8,N8,N8:50UND Nl,N8,N8,
N8:RETURN
IN 6528 FOR H=Nl TO 258:NEXT X:RETURN
XR 6530 FOR X=l TO 750:NEXT X:RETURN
HL 6550 RM=N6:SL=NO:I(34l=NO:BT=NO:GOTO 3
08
DO 10090 GRAPHICS Nl:DL=PEEK(568l+256*PEE
K(561l+N4:POKE DL-Nl,66:POKE DL+16,N7:
POKE DL+17,N7:POKE DL+25,65
AJ 10005 POKE DL+26,PEEK(560):POKE DL+27,
PEEK(561l:POKE 710,NO:POKE 708,54
'IE 10018 POSITION N6,N7:? UN6;"THE":POSIT
ION N3,N':? UN6;"SLAUE CELLARS"
KM 10811 POSITION Nfir:li;:? UN6;"OF":POSITI
ON N5, 16:? UN6;"', 'l!lMiil"
~
VW 19812 POSITION NO NO:? UN6'"
I':?-----.._
_
b!l CLAVTON WALNUM
";
LI 10013 FOR X=NO TO 255 STEP N2:POKE 711
,X:FOR V=Nl TO N5:NEXT V:NEXT X:POKE 7
11,154
HQ 10014 FOR X=Nl TO 288:NEXT X:GRAPHICS
N8:POKE 78',Nl0:POKE 718,32
F5 18815 POSITION N2,N4:?" You and !lOur
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JP
UB
IN
HE

par1:!I, faithful
fOllowers of 1:
he god NiMral, were"
10020 ? "escor1:ing 1:he Princess Shala
to
the castle of her betrothed,"
18038 ? "Un fortunate I !I as !IOU caMped f
or the
nigh1:, 1:he dreaded Slave Mast
ers of"
18848 ? "GolgOloth attaCked.
You foug
ht
bravel!l but were unable to ho
Id off"
18858 ? "1:he savage slavers.
The last
"thing
!IOU heard before being struck

HB 18868 ? "unconscious was the princess'

s
screaM.":GOSUB 10138
CZ 10878 ? "
You awake and look abou1:."
JU 10888 ? "
The bodies of !lour Men la!l
strewn
around !IOU, but there is no s
ign of"
C 108'8 ? "the pr i nc ess.
You are fi 11 ed
With
fur!l and vow that the Slave M
asters, "
QQ 18108 ? "followers of 1:he evi I Golgolo
1:h,
wi 11 1:as1:e !lour vengenc e."
CQ 10110 ? " BUt !IOU are alone and weapo
n less.":?" What wi II.Jl!lu do?"
LJ 10128 ? :? :? :? "1~;'if,".1iH"II;.:tJ":INPU
T Z$:? "PLEASE WAIT ••• ":GOTO 200
CW 19138 ? :? :? :? "!;J;'#l.1-W1;UUII;.:t]": INPU
T Z$:GRAPHICS NO:POKE 70',N18:POKE 710
,168:POSITION N2,N4:RETURN
HB 11088 TRAP 11850:? "RESTORE FROM (JAPE
OR mISK";:INPUT Z$:IF Z$="D" THEN 1182
8

VD 11885 IF Z$<>"T" THEN ? : GOTO 11008
NC 11818 ? :? "CUE TAPE THEN PRESS ""!;'' ' j.' :l.mll ' :1;.m:!
TWICE.":INPUT Z$:OPEN UN1,N4,N8,"C:":
GOTO 11825
UG 11028 OPEN UN1,N4,N8,"D:SLAUE.DAT"
CD 11025 INPUT UN1,RM,Gl,G2,G3,GHP,HP,CA,
SL,TN,DR
AZ 11826 INPUT UN1,DW,RT,KEV,TR,El,F,KE,P
1,WZ,NO
ZI 11027 INPUT UN1,SW,BT
AM 11828 FOR X=Nl TO ITMS*SZ STEP SZ:INPU
T Ul,U$:IT$(X,X+22)=U$:NEKT X
HN 11838 FOR X=Nl TO ITMS:INPUT UN1,A:I(X
l=A:NEXT X
FD 11032 FOR X=Nl TO N18:INPUT UN1,A:C(Xl
=A:NEXT X
HJ 11035 FOR H=Nl TO N6:INPUT UN1,A:0(Hl=
A:NEHT X:CLOSE UN1:RETURN
IP 11858 ? :? "NO GAME DATA 5AUED!":END
WH 12888 ? :? "SAUE TO (JAPE OR mISK";:INP
UT Z$:IF Z$="D" THEN Z$=",":GOTO 12820
MH 12818 IF Z$ <> "T" THEN 12000
AO 12015 ? :? "CUE TAPE THEN PRESS !:'j.II;.:!
TWICE.":INPUT Z$:Z$=",":OPEN UN1,N8,N
8,"C:":GOTO 12038
TR 12820 CL05E UN1:0PEN UN1,N8,N8,"D:SLAU
E.DAT"
PW 12838 PRINT UN1;RM;Z$;Gl;Z$;G2;Z$;G3;Z
$;GHP;Z$;HP;Z$;CA;Z$'SL;Z$'TN;Z$;DR
HI 12032 PRINT UN1;DW'Z~;RT'Z~;KEV;Z$;TR;

Z$;El;Z$;f;Z$;KE;Z~;Pl;Z~;WZ;Z$;NO

AN 12833 PRINT UN1;SW;Z$;BT
JM 12834 FOR X=Nl TO ITMS*SZ STEP SZ:U$=I
T$(X,X+22l:PRINT UN1;U$:NEXT X
PU 12835 FOR X=Nl TO ITMS:PRINT UN1;I(Xl:
NEXT X:FOR H=Nl TO N18:PRINT UN1,C(X):
NEXT X
OX 12848 FOR X=Nl TO N6:PRINT UN1;0(Xl:NE
XT X:CL05E UN1:RETURN
JY 13880 GRAPHICS 17:POSITION N2,N5:? UN6
;"CONGRATULtiTIONS!":POSITION N2,12:? U
N6;"!loU have rescued"
UX 13810 POSITION N4,14:? UN6;"1:he prince

ss"

RJ 13028 FOR X=Nl TO 243 STEP N2:POKE 788
,X:SOUND NO,X,N18,N8:S0UND Nl,X+N3,~10
,N8:S0UND N2,X+N8,N18,N8
YU 13830 SOUND N3,X+12,Nl0,N8:NEXT X:FOR
X=Nl TO 208:NEXT X
EK 13848 FOR X=N8 TO N3:S0UND X,NO,N8,N8:
NEXT X:GRAPHICS 33:GOTO 6081
HZ 14008 FOR K=Nl TO N18:IF C(Kl=32 THEN
C(Kl=N8
CT 14818 NEXT K:RETURN
UV 15808 Z=INT(RND(8l*N4l+Nl:RETURN
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The two-letter checksum code preceding the line numbers here is not a
part of the BASIC program. For more
information, see the "BASIC Editor
II" in issue 47.

/

Editor provides an easy method to
____ enter our machine-language list•
LISTING 1: BASIC LISTING
ings. It won't allow you to skip lines or enter bad data. For convenience, you may
enter listings in multiple sittings. When you're through typing a listing with MIL
AZ 19 DIH BF(16I,N$((),A$(1),B$(1I,F$(151
,Fl$ClS)
LF 11 DIH HOD$(()
Editor, you'll have a complete, runnab Ie object file on your disk.
8N 20 LINE=1000:RETRN=155:BACK5P=126:CHK5
UH=O: EDIT=O
There is one hitch: It's for disk users type in lines with repetitions of the same
GO 30 G05UB 4S0:POSITIOH 19,6:1 "~ltart or
[Bontinue? "1 :G05UB SOO:? CHR$(A)
only. My apologies to those with cassette number. As an added convenience, the
ZG 40 POSITION 10,8:? "fILENAHE" J : INPUT F
$:POKE 752,1:?
systems.
. editor will not respond to the letter keys
FE 50 IF LEN(F$I{3 THEN POSITION 29,10:?
II:GOTO 40
Listing 1 is MIL Editor's BASIC listing. (except Q for "quit"). You must either
Mf 60 If fSU,2) ()"D:" THEN FlS="D: :fl$(
31=F$:GOTO BO
Type it in and, when it's free of typos, enter a number or press RETURN.
KL 70 F1S=F$
TN BO IF CHR$(AI="S" THEN 120
save a copy to disk, then run it.
When you finish a line, MIL Editor will
FD '0 TRAP (30:0PEN U2,(,O,Fl$:TRAP 110
Ha 100 FOR K=l TO 16:GET U2,A:NEKT K:LINE
On a first run, you'll be asked if you're compare the entries' checksums with the
=LINEtl0:GOTO 100
HH 110 CLOSE U2:0PEN U2,',9,Fl$:GOTO 170
UT 120 TRAP 160:0PEN U2,(,9,Fl$:GOSUO ((0
starting a new listing or continuing from magazine's checksum. If they match, the
:P05ITION 10,10:? "FILE tlIlREtH>Y EMISTS
! !":POKE 752,0
a previously saved point. Press S to start, screen will clear, and you may go on to
ZU 130 POSITION 10,12:? "ERASE IT1 ";:G05
U8 500:POKE 752,1:1 CHR$CA)
or C to continue.
the next line.
UH 140 If CftR$CA)=IIN" OR CHR$CA)=lIn" THEN
CLOSE U2:GOTO 39
You'll then be asked for a filename. If
If the checksums don't match, you'll
QG 150 If CItR$(A) ()IIV II AND CHRSCA)(>"y" T
HEN 139
you're starting a new listing, type in the hear a buzzing sound. The screen will
BH 160 CLOSE U2:0PEN "2,B,0,FIS
I.E 170 (jOsUB 450:POsITION 19,111 " ~
filename you want to save the program turn red, and the cursor will be placed
I:ETI: .. ; LINE: CHKSUH=O
GH 160 Ll=3:FOR K=l TO 16:P05ITION 13N(K{
under, then press RETURN. If there's al· back at the first byte of data. Compare
10)+lZ*OO,) ,X+Z:POKE 752,0:1 "BVTE 1t"
;X;": "; :(;OsUB 310
KH 1'0 IF EDIT AND L=9 THEN OVTE=OF(KI:GO
ready a file by that name on the disk, the magazine listing byte by byte with
TO 210
fV 200 BVTE=UAL(N$I
you'll be asked if you wish to delete it. your entries. ITa number is correct, press
OZ 201 HOD$=N$
8U 210 POSITION 22,X+2:1 BVTEj"
Press Y to delete the file, or N to enter RETURN.
VZ 220 OF(KI=OVTE:CHKSUH=CHKSUHtOVTENK:IF
CHKSUH>"" THEN CHKSUH=CHKSUH-I0000
a new filename.
If you find an error, make the correcH5 230 NEKT K:CHKSUH=CHKS~HtLINE:IF CHKSU
H>"" THEN CHKSUH=C~K5UH-l0000
If you're continuing a file, type in the tion. When all data is valid, the screen
XG 240 POSITION 12,K+2:POKE 752,0:1 "CHEC
KSUH: ";:Ll=4:GOSU8 310
name you gave the file when you start- will return to gray, and you'll be allowed
EH 250 IF EDIT AND L=9 THEN 279
OH 260 C=UAL(N51
ed it. If the program can't find the file, to begin the next line.
SV 270 POSITION 22,)(+2:1 C;11
IL 260 IF C=CHKSUH THEN 300
Make sure you leave your disk in the
you'll get an error message and be
01 2'0 GOSUO ((0:EDIT=1:CHK5UH=0:GOTO 160
LH 300 FOR K=l TO 16:PUT U2,BF(KI :NEKT K:
LINE=LINEt10:EDIT=9:GOTO 179
prompted for another filename. Other- drive while typing. The data is saved conFU 310 L=O
KZ
320 GOSUB 500: If CA=A5C C"OIl) OR A=AsC C
wise, MIL Editor will calculate where you ti n uously.
Ilq"»
AND X=l AND NOT EDIT THEN 420
PO 330 IF A(>RETRN AND A(>OACKSP AND (A«(
left off, then go on-to the data entry
You may stop at any time (except
o pR A>571 THEN 320
DK 331 IF A=RETRN AND N$="" THEN N$=HOD$
screen.
when you have a red screen) by entering
TO 335 IF A=RETRN AND L=9 AND K>l THEN 35
o
Each machine-language program in the letter Q for byte /11. The file will be
~R 3(0 IF ((A=RETRN AND
NOT EDITI OR A=O
ACKSPI AND L=O THEN 320
ANALOG Computing is represented by closed, and the program will return you
DW 350 IF A=RETRN THEN POKE 752,1:1
II:R
ETURN
a list of BASIC data statements. Every to BASIC. Wllen you've completed a file,
GG 360 IF A(>OACKSP THEN (00
SA 370 IF L>l THEN NS=N$(l,L-ll:GOTO 3'0
line contains 16 bytes, plus a checksum. exit MIL Editor in the same way.
AS 380 "$=""
RE 3'0 1 CHR$COACKSP)j:l=l-I:GOTO 320
OB (00 L=Ltl:IF L>Ll THEN A=RETRN:GOTO 35
Only the numbers following the word
When you've finished typing a proo
WX 410 N$ Cl) =CHR$ CA) :? CHRS CA);: GOTO 320
DATA need to be considered.
gram, the file you've created will be
KN 420 GRAPHICS O:END
VT 430 GOSUB 440:POSITION 10,10:1 "NO sue
MIL Editor will display, at the top of ready to run. In most cases, it should be
H fIlE!":fOR X=1 TO 1000:HEHT K:CLOSE
tl2:GOTO 30
the screen, the number of the line you're loaded from DOS via the L option. Some
FO 440 POKE 710,48:S0UND O,100,12,8:fOR X
=1 TO 50:NEHT H:SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
currently working on. As you go through programs may have special loading inMV 450 GR~PHICS 23:POKE 16,112:POKE 53774
,112:POKE 5S',O:POKE 710,4
the line, you'll be prompted for each en- structions; be sure to check the proKR 460 DL=PEEK(560)+256WPEEK(S61)+4:POKE
Ol-I,70:POKE DL+2,6
try. Simply type the number and press gram's article.
HW 470 fOR H=3 TO 3' STEP 2:POKE OL+K,2:N
EKT K:FOR K=( TO (9 STEP 2:PQKE DLtK,9
:NEHT H
RETURN. If you press RETURN without
If you want the program to run autolW 480 POKE DL+41,65:POKE OL+42,PEEK(560)
: POKE DL+43, PEEK (561) : POKE 87,0
a number, the default is the last value matically when you boot the disk, simAC 4'0 POSITION Z,D:? "analog Ml editor"l
POKE SS',34:RETURN
entered.
ply name the file AUTORUN.SYS (make
HZ 500 OPEN SH,4,e,"K:":GET tll,A:Cl05E Ssi
~
: RETURN
This feature provides a quick way to sure you have DOS on the disk.).
II

II

II

II

II
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Computing Across America
by Steven K. Roberts
Learned Information, Inc.
347 pages, 1988
$9.95, paperback
$14.95, hardcover
Reviewed by Michael A. Banks
If Steve Roberts is not a familiar name,
it's not for lack of publicity. Roberts has
appeared on local, regional and national television scores oftimes, and he's been
written up in magazines ranging from
Popular Science to Writers Digest to Timeas well as many computer magazines.
But I won't leave you frowning in confusion. Steve Roberts is the guy who, in
1983, took off on a bicycling trip across
America. But his wasn't just any bicycle,
and this wasn't just any trip. The bicycle
was a 220-pound recumbent cycle (one in
which the rider pedals from a position
not unlike lying in a lounge chair).
Equipped with dedicated computer and
ham radio equipment, a portable com·
puter and solar cells to power the whole
thing. Roberts' "Winnebiko," as he
dubbed it, was to serve as his home and
office for the next 15,000 miles.
The trip itself was an experiment-a
breakaway to a new lifestyle-and as
much a means as an end. It's an experiment with a techno-nomad lifestyle made
possible by personal computers and
telecommunications; an experiment that
is the precursor of more than a few things
in our technological future.
As you might expect, the trip (which
continues today with a more advanced vehicle) has been more than interesting; so
interesting, in fact, that Steve Roberts has
written a book about it. Computing Across
America is Steve Roberts' chronicle of

I

15,000 miles of America, as seen from the
seat of a high-tech, com puterized bicycle.
When I began reading this book, I expected to see a diary-type recording of
events of Roberts' high-tech cycle trip
across America, spiced with details about
his custom-made recumbent bicycle, ham
gear and computers. Well, I found all that
in the book, but that was just the beginning, because Roberts ~idn't stop with just
narrating his experiences. In sharing his
experiences (more shown to the reader
than told), he provides a fascinating picture of the land he traveled and the people he encountered.
Those of you who followed his first
round of reports on CompuServe, or who
are following the second round on GEnie,
will of course be familiar with Roberts'
style and technique. Believe me, though,
this book is not a simple collection of the
on-line chronicles of days past. Some of
the content will be familiar, but Roberts
has worked to link chapters and events in
such a way as to provide a whole that is
indeed greater than the sum of its parts.
While the majority of the book is a
chronicling of events, it's by no means
mere description. Roberts uses all the
writer's tools-description, narration, dialogue and even a little suspense now and
then, to paint a memorable picture of life
in America as viewed from four feet above
the ground. To frame the picture, he's
used philosophy, techo-talk and personal
flashbacks. And, interestingly enough,
Roberts manages to show us Americathe parts of it through which he's pedaled
(Midwest to Key West to the Old West and
beyond)-without coloring it overly much
with his personality.
Roberts also creates a picture of
Roberts, an intensely personal picture
that holds no punches. We see flashes of
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temper, lust, realizations of shortcomings
and abilities, and much, much more. I
don't doubt that most readers-honest
readers-will find a bit of themselves in
all this.
This isn't a book for those who don't
like four-letter words. Roberts, to drag out
the worn·down phrase of the '60s and '70s,
tells it like it is. Indeed. From his facing
of his own weaknesses and past mistakes,
to revealing personal .interludes that
would please the most candid voyeur, he
is candid and mostly tasteful.
Roberts' style is superb-perfect for
this kind of book, melding as it does factual detail with human emotions in such
ways as to make both equally interesting.
And Roberts doesn't force you through
the book; instead, he opens the story and
invites you in for coffee.
All of this is not to say that the details
of Roberts' computers, ham gear and vehicle are de-emphasized. There is technological detail galore, both in terms of what
the equipment is and how he uses it,
throughout the book. A special appendix
contains itemized technical specs and
drawings of the bike and its high-tech
equipment. In sum, there's so much technical detail here that the book could serve
as a primer on the leading edge of personal computer technology as it applies
to mobile, cottage·industry business.
Roberts stole quite a chunk of my writing time the week after I bought his book.
And that's the best compliment I can give
any writer. Recommended.
Copies of Computing Across America are
available from the author by mail for the
cover price (specify whether you want
soft- or hardcover) plus $2.00 for shipping
and handling. Write: Computing Across
America, 1306 Ridgeway Avenue, New Albany, IN 47150.

!I

You may save your masterpiece by entering alegal
DOS filename at the prompt.

screen. Use this only if you are positive
that you want to erase your map; it is quite
permanent.
Clear memory (CNTL·<): This is the
same as the previous command; however,
you are asked if you are certain about the
erasure.
Load a font (F): This allows you to load
in the character set that you will be drawing with. To extract the character set from
the Snowplow game object file, simply use
this small BASIC program. Make sure that
you have the correct filename in Line 10.
You may use any character set with this
editor. Please note that you must load a
character set before the editor will function properly.
10 OPEN Ul,4,O,"D:SNOH"
20 FOR 1=1 TO 21:GET Ul,
A: NEIH I
30 OPEN U2,8,O,ID:FONT"
40 FOR 1=1 TO 1024
50 GET Ul,A:PUT U2,A
60 NEIH I
70 END
Load a screen (L): This allows you to load
in a previously created screen into the

editor. Simply supply the filename and
press RETURN. The screen is loaded and
the one in memory is erased. Pressing ESCAPE will exit.
Save a screen (5): You may save your
masterpiece by entering a legal DOS filename at the prompt. To allow this screen
to be used by Snowplow, it must be
named SMAP.???, where the question
marks stand for any legal DOS filename
extension. Each saved screen is about 23
sectors long (single density).
Draw a straight line (D): This allows you
to enter draw mode, in which you may
draw lines either left to right or up to
down. Press fire at the beginning of the
line, move the cursor, and fire at the end
of the line. This uses the last selected
character from K.
Define a key (T): Use the cursor to select
a character; then hit a key (1 through 0)
to register it. Anytime thereafter just hit
the appropriate key to recall that
character.
Snowplow Editor hints

Road characters must be placed

snowp_lo_w

horizontally in pairs, with the left always
on an even X-coordinate (watch the text
window). Roads must always be two
characters wide. There must always be
road characters placep at position X =
10 and Y = 4, since this is where the dozer begins. Use only the road characters
that have a snow background. This starts
with a and is every other one from there
on m.
You may place up to six fuel (Xcoordinate must be even) containers on
the map. Again these are two characters
wide. You are allowed a maximum of four
bonus cars. The bonus cars must be
placed on the road at an even X position.
It would look best to put them on
horizontal stretches. In the font, use the
first set of car figures. The second set is
used by the program for roads that have
been cleared of snow. The first X position
that can be used is X = 4. The first four
spaces are used by ANTIC as a buffer for
fine scrolling horizontally.
Enjoy making new levels for Snowplow.
We hope you get a great deal of fun from
this program.

_

LISTING 1: MIL EDITOR DATA
1000 DATA 255,255,128,127,169,127,112,
112,112,69,0,144,69,128,144,69,5323
1010 DATA 0,145,69,128,145,69,0,146,69
,128,146,69,0,147,69,128,3802
1020 DATA 147,69,0,148,69,128,148,196,

64

0,139,130,130,2,65,128,127,4882
1030 DATA 0,48,250,58,76,38,48,72,169,
224,141,9,212,169,10,141,6576
1040 DATA 23,208,138,72,166,168,189,54
,50,141,24,208,169,0,141,26,5122
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1050 D~T~ 208,141,10,212,230,168,104,1
70,104,64,160,50,185,128,127,153,'150
1060 D~T~ 1'2,127,136,16,247,32,50,51,
32,136,52,32,170,53,32,117,2071
1070 D~T~ 4',32,213,4',32,247,4',32,7,
50,16',6,160,187,162,48,464'
1080 D~T~ 32,'2,228,16',127,141,4',2,1
6',128,141,48,2,32,115,50,2423
10'0 D~T~ 32,8',50,32,60,53,32,75,51,1
73,120,2,201,15,240,',3120
1100 D~TA 32,20',48,32,216,48,76,101,4
8,173,252,2,32,225,58,144,6228
1110 D~TA 248,201,255,240,47,162,255,1
42,252,2,160,14,217,251,54,240,2814
1120 D~T~ 5,136,16,248,48,30,152,10,17
0,18',221,54,141,165,48,18',8387
1130 D~T~ 222,54,141,166,48,32,125,52,
32,255,255,32,125,52,32,60,40'0
1140 D~T~ 53,76,117,48,173,132,2,208,1
76,32,182,50,76,101,48,168,5411
1150 D~T~ 4,185,1'6,2,153,22/208,136,1
6,247,16',128,141,',212,200,"0'
1160 D~T~ 132,168,76,'5,228,201,7,208,
14,76,126,4',32,43,50,32,1435
1170 D~T~ 60,53,16',0,133,77,'6,201,11
,208,3,76,167,4',201,14,4470
1180 D~TA 208,30,165,146,240,14,1'8,14
6,1'8,148,165,136,56,233,16,133,'432
11'0 D~T~ 136,76,'1,4',165,145,240,7,1
'8,145,1'8,148,32,13,51,'6,5463
1200 D~T~ 201,13,208,34,165,146,201,',
240,14,230,146,230,148,165,136,1662
1210 D~T~ 24,105,16,133,136,76,253,48,
165,145,201,',240,225,230,145,260'
1220 D~TA 32,230,50,230,148,'6,201,6,2
08,6,32,126,4',76,238,48,5388
1230 D~T~ 201,5,208,6,32,126,4',76,16,
4,,201,10,208,6,32,~67,2861

1240 D~T~ 4',76,238,48,201,',208,6,32,
167,4',32,16,4','6,32,637
1250 D~T~ 117,4',32,104,4',165,136,133
,135,76,27,50,16',0,164,135,4'17
1260 D~T~ 162,15,145,16',200,202,16,25
0,'6,16',132,133,170,16',0,133,'1'3
1270 D~T~ 16','6,165,143,201,3',208,18
,16',1,133,151,165,144,201,88,8'27
1280 D~T~ 240,7,230,144,230,147,32,210
,50,'6,230,143,230,147,165,133,2043
12'0 D~TA 24,105,4,133,133,165,133,141
,0,208,'6,165,143,240,14,1'8,'4'5
1300 D~TA 143,165,133,56,233,4,133,133
,1'8,147,76,161,4',165,144,240,547
1310 D~TA 216,1'8,144,1'8,147,16',255,
133,151,76,210,50,134,128,16',12,'034
1320 D~TA 157,66,3,32,86,228,166,128,'
6,16',62,141,47,2,16',1,3848
1330 D~T~ 141,111,2,16',3,141,2',208,1
6',128,141,7,212,16',108,141,8537
1340 D~TA 1'2,2,16',0,141,8,208,141,',
208,'6,16',132,133,170,16','457
1350 D~T~ 0,133,16',160,0,145,16',200,
208,251,'6,160,32,132,136,132,1'0
1360 D~T~ 135,32,117,4',32,27,50,16',4
6,141,0,208,133,133,'6,164,6105
1370 D~T~ 135,162,0,18',65,50,145,16',
232,200,224,16,208,245,'6,162,2487
1380 D~TA 0,134,20,166,20,224,4,208,25
0,'6,146,66,4,48,48,48,3328
13'0 D~T~ 32,64,0,32,'6,255,1'5,1'5,1'
5,1'5,1'5,1'5,1'5,1'5,~'5,1'5,6113

1400 D~TA 1'5,1'5,1'5,1'5,255,252,1'8,
1'8,1'8,1'8,1'8,1'8,252,166,142,232,88
65
1410 D~T~ 138,10,10,10,18,18,170,202,1
38,160,31,153,44,13',153,4,4458
1420 D~TA 13',202,138,136,16,245,'6,16
0,25,16',0,153,142,0,136,16,4316
1430 D~TA 250,160,0,152,141,10,5',16',
144,141,46,5',185,10,5',24,2872
1440 D~TA 105,128,153,11,5',185,46,5',
105,0,153,47,5',200,1'2i 33 ,4670
1450 D~T~ 208,234,32,130,55,16',128,14
1,244,2,16',1'2,141,14,212,16,,347
1460 D~TA 48,141,1,2,16',3,141,0,2,'6,
166,148,18',10,5',133,3841
1470 D~T~ 171,18',46,59,133,172,165,14
',164,147,145,171,'6,16',127,133,677
1480 D~TA 172,16',132,133,171,'6,32,20
1,50,160,0,177,171,24,101,151,6845
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14'0 D~T~ 145,171,200,200,200,1'2,30,2
08,242,'6,160,0,185,136,127,153,'63
1500 D~TA 133,127,185,135,127,153,132,
127,200,200,200,1'2,27,208,237,173,436
5

1510 DATA 156,127,24,105,128,141,15',1
27,173,157,127,105,0,141,160,127,8217
1520 DATA '6,160,27,185,12',127,153,13
2,127,185,130,127,153,133,127,136,170
1530 DATA 136,136,208,23',173,132,127,
56,233,128,141,132,127,173,133,127,112
4

1540 DATA 233,0,141,133,127,'6,16',144
,133,170,16',0,133,16',162,',76"
1550 DATA 160,255,145,16',136,1'2,255,
208,24',230,170,202,16,242,'6,160,5043
1560 DAT~ 255,16',0,200,153,0,133,1'2,
255,208,248,160,200,162,0,18',3100
1570 DATA 81,50,153,0,133,200,232,224,
8,208,244,16',63,141,1,208,4'1
1580 DATA 133,134,16',77,141,1'3,2,'6,
162,38,16',52,32,18,52,173,3'78
15'0 DATA 120,2,201,15,208,3,76,232,51
,201,7,208,24,165,150,201,8'53
1600 DATA 31,240,10,230,150,165,134,24
,105,4,76,176,51,16',0,133,5021
1610 D~TA 150,16',63,208,15,201,11,208
,27,165,150,240,15,1'8,150,165,421
1620 D~TA 134,56,233,4,133,134,141,1,2
08,76,12,52,16',31,133,150,545'
1630 DATA 16',187,208,240,201,14,208,1
8,165,142,240,8,1'8,142,32,83,8553
1640 DATA 50,76,12,52,16',3,133,142,20
8,244,201,13,208,14,230,142,317
1650 DATA 165,142,201,4,208,232,16',0,
133,142,240,226,173,132,2,208,1757
1660 DATA 34,32,'8,54,32,43,50,173,132
,2,240,251,166,142,232,138,1114
1670 DATA 10,10,10,10,10,24,101,150,56
,233,32,133,14',76,43,50,3033
1680 D~TA 32,43,50,76,123,51,134,16',1
33,170,160,255,200,177,163,153,3241
1630 DATA 122,133,16,248,41,127,153,12
2,133,'6,35,104,111,111,115,101,6326
1700 DATA 0,",104,'7,114,'7,",116,10
1,242,35,111,108,111,114,0,5085
1710 D~TA 114,101,103,105,115,116,101,
114,0,16,13,148,36,114,'7,113,3147
1720 DATA 0,10',111,100,223,34,108,111
,33,107,0,102,105,108,236,44,5'70
1730 DATA 111,37,100,105,110,103,0,102
,111,110,244,36,101,102,105,110,6030
1740 D~TA 101,0,'8,108,111,33,235,35,1
11,112,121,0,'8,108,111,'3,5126
1750 DAT~ 235,160,33,16',0,153,120,13'
,136,16,250,'6,160,160,163,0,810'
1760 DATA 153,0,13',136,132,255,208,24
8,'6,162,54,163,52,32,18,52,6136
1770 D~TA 173,252,2,162,255,201,255,24
0,247,201,28,240,12,160,4,217,2636
1780 DATA 50,53,240,3,136,16,248,48,23
1,142,252,2,36,185,55,53,7334
17'0 DATA 133,132,32,125,52,162,123,16
',56,32,18,52,32,52,56,164,2482
1800 DATA 132,185,1'6,2,72,41,240,133,
123,104,41,15,133,130,173,120,7144
1810 D~TA 2,201,7,208,10,165,123,24,10
5,16,133,123,76,24,53,201,4653
1820 DATA 11,208,10,165,123,56,233,16,
133,12',76,24,53,201,14,208,6323
1830 D~TA 13,230,130,230,130,165,130,4
1,15,133,130,76,24,53,201,13,4575
1840 D~T~ 208,25,138,130,138,130,165,1
30,41,15,133,130,165,123,5,130,6825
1850 DAT~ 164,132,153,136,2,32,52,56,3
2,43,50,173,132,2,208,174,5527
1860 DATA 173,132,2,208,251,36,50,31,3
0,26,24,0,1,2,3,4,6508
1870 DATA 165,147,162,10,32,38,53,165,
148,162,16,32,38,53,164,148,5650
1880 DATA 32,213,53,164,147,177,171,14
1,102,13',160,3,185,163,55,153,'351
18'0 DAT~ 111,13',136,16,247,'6,133,21
2,16',0,133,213,138,72,32,170,8731
1'00 DATA 217,32,230,216,160,2,16',48,
153,57,50,136,16,250,160,255,431
1'10 DATA 200,177,243,16,251,41,127,14
5,243,200,152,73,3,41,3,170,6'20
1'20 DATA 160,0,177,243,157,57,50,200,
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232,224,3,208,245,160,3,104,651
1~30 DATA 170,185,57,50,41,31,157,80,1
3~,202,136,16,244,~6,160,3~,7470
1~40 DATA 16~,O,153,80,13~,136,16,250,
160,24,185,1~4,53,153,85,13~,8884
1~50 DATA 136,16,247,76,60,53,56,26,16

,16,16,0,57,26,16,16,6462

1~60 DATA 16,0,35,40,33,50,26,0,0,37,1
14,114,111,114,26,185,226~
1~70 DATA 10,5~,133,171,185,46,5~,133,
172,~6,16~,255,133,141,16~,52,356
1~80 DATA 162,72,32,18,52,32,152,54,17
6,32,165,137,1~7,138,240,32,8370
1~~0 DATA 165,13~,1~7,140,208,20,165,1
38,1~7,137,176,8,72,165,137,133,~607
2000 DATA 138,104,133,137,32,7~,54,76,
241,53~16~,255,141,252,2,~6,~458
2010 DATA 165,140,1~7~13~,240,244,176,
8,72,165,13~,133,149,194,133,13~,489
2020 DATA 32,50,54,76~22,54,164,140,32
,21~,53,164,137,165,14~,145,8~~5
2030 DATA 171,1~8,140,164,140,1~6,13~,
208,23~,32,21~,53,164,137,165,14~,2611
2049 DATA 145,171,~6,164,13~,32,21~,53
,164,138,165,14~,145,171,136,1~6,222~
2050 DATA 137,208,24~,145,171,~6,16~,O

,·141,31,208,~6,16~,255,133,141,1581

2060 DATA

16~,52,162,81,32,18,52,32,15
2,54,144,1,~6,165,138,1~7,6315
2070 DATA 137,240,24~,144,247,165,140,
1~7,13~,240,241,144,23~,230,140,32,576

9

2980 DATA

7~,54,230,13~,165,13~,1~7,14
O,208,245,240,224,16~,255,133,141,733~
20~0 DATA 173,252,2,201,28,208,7,16~,2
55,141,252,2,56,~6,173,120,~454
2190 DATA 2,201,15,249,6,32,20~,48,32,
216,48,173,132,2,208,224,~078
2110 DATA 32,~8,54,173,132,2,240,251,2

30,141,164,141,165,147,153,137,3218
2120 DATA 9,165,148,153,13~,9,165,141,
201,1,240,3,76,156,54,24,5345
2139 DATA ~6,116,51,14~,52,239,53,19,5
5,194,54,1~,55,148,56,251,52'8

2149 DATA 56,10,57,48,57,155,57,163,57
,183,57,20,58,148,58,5,2483
2159 DATA 18,58,10,21,56,0,62,47,182,1

85,57,37,22,45,173,1~2,4630
2,73,14,141,1~2,2,~6,162,~1,
16~,52,32,18,52,32,188,376~
2170 DATA 55,144,1,~6,162,16,32,200,4~
,16~,3,157,66,3,16~,58,4041
2180 DATA 157,6~,3,16~,24~,157,68,3,16
~,O,157,75,3,16~,4,157,4~72
21~0 DATA 74,3,32,86,228,16,5,132,12~,
76,112,55,16~,7,157,66,4556
2200 DATA 3,16~,128,157,6~,3,16~,O,157
,68,3,16~,4,157,73,3,2646
2210 DATA 16~,O,157,72,3,32,86,228,132
,12~,48,8,162,16,32,200,4883
2220 DATA 4~,76,86,53,162,16,32,200,4~

2160 DATA

,32,68,218,165,12~,162,34,6671
32,~8,53,76,170,55,162,32,32
,200,4~,16~,3,157,66,3,3621

2230 DATA
2249 DATA

16~,55,157,6~,3,16~,167,157,
68,3,16~,O,157,75,3,16~,5061
2250 DATA 4,157,74,3,76,86,228,174,23~
,238,22~,75,58,155,16~,O,~5
2260 DATA 162,32,157,72,3,157,73,3,16~

,7,157,66,3,76,86,228,4888
2270 DATA 160,O,152,153,138,13~,200,1~
2,13,208,248,16~,36,141,136,13~,1617
2280 DATA 16~,26,141,137,13~,162,O,134
,130,16~,63,157,138,13~,16~,9,7~23
22~0 DATA 141,182,2,16~,64,141,1~O,2,3

2,170,55,166,130,201,27,208,8811
2309 DATA 2,56,~6,201,155,240,60,41,12
7,201,32,144,218,201,126,208,2568
2310 DATA 15,224,O,240,210,202,16~,O,1

15,32,~2,56,141,147,13~,~6,5544

2370 DATA 170,18~,~7,56,~6,16,17,18,1~
,20,21,22,23,24,25,33,6676
2380 DATA 34,35,36,37,38,16,16,17,17,1
7,24,25,16,17,18,0,4877
23~0 DATA 35,111,108,111,114,26,0,23,0
,O,O,40,117,191,26,4,81~4
O,O,O,44,117,10~,26,132,16~,
4,133,12~,16~,7,133,131,6011
2410 DATA 16~,57,162,87,32,18,52,32,18
8,55,144,1,~6,162,16,32,2521
2420 DATA 200,4~,165,12~,157,74,3,16~,
3,157,66,3,16~,58,157,6~,5158
2430 DATA 3,16~,24~,157,68,3,16~,O,157
,75,3,32,86,228,16,5,28~7
2440 DATA 132,12~,76,112,55,162,16,16~
,144,157,6~,3,16~,O,157,68,5518
2450 DATA 3,16~,O,157,72,3,16~,10,157,

2409 DATA

73,3,165,131,157,66,3,4155
2460 DATA 32,86,228,132,12~,48,21~,162
,16,32,200,4~,76,86,53,16~,6581
8,133,12~,16~,11,133,131,16~
,57,162,~~,76,169,56,16~,57,7374

2470 DATA

2480 DATA 162,133,32,18,52,32,64,57,17
6,25,104,194,32,171,57,16~,5027
24~0 DATA 9,141,9,208,141,1,208,16~,6,
169,~5,162,228,32,~2,228,296
2509 DATA 76,116,228,~6,16~,57,162,119
,32,18,52,32,64,57,176,3,281~
2519 DATA 32,59,51,~6,173,252,2,162,25
5,201,35,240,~,201,43,208,1340
2520 DATA 243,142,252,2,24,~6,142,252,
2,56,~6,44,111,~7,109,105,5660
2530 DATA 110,193,O,102,105,108,22~,51
,~7,118,195,110,103,O,102,105,5515
2540 DATA 108,22~,35,44,37,33,50,1,O,3

3,114,101,0,121,111,117,2155
2550 DATA 0,115,117,114,101,0,57,15,17
4,4~,53,41,52,1,O,33,8~60

2560 DATA 114,101,0,121,111,117,9,115,
117,114,101,O,57,15,174,32,2~14

2570 DATA 171,57,104,104,76,4~,48,32,1
71,57,104,104,76,52,48,169,4346
2580 DATA 50,185,1~2,127,153,128,127,1
36,16,247,~6,16~,52,162,103,32,82~3
25~0 DATA 18,52,16~,255,133,141,32,152
,54,144,1,~6,165,140,56,22~,8888
2600 DATA 13~,201,10,176,246,170,165,1
38,56,22~,137,201,10,176,236,133,335~
2610 DATA 164,134,165,16~,O,133,167,16

5,137,133,166,239,138,239,140,164,4387
2620 DATA 13~,32,21~,53,164,166,177,17
1,164,167,153,82,5~,239,167,239,4100
166,165,166,1~7,138,208,237,
165,137,133,166,230,13~,165,13~,1~7,58

2630 DATA
32
2649 DATA

149,208,229,16~,1,133,153,~6
,165,153,208,1,~6,16~,52,162,~475

2659 DATA 115,32,18,52,173,129,2,201,1
5,240,6,32,20~,48,32,216,6608

2660 DATA 48,173,252,2,201,28,208,6,16
~,255,141,252,2,~6,173,132,1218

2670 DATA 2,208,225,32,~8,54,173,132,2
,240,251,32,43,50,165,147,8621
2680 DATA 133,137,133,167,24,101,164,1

33,138,230,138,201,128,144,1,~6,~7~5
26~9 DATA 165,148,133,13~,24,101,165,1
33,140,230,140,201,18,176,240,16~,3565
2790 DATA O,133,166,164,13~,32,21~,53,
164,166,185,82,5~,164,1~7,145,1007

2710 DATA 171,230,167,239,166,165,167,

1~7,138,208,237,165,137,133,167,230,70

64
2720 DATA

13~,165,13~,1~7,149,208,220,
~6,32,116,51,16~,58,162,188,32,~941

2730 DATA 18,52,173,252,2,201,255,240,
24~,201,28,208,1,~6,160,~,256

2740 DATA 217,215,58,240,5,136,16,248,
48,232,165,14~,153,154,O,~6,~4~4

57,138,13~,157,13~,13~,240,1~~,3~21
2320 DATA 201,~6,240,1~5,201,123,176,1
~1,224,13,240,187,72,157,251,58,3573

2750 DATA 0,0,36,101,102,105,110,101,0
,17,13,16,0,0,0,9,6485
2760 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,128,31,3

15~,25,61,50,157,138,13~,508~
232,208,164,157,251,58,24,~6
,164,132,185,113,56,141,131,13~,~725
185,118,56,141,132,13~,185,1
~6,2,72,41,240,74,74,74,74,6221

2770 DATA 27,51,53,48,50,160,~,217,215
,58,240,5,136,16,248,56,8082
2780 DATA ~6,185,154,O,133,14~,16~,255

2339 DATA 42,42,42,42,41,3,168,104,41,

2349 DATA

2359 DATA
2369 DATA
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32,~2,56,141,13~,13~,104,41,

9,26,24,2~,6118

,141,252,2,24,~6,68,58,226,~275
27~0 DATA 2,227,2,0,48,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
,O,O,O,34~2
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Printer Buffer Routine - $39.95
Disk Emulator Routine - $49.95
B. L. Enterprises
P.O. Box 7881
Louisville, KY 40207

The Disk Emulator Routine, a
combination sollware/hardware
package, allows asecond Alari
home compuler 10 be used as a
disk emulalor or asupe~fasl
disk drive.

Reviewed by Jim Patterson
At last a completely new and revolutionary development for the Atari 8-bit
computer system. In fact, not one but two
new uses for the old standby 8-bit systems.
It all started when I read a small classi·
fied ad that stated, "Put your second Atari
400/8001XL1XE to good use as a Printer
Buffer for $39.95 or high·speed Disk Emulator (DER) for $49.95:'
Now I'm an avid Atari 8·bit user, and
this ad took me by surprise, as I had seen
nothing relating to either of these
products in any of the Atari·related publications. It was then I decided to take it
upon myself to evaluate these products
and make the information available to the
Atari world.

Disk Emulator Routine
First, I'll discuss the Disk Emulator Routine (DER). This combination software/
hardware package allows a second Atari
home computer to be used as a disk emulator or a super-fast disk drive. The package consists of cartridge and disk software
and a special SIO cable for connecting
the second Atari to the system configuration. Also included is a nine-page instruction manual, consisting of four chapters
and an appendix which cover the hardware and software installation and operation, as well as a trouble-shooting
section.
The DER hardware simply daisy-chains
in the computer system, but the DER
must be placed last in the SIO string with
any other disk drives or interfaces (i.e.,
850) cabled between the main computer
and the DER. Any 8-bit system can be
used as either the main computer or the
DER; the DER cartridge is inserted in the
computer used as the disk emulator.
The DER can be used like ar\y other
disk drive with a couple of exceptions.
The DER can function as any drive (1
through 8). The amount of free sectors on
the DER will depend on the available
continued on page 77
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bank-switching schellle used by the I ;~OXE
while using higher density ~2:)()K-bit RAM
chips, allowing fi)r an elegant no-solder
met hod of Illelllory upgrade.
It is a simple matter to add one of Magna's Ralllrlul/gl'I' Illcmory expanders. In
Illost cases it invol\'cs only a board
swap-pulling out the lliK board that currently resides in the cOlllputer's third slot
(1'111 assullling that you ha\'e a -tHK
Illachi ne which is COlli prised of three lliK
Illelllory hoards) and replacing it with the
l\[agna board. Further, in the case of the
one-Illeg board which draws 1II0re current
in its operation, you Illust verify that the
transfl)]'lner used to powcr the cOlllputer
is the type rated at :qVA and not I:"iVA.
(The terlll VA used here stands fi)!' Volts
x AlllpS, Illerely another way of saying
Watts_) The :\1 VA transf(mners were elllployed allllost cxclusively to operate the
older Illodel HIO disk (h'in's, the additional current being needed to power the two
motors that spin the disks and 1110\(' the
read/write back and li)!·tll.
The design of the Ralllcharger boards
utilizes three layers of copper instead of
two, with the center layer being connected to ground. This interior layer electrically isolates the top and bottolll traces
frolll each othel'. ;\[ore illlportanlly
though, it insulates the two bces of the
printed circuit board frolll spurious RF
noise. This Illeans that the traces on either
side of the board can no longer ael as an
antenna, picking up "signals" [i'olll traces
on the opposing side. The illlplementation using the three-layer board Illakes fi)r
quict and error-free circuitry.

After reading the Illanual that cOllies
with the board, 1\(' opted to quote frolll
it directly in ordel' to explain the Ralnchargcr's opel'ltion. In other words, [
don't think that I could have said it any
better:
"The Ralllcharger's lIIemory is organized into lliK bank segments, all of
which Gnl be switched in and out at
Illelllory addresses $'!OOO to $7FFE This
is done because the (i:)O~ Illicroprocessor
was not designed to address anything beyond a maxilllulll of (i-tK. \\'hen the bankswitching Illethod is used, the Ullllputer
is tricked into using more lllenlOry (the
UOXE operates the sallie way.) The: Ralll'
charger ~:lliK has IIi banks, the :)I~K has
:\~ hanks and the I:\[EG has li-t banks.
Bank switching is accomplished by storing a bank nUlllber to any address in the
range $OFCO through $OFFF or $CFCO
through $CFFI'; with the location $CFFF
being the preferred and standardized 10'
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cation that all conunercial soil ware uses,
Bank $00 is the debult bank that main
memory uses. Banks $0 I through $OF
(!i 12K = $1 F or IMEG = $:W) are used fi)r
extended lllenlOry Writing a $In to
$CFFF will select hank ~. The selertrd
bank is now addressable between $-tOOO
and $7FFE

The !i)llowing is a list of software that
directly supports the Magna Systems
Ramcharger boards, with more to he added in the future:
;\[YDOS-Version -t.O and up
TOPD()S-Version 15 and up
DOS XL-AXLON version
SI'AI{[A DOS-with AXLON ramdisk
handler
AlAR[ DOS ~.:l-with disk software
that comes with Ramcharger
HAPPY SECIOR COP[ER-Illakes sector copies to and frolll the RA:\[disk
Oi\[i\:[i\lOi'\R or OMi\:IM01'iHK-built
in RAi\[disk handll'!'s
FILEMANAGER HOO + -supports copy
function to the RAMdisk
SYi\: FILE + -gives you O\'{,T I!i,OOO
reconl capacity
SYi'\CAU;-gi\'es yon up to 7J)OO calculation boxes
Ali\RIWRITER Pl.US-supports ·4HK
of text bufkr
Oi\[NIWRITER HO-HO-cohmllJ WI'
su pport s ~OHK of text bu fkr
PRINT SHOP COi\lPANION-runs in
AXl.Oi\: compatible mode
i\[agna Systems supplies a disk with
their boards which contains Version ,I of
MYI>OS, as well as over a dozen miscellaneous programs to aid you in integrating the RLlnKharger board into your
system.

Mirr().\o/I BA.'l'/C or AlarilVrill'l; examples
of lliK cartridgcs which nlove the screen's
display list and RAM space down into the
bank-switch area will Inon' than likely
flicker or display garbage on the SClTen
li)r a short period of time while the banks
,liT switched. This will happen whcn you
access [ill'S in the RAi\ldisk that you establish IIsing the Ramcharger and its sup'
plied soft ware in order to allow fill' 1~lster
access to your data. While this flicker is
anllOying, it is not 1~llal-unless you haH'
I>IJs (Display List Interrupts) enabled.
With DIJs running it is anybody's guess,
If you try to usc the Ralllchargcr with
non-DOS software such as games, you
Illight run into strange problems. These
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programs Inight han' othl'!' pbns (ill' the
hoard's bank-selen addresses, cspccially
thosc in the range $OFCO through $OFFE
These problems can be cured by 1<'111porarily disabling Ihe RLllllchargl'!'. Simply open up the top of your Atari HOO and
flip a switch located on top of the Magna
hoard. The RLlIllcharger willlhcn act just
like Ihe Atari ItiK menlory lIIodule that
it replaccd.
There is a pnmallent fix to Ihis
problem outliued in the owncr's nlanu·
ai, but it does illvohr some solderillg and
wire jUlllpering on >'our part. This \l'ill,
of course, void your !IO-day warranty frolll
Atari (thc olle that expired sen'ral years
ago), hut not the one frOln i\lagna SystelliS, If you are not sure which cnd of a
soldering iron to h'lld, Ihe people at Ma'
gila Systems wi II do the Illod iliclI ion fi lI'
you at a charge of $1:)_

Sonle of you are prohably aware of the
current price flu("[uations in Ihe RAi\1
chip market. [)evilTs like the ~:lliK which
went filr ahout $2 onl}' a ycar ago arc now
fl-tching $10 10 $I~ apinc. Because of
this unstablc pricing structure, the costs
of' the RLlIllcha rger boards wi II Ii kcly
change hetwcenthe tinlc that 1'111 \l'riting
this rc\"iew and when you pick up thc issuc at t hc nl'wsstand. [ t herdore suggcst
that Ihose who are interestcd should call
Magna Systellls filr their CUlrl'nt prin's.
Of' course, if' you han' bcen stockpiling
~:)(iK 1:IOns dynamic Ri\:\[ chips as an inn'stnlcnt in the fUlun' (I wish that I had),
:\lagna Systems \l'ill sell you an "unpopubted" board (one t hat contains no
RAM chips)' at a great Iy rcdlHTd pricc.
Again, call Magna Sys«'ms (Ill details.

rn' always had a bsl"ination (llr elegant
and unusual hardware, and :\[agna Systenl's RLlIllcharger bo,lI"lls certainly qualify in that n'gard: plus (1I0W ban'the hest
of' both worlds eillbodied ill IllY H-bil
system.
If you are like lIIe and just can't hear
to part with YOlll' Atari HOO, consider a
Ramcharger menlOl) upgrade-you'll he
glad you did.
Slrll"lill(; ill I!lf' //lid, '701 W!lf'lI lit, OWIIt'd fill
II/Iflir 88()/], (:IIfIr/f'I UfIt'!lf/lld IUI.I hf'f'lIjil,lrilIalr'd'wil!l I!lf' !larf!loal"f' tI.I/Jt'rl.l ol'/)f'nflluJ!
tI -Ih!lllim/I:'dilor/ilr
Ai\:AI .()(; COlli put ing tllld
.ogji,r .lf7'f'1I

mlll/llfIN.I. lit- workn/,a.1

sn

}'i'an. I V!lf'lI 1101 IY/lillg fikf' IlIfld or huntillg !li.l
j!1I,l!,n'.I Oil !lol .loldl'l'illg iroll.l, (,'f1flr/f',1 {{/II
1I.lllfIlly hf' jiJl/lld !lallgillg tlml/!Id tilt' IIltlri
.'1'1(;.1 Oil /)1:"1./'/11.
~
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by Steve Panak

It's really hard to talk about this-it
happened so suddenly, so unexpectedly,
without warning. I don't know, perhaps
my own denial caused me to ignore the
inevitable Up to now you've been so reliable. Oh, there was that one time you had
that slight lapse of memory, and I had to
replace one of your bulky modules. But
now-I mean, I hate to say it-you'r.e
lame, what with your space bar crippled
and all. I fiddled with it as much as I
could, removed it, checked the connections; but I'm a writer, not a repairman.
And the cost of a replacement keyboard
is simply incredible. So I lightened your
load. But there are just too many programs out there that need that space bar.
Then I got an XE. Even though I tried
to convince myself that you were still okay
(again, denial), I knew it was just about
over. I'm afraid the XE's sleeker design
made it all the easier-I've always been
a sucker for good looks. You've been a loy·
al companion, but now it's time to say
goodbye.
So, goodbye old 800, my first computer,
my loyal friend. You're banished to the attic, but it's probably just as well. Lots of
programs today are wanting at least 64K.
Games are being written that require
more mental capacity than you were
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designed to provide. Games you can't even
understand. Games like this first one.

Tomahawk
by O.K. Marshall
Oatasoft
19808 Nordhoff Place
Chatsworth, CA 91311
64K disk, $29.95
Up, up and away we go again, with
another flight simulator. Apparently
someone out there thought there's still
room for just one more, or they haven't
researched the market enough to know
that this is the most overdone genre
around. I hope that this just about ends
it, as I'm getting a little tired of seeing the
same thing over and over and over again.
But for those of you who are still interested, Tomahawk is a helicopter simulation,
making its direct competition Mind·
scape's Infiltrator, which I also looked at
recently_
But unlike Infiltrator, Tomahawk is the
most straightforward simulator since Sublogic's ground·breaking classic. Unlike
similar products I've seen recently, Tomahawk does what a flight simulator is sup'
posed to do: let you experience flight
from the safety of your own home. Unlike
Infiltrator, you are not required to learn

needlessly complex procedures just to get
your craft off the ground. Nor are you reo
quired to land again and partake in
lengthy, incidental and unnecessary
ground missions. And unlike Sublogic's
Flight Simulator, you don't need to be a certified pilot just to get off the ground in
your first play session. Instead, you climb
into the cockpit and fly.
After booting the game, you make a
couple of decisions, mainly controlling
the difficulty of play. Then you take offit's really that simple. The vector graph·
ics move a little slowly, but overall the
game performs nicely. My main complaint involves the necessity ofjabbing at
the keyboard to keep control of the chop·
per, but such is the price of a simulation,
which requires a number of keys to control a myriad of features. Once you get off
the ground, your mission is to destroy all
enemy ground forces and return to base.
There are three missions (as well as a
practice mode), each of which may be
played in one offour difficulty levels. The
toughest will require you to eliminate
ground forces as well as blast hostile crafts
out of the air.
The graphics are acceptable, with all of
the many cockpit meters and dials easily
discernible. The three-dimensional, real·
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world display is worthy of special mention; once you fall below 500 feet; various
land features rise off the earth towards
you, and it's even possible to fly between
them (with a little practice). The program
is further blessed with excellent documen·
tation. A colorful, scientific·looking
brochure explains the features of the
Tomahawk, whetting your appetite, while
a supplemental reference sheet keeps all
of the many commands in easy view. The
main manual contains complete instruc·
tions on the program's operation, with a
fine tutorial which will get you off the
ground successfully the very first time.
All things considered, while Tomahawk
is not ground-breaking, is not mindboggling and doesn't make me want to
toss all my odler diskettes out the window,
it is a competent flight simulator at a very
reasonable price. When considered in
light of its straightforward design and
ease of use, it should appeal primarily to
a newcomer who wants to wade slowly
and safely into this genre, rather than diving in and drowning in needless complexity.

Video Title Shop
Electronic Arts
1820 Gateway Drive
San Mateo, CA 94404
64K disk, $29.95
If you've kept up with me for anum·
ber of years, then you know I primarily
review entertainment software in these
pages. For most people, that means games.
But to me, entertainment software means
more than just games. It means any type
of software that people use in their leisure
time. And what better subject for a leisure
time dissertation than the home movie,
that jerky 8mm nightmare which has
been modernized by the proliferation of
the video camcorder.
The Virko Title Shop came at just the

right time, as I just got a camcorder. And
while the package lacks the sophistication
needed to create some of the high-tech,
computer·generated graphics we now take
for granted (is the Statue of Liberty in the
intro to the NBC Nightly News real or ani·
mated?), this complete package will allow
future Spiel bergs to add credits to their
masterpieces. The Shop consists of two
separate, but interrelated programs: The
Title Shop and Micropainter.
,The Title Shop allows you to add images to your movies. These images can be
pictures or text, although they will most
likely be a combination of the two. And
like the graphics seen on commercial television, you can move these images onto
the screen using any of a number of special effects. For example, title screens can
dissolve on and off of the screen, as well
as wipe out one another. As you'll soon
find out, your title options are as limitless as your own imagination.
The Micropainter program is used to
create images or modify those which already exist. Similar to paint programs
found on the S1; Micropainter allows you
to use your joystick as a brush and your
monitor as a canvas. Up to four colors can
be displayed at once, and a fill feature
colors areas with one of three patterns or
a solid color. Use the magnify option to
add fine detail, turning individual pixels
(dots of light) on and off. And, surprisingly, although the program's interface is
the joystick (as opposed to the mouse
used in ST-based paint programs), it is
remarkably responsive and easy to use.
The package comes with a number of
images already created for you. Stored on
two diskettes are dozens of pictures, ready
to be used as they are, or as modified with
Micropainter. These provide lazy direc·
tors with standard backgrounds for the
opening credits of home movies of the
major holidays and common vacation locations. The best place to start your movie
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enhancement is in demonstration mode,
which flashes a series of these images in
front of you, displaying how the various
effects work. Once you have viewed the
entire sequence, you can go back and look
at each individual frame and decipher
how it was created.
Although the vast documentation sug·
gests that this package could be used for
commercial purposes, such as real estate
display (screens could show potential
clients locations, features and prices of
homes), it is probably too crude for anything but amateur productions. But the
program does supply all the materials
necessary to put on quite a performance.
The two manuals (one for The Title Shop,
the other for Micropainter) are fully indexed and easy to understand, although
computer novices might find it all a bit
overwhelming, so consider yourself
warned. Fortunately for all users, a handy reference card chock full of commands
is also provided.
Getting your titles on film is really
quite simple, although it takes some planning. No special adapter cables are reo
quired; you simply tape-record the
sequence as your computer generates it.
So all that is necessary is to hook your
Atari into your VCR rather than your television. If you have only one VCR, you'll
have to plan ahead, either taping your ti·
ties and then filming your movie, or leav·
ing enough room at the beginning of
your tape to insert your titles later. If you
have two VCRs? you can edit your titles
into your movies much easier, for a more
professional look.
Overall I'm not quite sure how to summarize The Title Shop. While it does
everything it says it can do, and does it all
quite well, especially considering it exists
in only 64K, I'm not sure how much use
it will see once purchased. It seems to be
too time consuming to insert the titles.
But for those who want to add a little
something extra to their home movies,
The Title Shop is your ticket.
So, if we've learned anything this'
month, it's that while the two programs
reviewed here live up to their claims, I was
still less than impressed. As for next
month, all I currently have on tap is the
latest simulation from SSI. But as any of
you who read the newspapers 'know, Nolan Bushnell, one of the original founders of Atari, is getting back into games for
the first time in ten years, and if this,isn't
good news for videophiles, I don't, know
what is. His 20-game deal with Atari could
mean a virtual flood of new titles, and a
lot of late nights and sore wrists. Let's
hopesn
~

7I

The DRAM Memory

Chip Crisis of 1988
In 1986, the world was literally swim·
ming in Dynamic Random Access Memory
(DRAM) chips. Chip prices in general
were at an all time low, which coincided
with an industry·wide depression in sales
and profit that the American chip
manufacturers were experiencing. The
Japanese chip manufacturers found the
American market a suitable dumping
ground for their excess production of
DRAMS. Chip prices kept falling, and the
American DRAM manufacturers pointed
their fingers even more fervidly at the
Japanese. In an unlikely arrangement,
Washington and Japan found themselves
bound into an alliance which resolved the
DRAM issue, but overall hurt the Ameri·
can computer industry.
The results of th~ American[Japanese
alliance can be seen with some of the
latest news from the U.S. computer in·
dustry.
Most dealers could not get shipments
of Mega ST systems in April. Atari Corp.
partly blamed the problem on a shortage
of DRAM chips.
£. Arthur Brown, a popular mail·order
supplier of ST software and hardware
add·ons, almost doubled the price of its
one·megabyte upgrade kit for the 520 and
1040 ST.
ICD discontinued the MIa Board for
the Atari XLIXE computer because of
limited availability of DRAM chips and
higher costs.
, Apple has pushed the release of its
Macintosh SE 'upgrade and Macintosh
Laptop computer to next year. Apple is
also having software problems with Mul·
tifinder, their new multitasking operating
system. Running Hypercard on a Mac TI
with MultiFinder requires two m'egabytes
of memory; Mac TIS are sold with only
one megabyte of RAM. Most systems have
one megabyte or less, and users are find·
ing that upgrade kits cost upwards of
$700.
Sun Microsystems is facing a four· to
six·month backlog on delivery of its Sun
3/60 workstation. Sun is also delaying
production of its new Sun 386i worksta·
tion because of DRAM availability. The
Sun 386i was shown at the April COM·
DEX computer trade show in Atlanta. It
runs both ffiM and AT&T Unix.
Hewlett Packard's Vectra 386 h!gh·end
system was conspicuously absent from the
April COMDEX trade show. HP had
hoped to unveil the computer and an·
nounce availability.
Several other companies have delayed
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entry into the market until DRAM prices
and availability become more stabilized.
You might have wondered by now, how
could all this have happened by protecting the American DRAM business?
How the game is played
In Japan, most computer manufacturers make their own memory chips.
Companies like Hitachi, NEC, Fujitsu ·and
Toshiba have their own DRAM manufacturing plants. When demand for computers increases, the DRAM plants
increase production. Throughout the early 1980s, DRAM prices have been dropping while production of the chips has
been increasing. Eventually,Japan found
itself among a huge surplus of chips in
1985. What they don't use, the Japanese
export to other countries.
Most American computer manufacturers relay on companies such as Intel,
Texas Instruments and Motorola to supply their memory chips. The increasing
supply of Japanese imported DRAM
chips has forced the price of a 256K
DRAM chip to less than 10 % of its value
five years ago. Faced with low revenues
and a flood of imported chips, the American chip manufacturers quickly saw their
profits from the DRAM market being eaten up. To make things worse, in 1985 the
computer industry as whole was experiencing its first major depression.
In July 1986, after two years of threatened protectionist legislation, the
Japanese Ministry of International Trade
& Industry (MITI) agreed to a new trade
pact with the United States. Japanese
production of DRAM chips was reduced
by 30%. This sent the industry into a tailspin; American computer manufacturers
demand was on the rise just when supply
was at its all time low.
American demand
Over the past three years, the computer
industry has become intensely memory
dependant. Since the 1985 release of the
Atari 1040 ST computer, one megabyte of
memory became pretty much a standard
thing. Previously, the average IBM PC or
Macintosh was equipped with 512K of
memory.
Computers are not the only users of
large memory arrays. Most Postscript compatible laser printers are equipped with
two megabytes of memory. Local area networks, scanners, FAX machines, bar-code
readers and laptop computers also use
large amounts of memory.
The demand for memory extends into
many other consumer electronic developments. Some new videotape recorders

come with special effects systems that digi- on exports caused the Japanese market
tize and improve the resolution of an im- dip during 1986, but they have come out
age before showing it on your television of the small recession with dramatically
screen. Some "high definition" television higher revenues and profits.
monitors use huge amounts of memory
The trade pact has also hurt the US.,
for special effects and video transmission. which was previously making great in·
roads into the Japanese computer, softWho is the bad guy?!
ware and telecommunications markets.
The Japanese are not the only ones to Due to the delayed roll-outs of new
be blamed for the shortage of DRAM American computers and technology, the
chips. In 1987, AT&T made the decision Japanese computer manufacturers have
to leave the DRAM chip manufacturing become more viable because they can
business, shortening the already tight sup- deliver the product quicker.
ply of chips.
The hidden winner
Another reason for the shortage was
the finicky nature of producing 256K and
One of the largest DRAM chip makers
one-megabyte DRAM chips. The Korean is IBM. In 1985, IBM smartly invested $1.5
DRAM industry has been trying since billion in a new memory-chip production
1985 to attract a good portion of the center. The plant was also established to
world DRAM demand. But they have develop improved techniques in memorybeen mostly unsuccessful due to low chip production. So, while the supply of
yields at the manufacturing sites.
chips to all ofIBM's competitors has been
In early 1987 when demand for DRAM shrinking, IBM finds itself for the first
chips was at its highest point, the time with the distinct advantage of being
Japanese should have normally geared up able to supply its own manufacturing
production to meet the demand. Instead, centers with IBM chips.
the trade pact forced MITI to reduce chip
And the need for expanded memory in
production. Finally in November, MITI IBM computer products is becoming
more important. IBM has bet its strength
removed its production controls.
All of this, plus an earthquake at one in the personal computer market on the
ofJapan's larger DRAM plants, caused the emergence of the PS/2 computer with the
shortage to become a huge obstacle in the new OS/2 and Presentation Manager operever-expanding American computer in- ating system. Presentation Manager is a
window-based, mouse-driven operating
dustry.
system that is virtually identical to the sucThe hidden damage
cessful Macintosh operating system. UnThe common perception of the world- fortunately, you need almost three
wide electronics industry is that the megabytes of memory to run Presentation
Japanese are taking over. Many people be- Manager and OS/2.
lieve the US. has lost its advantage to the
Japanese, who have shown us how to make
The future
things smaller and less expensive such as
The only good news that resulted from
cars, steel and consumer electronics. the American!Japanese trade pact is that
Forbes magazine reports that US. software the American chip manufacturers have
production is five times larger in revenue rebounded from the 1985-86 slump to
than Japan, and the lead has been grow- post record sales of $633 million this year.
ing significantly faster in recent years. Computer Reseller magazine expects that
The American software industry has number to top $1.5 billion this year with
generated just under $23 billion, while continued growth into the 1990s.
Japanese software yielded only $3 million.
In response to the chip shortages,
US. computer-hardware sales have also major computer manufacturers like Sun
been more than two thirds larger than and Apple have been rumored to be
Japan. More than $150 billion in Ameri- ready to build their own DRAM chip
can computer hardware was sold in 1987, manufacturing centers. The Koreans are
while the Japanese sold less than $80 bil- also coming on strong with a new
lion. Both countries are increasing their 350,000-square-foot DRAM plant which
sales, but the Japanese are catching up sig- should be in operation next year. And finally, Micron Technology, a US. chip
nificantly.
The Japanese have been well aided by producer, is breaking new ground with a
the trade pact with the US. The Japanese 256K DRAM chip that is 40% smaller
were dumping DRAM chips into the US. than existing chip sizes. Micron expects
because of their own wasteful overproduc- that it will be able to reduce the size of
tion of chips at a time when demand and a one megabyte chip to the size of a 256K
revenues were at very low levels. The limit DRAM chip.
&=I
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When you want to talk Atari
INTERFACES
ICD
P:R Connection
Printer Connection
Supra
1150
1151 (1200 XL)
Xetec
Graphix Interface
Atar!
850 Interface

61.99
.41.99
39.99
.40.99
38.99
109.00

COMPUTERS
Atari XM-M801
XL/XE Dot Matrix

CMO PACKAGE EXCLUSIVE

Atari 800XL & XF551
Disk Drive
w/5 Undocumented ROMS Asteroids,
Defender, Missile Command, OIX, Star
Raiders

$279

Atar!
800XL.
130XE

89.99
139.00

XL/XE ENHANCEMENTS
Axlon 32K Mem. Board (400/800) .19.99
Atari 80 Column Card
79.99

MODEMS
Atar!
89.99
SX212 300/1200 (ST)
XMM301
42.99
Anchor
VM520 300/1200 ST Dir. Con .... 119.00
Avatex
1200 HC
94.99
2400
179.00
Supra
2400 Baud XUXE or ST
169.00
i1~JITb~ssoftware)
149.00
Magnavox
CM8505 14" Composite/RGBITTL 199.00

Atari (ST) 314
DS/DD

$219

LB.
5114" 40 Track (ST)
51/4" 80 Track (ST)
I.C.D.
FA-ST 20 Meg
FA-ST 30 Meg
FA-ST Dual Hard Drives
Indus
GTS 100 31/2" DS/DD (ST)
GT 1000 51/4" DS/DD (ST)
GT Drive (XUXE)
Supra
FD-10 10MB Removable Floppy
w/SCSI
20 Meg Hard Drive (ST)
20 Meg Hard Drive (XLlXE)
30 Meg ST Hard Drive

219.00
279.00
629.00
869.00
Call
199.00
219.00
189.00
899.00
579.00
689.00
689.00

XM-M804 ST Dot Matrix
199.00
XDM 121 Letter Olty. XLIXE
209.00
Brother
M-1109 100 cps Dot Matrix
169.00
M-1509 180 cps Dot Matrix
389.00
339.00
HR-20 22 cps Daisywheel
Citizen
1200 120 cps Dot Matrix
149.00
1800 180 cps Dot Matrix
179.00
Premier-35 35 cps Daisywheel .. 549.00
Epson
LX-800 150 cps, 80 col
189.00
Hi-80 4 pen plotter
269.00
FX·850 264 cps, 80 col
Call
FX-1050 264 cps, 132 col
Call
LO·500 180 cps, 24-wire
Call
LO-850 330 cps, 80 col
Call
LO-1050 330 cps, 132 col.
New
NEC
P2200 pinwriter 24-wire
379.00
P5200 pinwriter 24-wire
599.00
P5300 pinwriter 132 col
799.00
Okidata
129.00
Okimate 20 color printer
ML-182 + 120 cps, 80 column .. 229.00
ML-320 + 300 cps, 80 column .. 379.00
ML-390 + 270 cps, 24-Wire .... 539.00
Panasonic
KX-P1080i 144 cps, 80 col
169.00
KX-P1091i 194 cps, 80 col
199.00
Star Micronics
NX-1000 140 cps, 80 column
179.00
NX-15 120 cps, 132 column
319.00
Toshiba
P321-SL 216 cps, 24-wire
499.00

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
CIRCLE #105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

$199

..........you want to talk to us.
XLIXE SOFTWARE
Access
Leaderboard Golf
Accolade
Hardball
Atari
Atariwriter Plus
Filemanager
Music Painter

SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator "

ACCESSORIES
13.99
19.99
35.99
11.99
11.99

$32 99

Atari Program Exchange
Misc. Programs (cassettes) ..... at 1.99
Broderbund
Graphics Library I, /I, /II
14.99
Printshop
27.99
Datasoft
Alternate Reality (City)
25.99
221 Baker St.
20.99
Electronic Arts
Touchdown Football
12.99
Firebird
Guild of Thieves
19.99
Silicon Dreams
19.99
Jewels of Darkness
19.99
Microprose
Top Gunner
16.99
F-15 Eagle Strike
21.99
Silent Service
22.99
Origin Systems
Ultima 4
36.99
Roklyn SPECIAL
Anti-Sub/Journey to Planet ... (ea.) 3.99
Strategic Simulations
Colonial Conquest
24.99
Gemstone Warrior
11.99
Sublogic
Scenery Arizona
14.99
X-Lent
Typesetter
22.99
Printshop Interface
21.99

MD1-M SSIDD 5114"
MD2-DM DS/DD 5114"
MF-1DDM SS/DD 3W'
MF2-DDM DS/DD 3W'
Sony
MD1D SS/DD 5114"
MD2D DS/DD 5114"
MFD-1DD SS/DD 3W'
MFD-2DD DS/DD 3W'
Allsop Disk Holders
Disk File 60-5114"
Disk File 30-3W'
Curtis
Emerald
Safe Strip
Universal Printer Stand
Tool Kit
;
ICD
BBS Express (ST)
Sparta DOS Construction Set
US Doubler/Sparta DOS
Real Time Clock
Rambo XL
US Doubler

ST SOFTWARE
8.49
8.99
11.99
18.49
6.99
7.99
11.99
17.99
9.99
9.99
39.99
19.99
14.99
22.99
52.99
28.99
.47.99
48.99
29.99
28.99

Comnet
ST Term
20.99
Electronic Arts
Gridiron Football/Auto Duel. (ea.)
26.99
Isgur Portfolio. . . . . . .
.
119.00
Firebird
Silicon Dreams
19.99
The Sentry
.
.
19.99
Infocom
Beyond Zork . . . . . . . . . .
. .34.99
Metacomco
ISO Pascal...........
. ... 59.99
Microprose
Gunship
28.99
F-15 Strike/Silent Service (ea.)
24.99
Miles Software
ST Wars
24.99
Mindscape
Road Runner
37.99
Mark Williams
C
119.00
Paradox
Wanderer (3D)
24.99
Progressive Computer
Graphic Artist 1.5
129.00
Psygnosis
Barbarian/Deep Space ..... (ea.) 25.99
Soft Logik Corp.
Publishing Partner
54.99
Strategic Simulations
Questron /I
37.99
Sublogic
Flight Simulator /I
33.99
Timeworks
SwiftcalclWordwriter
(ea.) 46.99
Partner ST
37.99

ACCOLADE
Bubble
Ghost
Abacus
PC Board Designer
Access
Leaderboard Golf
Activision
Music Studio
Antic
CAD 3-D
Avant Garde
PC Ditto
Batteries Included
Degas Elite

129.00
22.99
28.99
31.99

TIMEWORKS
Desktop Publisher

59.99

Word Perfect Corp
Word Perfect 4.1

$89 99
179.00

37.99

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950
M(MUlI'!

Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575. Fax 717-327-1217
Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283
CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. 87, Williamsport, PA 17701

MMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL

... ()n'<:lMI""~#'tl"'i-.oo/ll'"

,~v

h

POLICY: Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks to clear.
For faster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales
tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the same item only. Hardware
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Clockwise from below:
.Rnbocop during 1988
Summer CES;
Nintendo's many
products on display in
over 20,000 square feet
of booth space;
Wrestling's Andre the
Giant signs autographs
in Acclaim's booth;
a demostration of
aerobics,
using
Nintendo's
Power
Pad.

continued from page 47
different versions for Nintendo, Sega and
Atari/Commodore machines.
Bridging the gap even further is the
Camerica Freedom Stick, another infrared
wireless unit. This joystick contains adap·
ters to match all the major game
machines, so the player won't have to buy
multiple Freedom Sticks. This unit also
received the endorsement of the U.S. Na·
tional Video Game Team, who could be

seen on the show floor in their colorful
satin jackets. Camerica was also sponsor·
ing a competition that culminated in a
trip to Rio for the winner.
Industry overview

Many have aired the speculation that
this sudden resurrection of the video
game industry will spawn a similar crash
as was experienced by Atari, MatteI and
Coleco in 1982. In fact, talk at the show
was rampant regarding the previous crash
and how to avoid it now. Ancient history
speaks for itself: After staking themselves
firmly in the marketplace, the 2600 and
Intellivision units were plagued with a
glut of software-much of it poor towards
the end-that led to drastic price cuts fOI"
all cartridges; the same won't be likely un·
der current conditions.
It would appear that Nintendo is tak·
ing steps to assure their survival in the
video game market by quality checking
every game available on their machine.
This will keep the level of software high,
and seeing Nintendo's gold seal on the
box assures the buyer that their purchase
is supported.
Dick Rhoads, Sega's Vice President of
Sales, tends to disagree with the crash
comparisons, stating a number of factors
in defense. Thanks to the increased
memory capability of the newer video
games, he said, more can be put in the
products, such as longer playfields, bet·
ter quality graphics and animation. This
serves to keep the player interested in a
single game longer, something that the
simplistic arcade games on the 2600 had
trouble doing. Rhoads also noted that
many of the newer contests take over 80
to 100 hours to complete, particularly in
the case of role· playing adventure car·
tridges. With a quantity of satisfying
games available, a player will not be as
likely to wear out his or her investment
in software-ergo, hardware-as easily.
The most positive result in the video
game resurgence that I see is the activity
by big name companies like Activision
(under their new corporate umbrella,
Mediagenic), Broderbund and Mind·
scape. Companies like this have learned
the lessons of the past and are careful to
get into ventures only if they prove
profitable; this is especially the case after
the previous video game rise and fall.
Again, the CES is a biannual event. By
the time you read this, the cast of charac·
ters will be gearing up for the Las Vegas
show. If things go as briskly-and the chip
situation clears up-we could be seeing
an even larger display of bravado and risk·
taking, aside from entertaining fare. '"'
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Speaking of spee~, I~eci~e~
10 use acouple ot DOS ~isk·

~rive spee~-check lesls 10 see
whallhey woul~ give me.

memory in the system being used: An XL
W system will give 403 free sectors, emulating a single-density disk drive, while using a 130XE gives 914 free sectors,
emulating an Atari 1050 enhanceddensity disk drive.
The exceptions are as follows: To write
protect the DER, you simply press the
break key, the P key (for protect), followed
by the return key. This is like placing a
write protect tab on a regular diskette. To
enable writing to the disk again, you press
the break key, the E key (for enable), followed by the return key. DER can be disabled and re-enabled without losing the
stored information and data. To disable
hit the break key; then to enable hit
RETURN.
Likewise, you can change the drive
number of the DER without losing stored
information. To change the drive number,
you press the break key, the number key
for the desired drive number (1-8), and
RETURN. DER can also be formatted instantly by pressing the RESET. You cannot use the DOS format command; you
must use RESET as described above. Also
you cannot use the DOS duplicate disk
command; instead you use the COpy
command. Turning off the power to the
DER drive will lose all information stored
there (as with any other RAM disk); you
must remember to transfer the information to a disk before shutting off the power. Except for these few restrictions, the
DER functions as any other disk drive except for it's great increase in speed.
Speaking of speed, I decided to use a
couple of DOS disk-drive speed-check
tests to see what they would give me. I
came out with about a three times increase in speed, which compares favorably with the manual's "Time Comparison
Chart:'
Along with the software on the included disk is a Translator, which transfers the
operating system from a 400/800 ROM B
operating system when the 400/800 is
used as the DER to a XLIXE system,
eliminating the need of a translator disk;
and DER copy, which is a multiformat sector copy program that uses the extra
memory and speed of the DER to reduce
Swappillg of disks on single-drive systems.
Printer Buffer Routine

The Prir,,!er Buffer Routine (PBR) is indeed a great bargain. This hardware/software package allows the use of a
second 8-bit Atari computer system to be
used as a print buffer, allowing the main
system to do double duty. The PBR package consists of the following: one modified joystick-extensiol1 cable, one cartridge
and disk software package and a 14-page
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manual on disk.
The first thing one notices upon opening the PBR package is the enclosed leiter to the purchaser explaining how to
print out the operator's manual from the
disk to a printer. The manual consists of
chapters that explain the system installation and operation, as well as a troubleshooting section and an appendix listing
programs that are known to work with the
PBR.
The PBR system is compatible with any
8-bit Atari system. The manual states that
it makes no difference whether either one
(main or PBR) is an XL or a 400/800. This
is great, since many people consider the
keyboard on the 800 to be the best in the
8-bit line.
The printer and printer interface (if
needed) are connected to the print buffer.
The disk drives are left connected to the
main computer. The special joystick·
extension cord is connected from joystick
port #1 of the main computer to joystick
port #1 of the second computer (printer
buffer). The cartridge that comes with the
PBR is inserted into the printer buffer.
There are several different versions of
the PBR included with the package. The
manual st<l,tes that this is done to achieve
com;-atibility with as much software as
possible.
Some nice features included for use
while printing are the ability to send a
top-of·form command to the buffer to ensure that the printer will be positioned
properly for the next document, the ability to completely erase the buffer by pressing the reset key on the buffer computer,
and the ability to abort a transfer of data
to the buffer by pressing the break key on
the main computer.
I highly recommend these two packages to anyone with an 8-bit 'Atari system.
If speed and efficiency are as important
to you as they are to me, then these two
products fit tile bill. With the price of
8-bit computers as low as $29 for the 400s,
where else could you purchase a disk
drive or printer buffer for that price? If
you would like your computer to do double or even triple duty, get in touch with
the folks at B. L. Enterprises-and tell
them where you read about them.
&:I
Jim Patterson is a former product support
representative for Texas Instruments. He holds
a degree in electro-mechanical engineering and
is currently working toward a degree in computer science. He is a member ofPhi Theta Kappa and the Data Processing Management
Association. He has been an avid Atari user
since 1981. (The author would like to gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Sherry Oakes
in the preparation of this review.)
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by Arthur Leyenberger
It was a rainy Saturday afternoon. I had
spent the morning doing some chores
and running a 'few errands. I was now
ready to embark on that continually postponed task of cleaning up the computer
office. As I started to sort through what
seemed like months of press releases,
demo copies of games and partially written manuscripts, I came upon my collection of 8-bit game cartridges.
It has been a while since I earnestly
played what I have always thought were
excellent games for any computer. And
now, with the Atari XE Game System having been sold in stores for almost a year,
I decided to take another look at the
"best" of 8-bit games. What I discovered
surprised me.

Prologue
Most 8-bit Atari users who have been
around since the XL days, or even before,
are probably familiar with the majority of
good games. The early to mid 1980s were
the tieyday of game software for the Atari.
Companies such as Synapse, Broderbund,
Electronic Arts, Sierra On-line,
producing some excellent games for the
Atari. And, believe it or not, Atari themselves were the leaders in game software
by obtaining the rights and making cartridges of almost all of the popular arcade
games of the time.
Many of these companies are gone now
and the ones that remain don't publish
8-bit Atarj games anymore. Many people
say the Atari 8-bit software market is dead,
and th'at may be true if you are an oldtimer and happen to have every title that
has ever been produced. But with the introduction of the Atari XE Game System,
a lot of new users have been drawn into
the Atari fold. For these new users there
hardly seems to be a dearth of software.
Instead, there appears to be a mindboggling assortment of 8-bit games on
disk and cartridge and selling for either
normal or bargain basement prices.
It is for these new Atari users that I
dedicate this month's column and present
what I consider to be the some of the best
8-bit entertainment software.
I can't get no satisfaction
Sometime around 1983 or 1984, a couple years before the arrival ofthe Tramiels
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Space Invaders

Wilh Ihe inlro~uclion of Ihe Alari

IE Game S,slem, a101 of
new users have been drawn
inlo Ihe Alari fol~,
Microprose, Datasoft, First Star, Big Five,
Activision and a host of others were
at Atari, the old Atari was going through
some tough times. The 2600 game
machine had by that time been available
for about five years and the 800 computer
was facing stiff competition from the
then-cheaper Commodore 64. Atari needed a new hardware product upon which
to sell additional software titles. What they
introduced was the 5200 Game System.
At the time, many of us hard-core
Atari users thought a more appropriate
product would have been an 8-bit computer sans keyboard. This would have
been basically a game player'S machine
that could use all of the existing 8-bit cartridges. It would also allow a keyboard

E R

and disk drive to be attached to it, transforming the unit into a full-blown 8-bit
computer. Game players could buy the
machine and later trade up to a computer
if they were so inclined.
Some of us felt strongly about it and
wrote-letters to Atari. There were articles
in user group newsletters and some
forward-thinking magazines shared our
views and mentioned the idea in print.
Atari was often known to shoot itself in
the foot in those days, They introduced
a similar product at the 1984 Summer
Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago.
What was it? A 7800-based computer system with keyboard and disk drive (or
tape) add·on units. They dubbed it the
Introductory Computer. These were the
Alan AIda days.
Had Atari introduced the 8-bit
game/computer system that I described,
they could have called it .. ,let's
see ... how about ... the Atari XL Game
System. Things might have been much
different.

The games
I can't believe that anyone residing in
North America in 1988 hasn't heard of
Pole Position. But if you have just returned
from a five-year tour on one of the outer
worlds, I guess I can describe this game.
for you. It's a racing game. Not just any
old racing game but the Atari racing game.
The first part of the game is to qualify
for the big race. You have 73 seconds to
complete the first lap, and your starting
position for the actual race is determined
by how well you complete the time trial.
If you complete the lap in less than 58.5
seconds you earn the coveted "pole position" or first spot among eight cars.
A joystick is used to steer (left and
right), shift gears (forward and back) and
brake (button). The "Christmas tree" starting lights signal the beginning of the race
and your goal is to complete the circuit
in the shortest amount of time. Points are
awarded for passing cars, and completing
the circuit in the allotted time earns you
45 seconds of extended play. You gain additional time for each lap you complete
and can race as long as you have remaining time. But taking a turn too fast will
slow your time as you spin out or possibly worse, crash into another car or billboard and erupt into a big fireball.
The magic hasn't left. Pole Position is
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Pole Position
one of Atari's best game cartridges then
and now. This is one game that has to be
part of your 8-bit or XEGS game collection.
Choplifter is a world-class game_ It was
when it first came out and it still is. Originally produced by Broderbund,
Chop lifter has a simple scenario. You pilot a helicopter from your home base
(complete with an American flag waving
in the breeze) across enemy lines and attempt to rescue hostages. During your
flight you must avoid or engage tanks,
enemy aircraft and heat-seeking missiles.
Your defense consists of a machine gun,
bombs and your flying skill.
There are two things that make
Chop lifter so engaging. One is the excellent simulation of helicopter flight coupled with a very intuitive joystick control
arrangement. If only real helicopters were
this easy to fly! Of course the graphics are
excellent and support the verisimilitude
of flying.
The other aspect of the game that continues to impress me is the open-ended
nature of the game. You can either fight
the enemy or simply fly a rescue mission.
Three scores are kept: the number of
hostages killed, the number rescued and
the number currently in the chopper (a
maximum of 16). Decisions mu'st be
made. Should you wait for one extra
hostage to enter the chopper and risk the
lives of the other IS? Or should you make
a run for it? When you return the
hostages to your home base, they wave as
they get out of the chopper.
Choplifter, written by Dan Gorlin, re-

mains an excellent game and one of the
all-time best games for the Atari computer. I had forgotten, but Choplifter has
been around (initially on the Apple) since
1982. That's a long time for a video game.
If you were an Atari 2600 gamer in the
early 1980s, you might remember the Pac·
man video game fiasco (not to be confused with the E.T video game fiasco).
Atari was so anxious to get Pacman out
the door and into eager buyers hands that
they did a less-than-spectacular job with
the game. Frankly, it stunk. I remember
buying the 2600 Pacman game and feeling ri pped off. It didn't look like the arcade version, and most importantly, it
didn't play like the arcade version.
Atari learned their lesson. The 8-bit
computer version of Pacman was not
rushed. And man, was it worth the wait!
This game was the real thing. I'm embarrassed to admit how many hours I logged
chasing (or being chased) by Pinky, et. al.
Anyway, the 8-bit Pacman cart should
contain a printed warning on the side of
it written by C. Everett Coop stating that
this video game is addictive. No lie, it was
when it first came out, it still is after all
these years and I imagine it will be in
another five years. If you don't own the
8-bit Atari Pacman game, you're excused
from the table. Go out and buy it, play it
for a dozen hours (oh, you will), then
come back and finish reading this
month's End User column.
I liked this one from the start. The start
was the 1984 Winter Electronics where
First Star Software first showed what the
world now knows as a classic: Boulder Dash.
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Boulder Dash has 16 screens or caves in
which the player (Rockford) digs around
walls of rock, searching for jewels. If
enough jewels are collected within a given
amount of time, an escape tunnel appears, and the player progresses to the
next screen.
Each level of Boulder Dash takes place
in a separate "cave" made up of several
scrolling screens. The difficulty of each
cave ranges from easy to very difficult,
and the time is limited in each cave. Every four caves you get to playa "playable
intermission:' If you are successful on this
screen, you are awarded an extra Rockford life.
In addition to dodging the falling boulders and diamonds, Rockford must avoid
or destroy some other creatures. Fireflies
are flashing objects that kill Rockford on
contact or can be killed by dropping a
boulder on them. Butterflies are similar
to fireflies but turn into diamonds when
killed. There are other obstacles as well,
such as killer amoebas that eventually encompass an entire cave.
What makes Boulder Dash exceptional is what the company calls "Boulder
Dash Physics:' This is just a faney term for
the very realistic way that rocks and diamonds fall once Rockford has dug underneath them. There's more to this game,
though. When Rockford is standing still,
he impatiently taps his foot and blinks his
I
eyes.
Boulder Dash has stood the test of time.
Playing this game in 1988 is as exciting
and challenging as it was in 1984. Boulder Dash is one ofthe all-time best video
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games for the Atari computer.
How many of us old-timers had our patience tried waiting for Donkey Kong to
make the transition from arcade to Atari
screen? Yup, that many. In this game it
seems that our hero, Mario, is separated
from his girlfriend by an assortment of
girders and ramps. Mario is at the bottom
of the screen and his lady is being held
captive by Donkey Kong.
Mario's goal is to climb a series of lad·
ders in order to rescue his girlfriend at
the top of the screen. Of course Donkey
Kong attempts to interfere with Mario's
progress by rolling barrels down the
ramps which Mario can either jump over
or smash. There are four screens, each in·
creasing in difficulty. Moving elevators,
conveyer belts and falling girders com·
prise the advanced screens.
There is no question about it-Donkey
Kong by Atari is a fun game. After being
around for over four years, it still seems
as fresh as when I first played it. The
graphics and animation are first·rate, and
I had forgotten about the catchy tune. If
you haven't played Donkey Kong, you're
missing out on a barrel of fun.
When Miner 2049er by Big Five Software first arrived on the Atari scene, my
recollection is that all work ceased for two
days. This was so that every Atari owner
could get in at least a dozen games. Really! The game was that addicting.
Miner 204ger IS a jumping and climbing game which stars Bounty Bob. The
race is against the clock as you move your
player through the ten different mine levels. You must traverse all of the platforms
in each level before you move on to the
next, and each screen is more difficult
than the last. Every level has its own
unique hazards and challenges stich as
elevators, moving ramps, ladders, nuclear
waste piles and much more. If you Gin
manage to finish all ten screens, you start
over again at a much faster pace.
As you might guess, this is one of those
games that nearly prevented me from
finishing this column. The game is still
addicting as ever and very well done. The
graphics are colorful, there is excellent
play action, and the joystick control is
responsive.
I've always thought that Necromancer by
Synapse was a different sort of game. Not
different as in bad, but different as in uriusual, imaginative, strange! You play the
part of Illuminar, a druid, and your first
task is to create a forest of enchanted trees
and protect them from. the Troglodytes.
As you plant new seedlings and the tr~es
grow, the ogres try to stomp down the
young trees. Ogres will not harm full·
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grown trees, but the forest spider will bite
them and turn them into useless stumps.
Your goal is to grow as many trees as possible, which will aid you in your fight
against the evil Necromancer.
The second screen occurs in the spider
vaults. Here you must use your trees to
destroy the spider larvae while avoiding
the hands of fate that can destroy your
player or trees. Also to be avoided are the
deadly salivating spiders who hatch from
the larvae. These nasties eat trees and spit
poison. The third screen is the
Necromancer's lair. Here you must destroy all of the Necromancer's graves while
avoiding the zombie spiders that have
been reincarnated from the previous
screen. Also, you have to watch out for the
mother spider who will turn zombie
spiders into immortal spiders which can·
not be killed.
Few games match the originality and
playability of Necromancer. Its combination of fantasy and action result in a well·
conceived and beautifully implemented
game. The music that accompanies each
screen is both eerie and pretty. I still like
it, and it's a shame that 1i"amiel's Atari put
Synapse out of business. Just think what
Synapse would be creating for the ST.
Qix is one of those games that is differ·
ent. It really doesn't fit neatly into any
category. It could be called a drawing
game, but that would sound incredibly
boring and not do it justice. When I first
encountered Qix in the arcade several
years ago, I instantly became hooked on
it. I just couLdn't wait for the 8-bit cartridge to arrive and when it did, I must
have played the game for months.
The object of Qix is to make boxes by
drawing lines vertically and horizontally
on the screen. Once a new box is formed
by connecting up to four lines, it gets
shaded in either red or blue, depending
upon which of the two drawing speeds
were used to make the box. Red is for the
slow speed and is worth twice the amount
of points as blue boxes, the faster, easier
speed. Once you have covered 75 percent
of the screen with shaded boxes, the game
moves on to a quicker screen. The end of
the line that you draw with is called the
marker, and you have only three markers
when you start the game.
The difficulty of the game comes from
the three distinct and tenacious "enemies:' The QIX is a whirling opponent
that roams the empty part of the screen
and which will destroy your box and
eliminate a marker if it touches your line
before you com plete a box. There can be
as many as eight SPARXs at one time,
which can eliminate your box if it cross-

es your line. The third opponent is the
FUSE which will ignite the second you
stop moving and follow along your line.
If it touches your marker, you lose the
marker.
It has been at least two years since I
have played Qix, and I wasn't sure if it
would still hold my interest or be.
challenging. All 1 need tell you is that
there were several of the games men·
tioned in this column that almost prevented me from meeting my deadline. Qix
was .one of those games. It still is as
challenging, fresh and. fun as I had
remembered and, an enjoyable way to
spend some time. Like many excellent
games though, it can be very addicting.
When I inserted the Space Invaders cart
into my 8-bitter I thought that I would be
disappointed. It has been several years
since I even thought about this game, let
alone played it. You can guess the result.
Although Space Invaders is a "blast from
the past;' it still is quite satisfying to fire
at the alien creatures. Hqwever, I still
prefer the 2600 game version of Space In·
vaders, perhaps because it was the first
video game I ever played.
I don't have space in this month's
column to include all of the games I really
should for a complete unabridged list of
top games. In brief, Missile Command is still
a clever and challenging game. Simple
graphics, easy plot-but great game play.
Star Raiders is the game that sold me on
buying an Atari 8·bit computer back in
1982. If you have never played it, shame
on you. You owe it to yourself to have and
play this game. It looks good on a resume,
too.
As far as playability goes, one of the
best shoot·'em-up games is Astrochase from
First Star Software. It's got excellent
graphics and smooth scrolling (that still
amaze me) and super player control. It
was advertised almost six months before
it was available, but it was worth the wait.
Finally, one of the most fun games is Frogger. Great graphics, excellent sound effects
and a catchy tune so hummable that I
often find myself humming it at the office.
Where did the time go?

Guess what? The office didn't get
cleaned up. It still takes me a half·hour
to find a particular program or half.
finished column. But I sure had a lot of
fun playing these computer games for the
last several hours, and I know you will too.
Whether you just got an Atari XE computer or the XE Game System,just about
any of the games I described will entertain you for hours.
Now, where did I put that disk ... ?
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Why Be Forced to Read aMagazIne tha1
YOUR ATARI RESOURCE CENTER
ANALOG Computing continues to offer exciting products for you and your Atari
Computer. And we're the only magazine for the Atari 8-bit computer line that hasn't
allowed its content to be virtually taken over by coverage of the Atari ST. We include only a minimal amount of ST material so that you can stay informed of what's
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happening with the 8-bit computer's brother.

Whether you own a reliable 01' 400 or 800, a shiny XL, new XE or
even an XE Game Machine ... we offer usable utilities, entertaining
educational software, dynamite disk programs and great graphics
and games. In fact, our readers stilI use ANALOG programs that were
published over five years ago!

So when software companies turn their
heads to other computers, you can turn
yours to the one that supports your 8-bit Atari. And
that's ANALOG Computing.

ANALOG's Best! Over 88 of ANALOG Computing's best and
most requested programs are now available on this series
of ten diskettes. The programs are all ready to run and come with complete
documentation on the flip side of each floppy diskette. Select from Graphics,
Educational, Utilities 1, Utilities 2, Disk Utilities and Games Disks 1,2,3,4
and 5. Only $9.95 each (plus $1.50 shipping per order). Specify disk title
when ordering.

Unlock the secrets of your Atari Computer! This handy I6-page pocket reference
covers information you need when programming your 8-bit. Error codes, internal
codes, PEEK & POKE locations, machine-language aids, graphic mode specs and BASIC commands
with abbreviations are only some of the helpful items at your fingertips.
The ANALOG Computing Pocket Reference Card, only $7.95 each!
(Plus g1.50 shipping and handling.)

om u ere

)evotes 50% of Its Pages to he Atari ST?
An Atari 8-bit Extra. While other "Atari" 8-bit magazines just make claims on how they
cover your machine, we come through! Over] 30 pages of new, never before published
material. Programs like Easy Type, Dragon Chase, Pastels, Display List Mod, Tactics, Trivia
and Create-a-base are all documented and ready to type in and run ... all for just $8.95!
(Add $1. 50 for shipping.)

Get the Extra on disk! This special offer for Extra owners gets you all of the programs
in an Atari 8-bit Extra on disk. Avoid typing errors, hours of tedious typing and frustration.
Just plug in the disk and you are ready to roll! Two, ready-to-run double-sided floppies, $24.95.
(Disks only. Atari 8-bit Extra sold separately. Please add $1.50 for shipping.) From the
magazine that always gives you something Extra.
Why let your fingers do the walking when your
Ami can do the running? Get this issue on
disk! Every month we offer all of the pro-
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grams in ANALOG Computing on disk ...
ready to run. Even if you don't know

ANALOG COMPUTING OFFICIAL ORDER FORM

anything about machine language or

Use this coupon to order the most complete up-to-date products

specifically designed for your ATARI PC!

don't own the Action! cartridge, we
offer programs in converted formats
so they'll run on your Atari computer. Get this issue for just
$12.95 (plus $1.50
shipping).

ANALOG'S BEST-Graphics Dlsk •..................... 5 9.95 $ - - _
ANALOG'S BEST-Educational Dlsk .....•.............. $ 9.95 5
_
ANALOG'S BEST-Utilities #1
$ 9.95 5
_
ANALOG'S BEST-Utilities #2 .........•...•.......... $ 9.95 5
ANALOG'S BEST-Disk Utilltles
$ 9.95 5 _ _ANALOG'S BEST-Games #1
$ 9.95 5 _ _ANALOG'S BEST-Games #2
$ 9.95 5 _ _ANALOG'S BEST-Games #3
$ 9.95 5 _ _ANALOG'S BEST-Games #4
$ 9.95 $ - - ANALOG'S BEST-Games #5
$ 9.95 $ - - ANALOG COMPUTING-POCKET REFERENCE CARD .. 5 7.95 $ - - ANALOG COMPUTlNG-8·blt EXTRA
58.95 $ - - 5
_
ANALOG COMPUTING-8·blt EXTRA (on disk)
524.95
5
_
ANALOG MAGAZINE ON DISK (please specify Issue)
$12.95
5
_
SHIPPING AND HANDLING-add $1.50 for each product ordered
5
_
TOTAL ORDER
o Master Card
Charge My 0 VISA
Payment Enclosed

o

Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp.
Signature

_

Name

_

Address
City

State

Zip

_

Make checks payable to: LFP, Inc. P.O. Box 67068, Los Angeles, CA 90067.
Your order will arrive in 4 to 6 weeks - WATCH FOR IT!
ZIHYY

California residents add 6.5% sales tax on all orders except back issues.

